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THIRD-TERM-ISM.

pronunciamento

still

means a great deal. It was nothing individually—nothing more than _the radical bishop has been in the habitof saying
for a year or two. It was the loud amen

__of his brethren, that probably

astonished

himself as much as it frightened the politicians. Nor was,it particularly a Methodist amen, except as such audible,
frank responses are Methodistical generally. It was but a sudden revelation of
the silent love which the deeper religious
and humane sentiment of the country has
all along felt for General Grant, for his
Christian treatment ‘of the Indian and of
the negro—a policy more Christian than
the most religious of his predecessors
ever dared to dream of, and without a
precedent in the history of any great government in the world.
;
I mingle with this sort of people all I
oan, always, and I have had some curiosity of late, in the way of my vocation, to
know how they feel about the great bugbear. I find very little substantial differcence among them on the other general

TMILADELPHIA.

|

\

\COWPERTHWAIT 2 CO.

issues of the

Administration,

but

a very

intense’ unanimity on the central one
above noted, and a feeling of anxious’in-.
security in view of the two minor wards
of our civilization falling into other protection than that of Grant's tried ‘and
trusted arm. They generally agree in a
high appreciation of the security his

character affords the country in its fwo
grand material interests—its foreign and
its financial policy—and here, by the way,
is the third great,

silent

element

of

the

,strength of the third-term innovation, upon which I might give some gnformation
if Lhad room.
Still more important from
their point of view is the stern incorruptibility that pursues and punishes relentlessly abuses which party presidents have
not felt at liberty to scent too keenly.
They sympathize with the president in
his past unequal combat with the inveterate system of political spoils ; they smart
with him under his defeat in civil service reform by the combinéd political parties, and they admire the unprecedented
business efficacy; notwithstanding, of the
business departments of the Government,
the postal and revenue systems.
But
with a characteristic leaning to the more
purely moral interests of justice and mercy, they set the Indian and negro policy
above all these things, and if Grant is the

only candidate who

¢an guarantee

its

perpetuation, ‘then they are unquestionably for a third term.
There is a word to be said about the
third term, per se.. And first, negatively.
find, as others have, that the people
have conversed with and handled the
* **8pook” so much for a year or two back
that they have grown quite familiar with
it, and have lost most of their superstitious dread.. A good many politicians

have been alarmists on the subject of
presidential
General

self-re-election

Jackson's

time;

ever

since
even

but

Horace Greeley, the most powerful and
earnest of them all, ever succeeded in profoundly and generally impressing the
people with it. The American people
have far too much confidence in themselves
to imagine that a president and an army
of office-holders can ever.s6 much as influence the freedom of their choice. They
to

have seen two or three presidents

try

got themselves

official;

renominated

machinery, and.they

by

are rfither

inclined

to laugh when Hey remember the experiment.

Smith was called to be Commissioner
Indian, affairs at Washington.

JANUARY

clent policime are her teachers. Por one,
‘We wish that there were not a jail nor a
| juilor; a constable nor a soldier in the

12, 1876.
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Massachusetts, Then he served as Governor one year, after which he was again
Attorney-General for. four years, which

s

But I even find that the third-torin idea
is not without positive ‘strength of” its

own. There are not wanting those who
assent that the opposite dogma is purely

i NO,

a

umes of poems, four volumes of dramas,
eight volumes of annuals, and forty ight

Ll

novelettes.

country ; but that the: forces of evil and . closed his labors in active official life.
the policy‘of a certain cracked
MICHAEL ANGELO was one day explain.
ing to a visitor at his studio what he had
lin, O.; were first engaged as missionaries good sight be brought face to face and
who used to'pull up the big stalks of
His was an unblemished character, and
corn, to give-the little ones, as he said, a - under the American Missionary Associa eye to eye; and every man that regards
furnishes an example of a goodftitizen, been doing to a statute since his previous
visit, “I have re-touched this part, polishlifeand owns property might be compelled,
tion at Red Lake. This location is som
chance to grow. The no-third-term dogwhich, we may add, is no slight encomied that, softened this feature, brought out:
75 miles north-westerly ‘from us here by the imminent hazard in which he stood,
ma is certainly beginning to be regarded
| that muscle, given some expression to this. *
and White Earth is about the same ai to search for and discover those moral
by quiet ‘thinking men as nothing less
LOUISIANA LEGISLATURE.
| lip, and more energy to that limb.”
But."
tance to the south-west. ' The sacrifices forces by a wise and enekgetio application
than the great tap root of the spoils sysThe legislature of Louisiana met on these are trifles,” remarked the visitor. ‘It
of which to the vicious and rising generand sufferings of these brethren and thei
tem of rotation in, office, which the so-farMonday, and Gov, Kellogg's message
may be 80,”replied the sculptor, ‘‘but recolsecure himself and his
wives have seldom been exceeded. It was ation, he might
successful opponents of civil service recongratulates ‘the people on the hopeful
lect
that trifles make perfection, and per|
'with
a
sure
and
abiding
protection.”
a
journey
of
long
and
tetlious
weeks
form profess to think vigalto our liberties
prospects of the State. He says that ac- fection is no trifle.”
reach their location. Heroically they en<
in clerks and presidents alike, but which
curate statistics show that the crops raised
‘IN the last volame of the Erica Bme Sedured and struggled, until, after years of
is really the vital condition of systematic
The Christian Union thanks God, reverin that State durihg the past year largely
ries is an anecdote of James Hogg, Which,
toil
they
felt
that
the
odds
against
whic
administrative corruption.
I | ently, we suppose, that *“ we are not de“One more

third-termer,

I don't know about that yet.

eh?”

Well,

1 confess I

they cqatended were too great. The vices pendent solely on what the church may {* exceed $50,000,000 in value. He thinks,
under proper management, the State will
of these Chippewas, aggravated by con
tact

with the whites,

had become

mos

do” to furnish us leaders and teachers
‘‘ whose sincerity and sympathy and

corrupting.
The description of the an genius for moral ideas mark them as fit
cient heathen as given in the first chapter for leadership.” It goes on to say that
of Romans was reproduced. As a legiti- “ the divine education of the race is inmate outgrowth of this, their laziness finitely broader than the church's walls.
was intolerable. They would lie around Whoever loves and seeks the truth; whogambling and smoking, while the mis- Nex loves and serves his fellows; who' sionaries built houses for them, and ac- { ever has spiritual sensitiveness to receive

tually regarded it an act of great conde- the divine message, and boldness to utter
it; whoever has strength and courage and

scension to as much as to put clay or mor-

receive an influx of labor and capital
which will increase its prosperity a thousand fold. We sincerely hope that the
management which is to give peace and
prosperity to Louisiana may be at least
commenced this winter, so that we may
see the results so much needed “begin to
‘make their appearante.
SOUTHERN

RUSSIA.

Intelligence from Moscow discloses that
great stagnation prevails in the grain

shows how he made a literary joke profit:
ble. He had resolved on collecting poems
from the principal living writers to form an
annual, which he proposed to sell for his
own benefit.
But his writers failed Lim,
all except Wordsworth, and finding his en- .
terprise thwarted, he changed his plan, and
wrote the poems himgelf in the names of
the unexpected contributors.
Assuming
the personality of Byron, first, he wrote
“The Guerrilla Chief” and becoming, im
turn, Wordsworth,
Scot{, Southey
and
others, produced a volume\called ‘The Poetic;Mirror.”
Balantyné, the book-seller,
helped on the fraud, and in six weeks paid
Hogg £30 as his share of the polls.

tar in between thé logs of the houses thus sympathy to carry light and comfort
trade of southern Russia, and a collapse
built for their own occupancy! Of course | among men ;—these are of God’s priestin
agriculture and commerce is threatento
continue
thus
to
toil
and
wear
themhood.” There is a very important and preSothuch in general.
In -the particular,
ed.
American competition id attributed
*selves
out
was
uncalled
for,
‘and
not
far
cious truth in-those sentences, but there is
however, on the one hand, ¥ am tired of
as the principal cause of the present state
WASHINGTON OUBRESPONDENGE.
from the beginning of the war of the Re- also, we gout say, a grave error, and
‘the imperfections of a human president,
of things. The London Gazette's Odessa
bellion, the missionaries withdrew from one that is too apparent to need pointing
and want an angel ; but en the other hand
WasHiNGgTON, D. C., Jan. 5, 1876.
correspondent writes, that the oldest inthe field. It must not be understood that out.
I don’t see one for certain in either party,
:
THE OUTLOOK.
habitants
declare
that
Odessa
was
never
there were no exceptions to. the prevailand fear we may go further and fare
The
holidays
are over nd to-day come
at such a stand-still since its foundation.
ing sloth and vice. These godly men
worse, as we always did before.
Then
Speaking of promoting revivals,the N.
mences
for
thefirst
time this session the
No transactions are effected, and bankand women were not left without some Y. Observer truthfully remarks that « we
‘again 1 am tired of seeing the faithful
real business of legislation. The outlook
ruptey
follows
bonkruptey.
Houses
have
precious fruit of their toils, prayers’ and | must not wait for men, but we must.wait
head ‘of such an administration as this
for the nation’s prosperity so far as itis
tears. The Holy Spirit found way to the on God. “Revival in the plan of divine ‘fallen to 30-100. of their value, and wheat
treated (and that almost without a manly
dependent upon this Congress, is ‘not very
is lyingin the store-houses.
hopeful. The Committees are organized and
hearts of a (goodly number.
At Red wisdoni, is the consequence of means, and
protest from any quarter,) as if he were
considered in working order, buf just how
MISCELLANEOUS.
Lake
especially,
the
foundations
were
so
is the gift of infinite grace. This is the
Catiline and Caligula and Boss Tweed
Ex-Governor’ Dix favors one term of far their proposed action will subserve, and
well laid, that now under the vigorous theory that underlies all ‘judicious human
rolled into one, and I would like to see
when it is crystallized into law, the real
six years for President.——Senator Boutadministration of Agent R. M. Pratt, a efforts to save men’s souls. Pray and
the people get just one more chance at
prosperity and the highest and best interwell
is
reported
as
saying
that
he
is
enwork.
It
is
God
that
giveth
the
i
increase,
sturdy ex-soldier from Vermont, supplethe sore-heads, that would give them four
ests of the country, remains to be seen.
tirely opposed to any meddling with the
mented by the co-operation of Rev. Fran- whoever plants or ‘Waters. n
years’ business in plastering their own
The South and Southwest have the comCuban insurgents and Spanish governcis. Speere, a missionary of the A. M. A.,
scalps and conning the lesson that honplete control of all the committees, and the
-ment; nor is he in favor of calling upon
esty is the best policy for critics as well
most encouraging
results are being
clerkships of all important committees are
«James R. Osgood -& Co., Boston, have
European powers to interfere.——The
as other people.
-Still, it would be a resecured. At Lake Winnebagoshish also commenced the publication of a weekly
given to the South.
Doctor Hambleton,
deputy Comptrollérship of the Treasury
lief to see the young editors and amateur
good seed was sown which took root to architectural journal, called: The Ameriwho was a surgeon in the rebel service unis still open to the acceptance of ex-Govsome extent. Even among our own Pil- can Architect and
marksmen of our loved country set speedder Senator Gordon, of Georgia, an intense
Building News.
The |
ernor Perham, of Maine.——Stanley Matlagers, whose general reputation is so first number is \at hand. It is in a style
ily to practicing at some other target than
rebel who for many years has hung about
thews will be tendered a place onthe
bad I hardly dare speak of it, there are uniform with that of the leading English
her noblest hero.
On the whole, as I
Washington, and has sought all occasion to
Board of Indian Commissioners.——The
not wanting some touching instances architectural journals, and is meant to
hardly know what to wish, and as wishmake known everywhere his rebel and traiHon. P. C. Cheney was renominated for torous principles, is made clerk of the
ing does no good at any rate, I think I
which inspire the hope that some remov- promote the architectural interests of all
ed by death have shared the Savior’s par- parts of the country. Each number will . Governor of New Hampshire by the Reshall leave politics to Providence and the
Ways and Means.
He is a Georgian, and
publicans, on Wednesday.——The Prince
doffing mercy and saving grace. Some too contain from eight to sixteen pages of
people, with a good deal of confidence
has for the last ten years been prosecuting
of Wales has arrived at Benares, India.
a cotton claim against the government, and
whom I see almost daily, seem to be sus- letter press, including a record of all
that they will crown the century with a
~The Toronto Globe asks for a more
has received a very considerable amount of
ceptible to religious influences.
For events of professional importance, and
geod prosideonsia election.
Vir.
money thereon.
I only mention this as
‘extended extradition treaty with the Unitthese and indeed for all I bespeak the
+O+e
will have at least four pages of plates
showing that this present Congress is deed States.——Archduke Rudolphe, Prinee
prayerful sympathy and co-operation of
executed by the Heliotype process, and
SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE. :
termined to put whilom and still unrepent~
all who pray and labor for the building
Imperial of Austria, will be crowned
printed from stone. Its proposed field
ant
traitors into places that give them the
King of Hungary in July.——Senator
up of Christ's
kingdom throughout the
CHIFFEWA AGENCY, }
of work is one in which there is great
control of the government.
Through this
world.
Conover,
of
Florida,
in
which
State
there
LEECH LAKE, MINN.,
room for improvement.
Forty-fourth Congress we are ‘clasping
Dec. 17, 1875,
is a large number of Cuban refugees,
To introduce this mission to our brethhands across the bloody chasm” with a wilk
*“ Where is this agency?"—Duluth, at
means to make a speech in the Senate in
ren and friends, even in the most general
The Congregationalist, which is one of
and a vim. Some things are foreshadowed
way requires a good deal to be said. This the most thoroughly and ably edited of
the western extremity of Lake Superior,
favor of granting belligerent rights to as to what Congress may attempt to do
first story is long enough, an! although our exchanges, speaking of the tendency
is about latitude 47°.
From Duluth west
Cuba.
The Grand Vizier has requestthis week.
The work coming before the
two degrees and north half a degree lies
far enough from being satisfactory, will I towards Congregationalism in Methoded the Pope to use his good offices with
several committees has been divided out,
Leech Lake ; and near the south line of
the Catholic insurgents in Herzegovina
trust serve to call attention to the fact, ism, as it appears, in the abandonment of
and is now in the hands of sub-committees.
with a view to peace.——The population
that the Chippewa Agency at Leech Lake, the old circuit system, and in the choice
the reservation on the lake shore are sitIt is expected that one or two of the unimof Nevada, as shown by the recently comCass Co., Minn., has been by the Depart- of their own pastor by the churches, does
uated the Agency buildings.
portant appropriation bills, such, for inment of the Interior assigned to the re- “not believe that Methodism, should it pleted census returns, is 52,336, includ- stance, as the diplomatic bill, will pass the
This reservation embraces
‘96,000
ing 3,682 Chinese.
The Paris corresHouse this week, so that the Senate Comacres, containing a few scattered patches
ligious care of the Freewill Baptists ; and put forth its utmost strength, would find
mittee may at once commence work.
pondent of te London Times reports that
itself able to force its churches and minof arable land along the shores and inlets
that in order to make this work a success,
It is expected that Mr. Blaine will in &
Queen
Isabélla’s
health
causes
anxiety.
fof the lake reached only by steamboat or
whether the administration shall continue istry back to the old system in these refew days deliver an exhaustive speech upom
Great prostration followed the attack of
canoe.
The rest is swamp and pine
in the hands ofthe present agentorany one spects. The changes have been made,
the finances, and he will doubtless be followmeasles, and still continues.——A minislands.”
else, it must share the sympathy, co-op- and unwillingly acceded to thus far, beed by others, so that the country may expect
terial
crisis
is
impending
in
Hungary,
the
cause
the
people
insisted
on
them.
The
eration, generous patronage and earnest
The Indians under charge of this Agenand look for an inundation of speeches upproposed establishment of a national bank
prayer of the denomination.
In future masses have the persuasion that the new
cy are known as the Pillager and Lake
on finances. - The Ways and Means commitwith power to issue notes, being the cause.
communications I shall hope to be able wayis better than the old, and many of
Winnebagoshish
bands; being under
tee are somewliat perplexed as to the tarsome 30 chiefs and numbering about
to increase the interest of all in our work them, rather than abandon it,would sever
ARSELECLIGLy
up
WC
iff policy they will adopt.
They will wait
their connection with Methodism, and enand people;
HENRY J. KiNG.
2300. They are a portion of the Chippefor some indications from
the appropriaPERSONAL.
a
ter upon an independent church life, which
was, who have appeared in Government
tion cemmittee before
they fully determight very likely practically become Contreaties from the time of Gen, Anthony
GEORGE SAND gets forty cents a line in
EXOHANGE
NOTES AND QUOTES.
mine how far they will proceed toward free
Wayne in 1795, down to 1867, the date of
the Revue des Deux Mondes.
We are obliged to devote so little time gregationalism, so soon as it should have
trade.
The committee now stands eight to
their last treaty.
OLE BuLL has been giving concerts in
to the preparation of this column that we time to take its own bearings; and, in
four on the question of restoring the duty
Portions of the Chippewas aiare old acStockholm, recently.
He is about to make
rarely feel as though we were doing our view of all related issues, settle upon its
upon tea and coffee.”"It is known that Mqrquaintances at Saginaw, Flint, Sault Ste.
a farewell tour of Europe.
rison, Garfield, and ‘Burchard are in favor
exchanges full justice. We will at least true future course. The old ¢ iron wheel,’
Marie and Lake Superior in Michigan, as
SENECA, whe philosophized wisely and
of restoring the duty upon these articles.
try to do them no positive injustice. We Methodism, is largely a thing of the past,
well as at Mackinaw, where at one time
eloquently on the blessing of poverty and
PUBLIC DEBT.
are each week more strongly convinced and it is so because it| isnot gepmang to
they enjoyed the missionary labors of a . that it needs more than ‘a hasty glance at the present.” .
moderate desires, was at the same time
The public debt was increased during the
O-0-0-0-b
usuriously lending his millions, and wrote
most worthy Presbyterian minister, the
Rh Sh an og
month of December,
$1,915,062.70.
Some
a paper to find all the good things, or
his homilies on a table of solid gold.
newspapers have attempted to make this
father of Hon. Thomas W. Férry, now
EVENTS OF THE WEEK.
even the principal ones, in it. And so if
appear as an unusual occurrence. Since
| Vice-President of the U. S. Capt. Chas.
THE model of a monument to be erected
RE-ASSEMBLING OF CONGRESS,
our readers ever suppose, from the speci1872, the debt has been increased on each
in
honor
of
Mr.
Plimsoll
has
been
completBeauliew,of our Trader's Port, tells me,
mens in this column, that we have any
The’ re-assembling of Congress, on
occurring December, in 1873 reaching as
ed.
It represents him in the act of delivhis father, a French half blood, was a
thoroughly dull exchanges, we beg them Wednesday, was marked by the presentaering his protest.
In the background is
high as eight millions.
The cause for this
pupil of Rev. Mr. Ferry at Mackinaw.
to reflect that their terits may not have tion of a multitude of resolutions calling
the rotten hulk of a condemned vessel,
increase is apparent to all who will’ give
The present estimate of the Chippewas
been properly presented, and that a more for the investigation of Republican legisover and around which are hovering birds
any attention to the receipts and expendiplace their numbers at about 15,000. In
thorough examination would have reveal- lation for several years past. The conof ill omen.
tures during the month
of December,
Michigan, 4800, Wisconsin, 4500, and
ed still better things than we may give tinued discussion of the question of the
There has been a large falling off in custom
CoL. BETHEA, a member of the Alabama
Minnesota, 5700. Of those in Michigan
them.
Our purpose in thus dealing with temporary Presidency of the Senate apduties, and a larger and continual demand
Constitutional Convention, is cited as a
the larger portion have become citizens.
our exchanges is to show our readers the pears to confirm the majority in the belief
for funds in the usual course of payments.
lawyer whose career was brief and brillI notice the very friendly legislation and
opinions held by the religious press on that the death of the Vice-President does
fant.
He had only one case in his life, and
There has been within a week some exkindly treatment of them by the Peninsuthe leading questions of the time, so that not place the President pro tem. of the
that involved a large amount of property ;
citement in the Treasury Department growlar State, is very favorably spoken of in
his fee of $60,000 depended on his success.
we may give them as many sources of in- Senate in a position beyond the reach of
ing out of a report of a committee appointpublic documents,
He won, received his fee, and, with his lauformation as possible in forming their the Senate, the argument being that in
ed to look into the validity of certain claims
rels fresh upon him, retired from the bar.
In 1846 by a treaty at Council Bluffs
own. We can not give arguments, of the present case Mr. Ferry is acting Vicewhich had been allowed and paid. These
the Government attempted to concentrate
"course. If we give *‘ the tops of thoughts,” President only by virtue of his office as
claims are now known as ‘the Sugg Fort
Sm JoHN BENNET, the Alderman and
and Witowski frauds, because upon proper
certain of the Chippewas, with the Ofttathe mere gist of 4 communication or edit- President pro tem. of the Senate.
well-known watch-maker in the city of
exajnination these claims have been proved
was and Pottawatomies into one peopleto
orial, it will be all we can attempt. And
London, delivered a lecture the other day,
CHICAGO'S BUSINESS.

the corruption of party rotation in office.

Then gentle Saviour come; ™
And bear my soul—all freed from sin,
To my eternal home.

Bishop Haven's

CHICAGO,

like

many and influential of the meaner sort
who thrive and multiply like maggots in

When these poor eyes in death grow dim,

NEw

STAR, BOSTON

In 1846, or thereabouts, Rev. J.
farmer, | Bardwell and Rev. 8. GG. Wright, of Ober

in the Democratic. conventions, or

little venerateq] than the rayerse, with too

Upward let all-my thoughts ascend,
A tgibute to Thy grace;
Meet all the trials Thou dost send,
With patience and with faith,

3

* two-thirds rule”

ical safety as left us by the framers of the

My heart’s sincere desire;
From all temptations keep me free,
Till life in me expire.

YORK

famous

Constitution—that of liberty, not restriction, to the nation’s will in this respect.
Our danger is not of too much, but too
little permanency in the tencre of office,
from the president down. We are more
liable to have too few great men and too

‘May Thy rich love forever be,

- NEW

vice, like the

am quite sure of the general way of polit-

-

Dear Jesus, Thou art all to me,
My Saviour, and my Friend ;
I raise my feeble prayer to Thee,
Let now Thy grace descend.

:

MORNING

be located in Kansas

and known as the

80, taking up first the Golden Rule, which

Pottawatomie Nation. The few Chippewas thus included have lost their tribal
visibility.
A Government treaty with the Pillager
bands was made at Leech Lake as long
ago as 1846 ; but the Agency was not established here till many years after, and
the present buildings were not put up till
1865 and later.
It was from the Superintendency of

has a peculiar way of hitching its texts

this, and the White
Lake

agencies,

“From

Mr.

Earth and the Red

that

Henry

Rev.

J. King,

Edwdrd
the

P.

rocently

appointed special Agent to the Pillager Indians,

these Indians having been recently assigned to
the care of the Freewill Baptists. The lotter
gives considerable information
work and the field.

concerning

the

onto the ends of its sermons, we find that
‘it is concerned over the increase of crime,

and proposes completer education as the
remedy.
And this education, it shys,
must be universal.
over, of a proper

‘It must be, morecharacter; something

more than the mere development of the
intellect. It must cover and include the
rudimental principles of ri: ht, the maxims
of virtue and reverence. It must’ inculcate the sanctity of an oath, and teach at
least those common

duties

between man

The total

business

of Chicago, for the

year 1875, estimated according to valifes,
was $657,000,000.

The

number

of hogs

packed was 2,069,200, weighing 255,000
tons. . The annual product of manufac-

‘You

can

the following happy

stop a

clock

at

machiné¢; but you can silence him.

over 1874 of seven per cent. The increase of the wholesale trade has been
seven and a half per cent.
EX-GOVERNOR CLIFFORD.
of ex-Governor

Clifford, of,

Massachusetts, on Sunday, is announced.
He was born at Providence, graduated at

possible the administration of business;
and anchor society to permanence and
safety. The best jails for Massachusetts
are her school-houses, and her most effi-

New Bedford, Mass., where he soon took

University,

and

practiced law in

a leading position at the bar. He was in
public service from 1834 to 1858. From
1849

to 1858, he was Attorney-General of
Jer

fragile,

jeweled

Woman

she will run on till she stops of herself.”

The death

any

moment,” he said, ‘but you can not stop a
watch:
So it is with the talk of men and
of women.
Man is a great, ugly, coarse
is a beautiful,

Brown

®

metaphor:

tures was $177,000,000, beintg an increase

and man which, being performed, make

oe

during which he made

thing—but

Tae most industrious man of the present
day must surely be Moritz Jokai, the editor

of the Hungarian journal Hon.
admirer has been at the

pains

A literary
of

drawing

up a statement of the number of volumes
he has produced year by year, between
1846 and 1875, from which it appears that
during that period this indefatigable writer
brought out. one hundred volunies of novels, twenty-eight
volumes of humorous
miscelldnies, eight volnmes. of .historical,
political and biographical essays, four vol-

to befno claims at all,but infamous syindles

upon

the treasury.

The committee

of in-

vestigation consisted of Hon, D. D. Pratt,
Commissioner of Internal Revenue, D. W.
Mahon, First Auditor, J. H. Robeson, As~

sistant Solicitor of the Treasury, and John
W.

Porter,

newspapers

acting

Chief

declared that

whitewashing committee,

Clerk.
this

Many

would be

&

as it was made

up of Treasury officials, but the report was:
made a few days since to the Secretary, andl

the finding is that both olaims are fictitious
and fraudulent, and that they were passed
through the third auditor's and second
comptroller’s offices without such examina~
tion as the law requires.
The Secretary om

receiving this reQort submitted it to the
President and then to the parties implicated. They have all" resigned and their, :
;
places will be filled by others.
n
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Notes and Hints.
1—4.
THE LOVE OF JONATHAN FOR
Davin.
‘“The soul of Jonathan was knit
with the soul of David, and Jonathan
loved him as his own soul.” (1) The
modesty, manliness, bravery and persoual beauty of David won at sight the heart

of Jonathan.

The brilliant victoryof the

young hero, and ‘thé change from cring- ing fear

to assanlt, shouts

and

triumph

which David effectedin Istael, fired

with

admiration the heart of Jonathan, (2)
Jonathan must be regarded -as a peeuHis expedition %gainst
liar’ "‘foung man.
the Philistine garrison shows that singular as well as sensible. element: met in
1 Sam. 14. His love for David
him.
suddenly conceived and carried to the exten! of voluntary surrender of his rights
to the throne wasan outbreak of

passion

unlike the ordinary course of affeetion.
The cheerful surrender of his princely ex-

pectations and the resistance of his fathér’s endeavor to secure the kingdom to
him are indications of a mind estimating
frie~dship and threnes after a peculiar

standard.

(8) ‘“ And

Saul took bim that

"day, and would let hith"go no more to his

father’s house.”
‘ with the

it

EvIL SPIRIT

came to

in Da-

OF

pass, on

+

SAUL.

This wasin accordance

custom of kings to have a body

of able and heroic men around them, as
executors of his will, as counselors, and

for their society. Samuel predicted of the
king of Israel this: ¢“ He will take your!
men-servants and your maid-servants and
your goodliest young men and your asses,
and put them to his work.” (4) ““ Then
Jonathan and David made a covenant;
for he loved him as his‘ own soul.” This
covenant was made with some formality
in the presence.of witnesses, and pledged
for life their mutual Jove to each other.
(5) Jonathan,in the enthusiasm of his
love, stripped himsell of his princely
“robe” and of his military ‘ garments”
and put them upon David. The words
‘““ robe” and ‘‘ garments” are to be distinguished as thus indicated. Remember
that David came from the sheepfold to the
camp, and was dressed in coarse attire.

elated

by promotion, not

baughty, not
himself with

dictatorial.
discretion.

He
(2)

sanity was, by

the Jews, ascribed

agency of evil spirits.

It was

strange

He ‘'id

not scheme

for

it. It came,as it will come to every young’
person who pursues virtue for its own
sake,

as

a

(ribute

tu

real

worth.

But

what trait of excellence had he which any
young man may not have ?
6—9. DAVID AND SAUL EXTOLLED,
“¢ And it came to pass as they came,

when David was returned from the
slaughter of the Philistines,that the women came oat of all the cities of Israel,
singing and duncing, to -meet king Saul,
with tabrets, with joy, and with instiuments of music.” (1) This was an ancient
oriental cu:tom of greeting the return of

distinguished friends, or of a victorious
army.

(2) ‘‘ Tabrets”

tambotrines,

made

like

were

timbrels

or

a gieve, with

a

skin of parchment stretched over the top
of it. . The ¢+ instruments of music! were’
. stringed instruments, probably .in the
shape of a triangle. (3) “And the women
answered one anotheras they played.”

This means one part of them sung a strain
and another part responded

‘strain; one band

with another

sang, ** Saul hath slain

companying it. (4) ‘ And Saul was very
the saying

displeased

him;

and he said, they have ascribed unto David ten

thousands, and

to- me

they have

, aseribed but thousands, and what can he
«have more but the kingdom? And Saul
vi
eyed David from (hat day forward.” No
more indiscreet song could have been
sung. Sovereigns will not be humbled

~

before their subjects, nor submit grace-

"fully to hear themselves praisedas inferi-

or in talents or merit. (5) The king evi-

. dently remembered the malign predictions
_. of the: severe prophet.
Thes too, his
1 kingdom. was not yet. established above.
the reachof popular feeling, It was yet

~ +betlilnew and foreign to Israel. (6) Saul
had reason . enough to be jealous of’ Da-

guarded

and

seasonpbly

with fedrful rapidity,

and soon acquire” such strength as to de-

fy all restriction, Nothing short of cease
less vigilance, firmness, and faithfulness
can ensure adequate protection.
These assaults on the Sabbath

Be-

proceed

day that is a restraint upon

It is also
ute evil

Then, too, the

means used to

they

their indul-

gences. What the consequences would
be of yielding to their gratification may

contrary to Scripture to attribinfluences to God. Ja. 1:18.

be seen in some

restore the

communities

here,

and

that have surrendered to their
king, as weil as the want of any high end ~in-nations

sway, and allowed the practical abroga‘of the Sabbatn. Others are careless and
thoughtless on the subject.
They would
hive all act their own pleasure. If some
like the saloon better than the house of

to explain the supernatural sending of
the evil spirit are reasons urged against
taking this account as aj literal, instead of
a popular description. (4) The prophesyings of Saul were not predictions, but
were incoherent ejaculations. The wor '
prophecy has, in the Scriptures, a broader meaning than prediction. Prov. 80:1;

81:1.

worship, if others prefer the fields, streets,

excursions, let them have their choice.
This is a plea for selfishness, and is not

only injurious to those making it, but is

This trouble of the king was tem-

porary and gave way

de'rimental to the good

to soothing sounds.

interests of all classes

(6) The javelin was a long spear. As
David played before Saul the lattér said,
«1 will smite David even to the wall with
it. And David avoided out of his presence

twice.”

It

is probable

that

Chap. 19:10.

of others.
are

to

The

be

consid-

ered, the welfare of the people

at large.

were a sectarian ipstitution—as

though it

Some treat the Sabbath as though it

were a relic of Judaism which our Puritan ai cestors adopted. There is no

Saul

brandished the
spear as if he would smite
David, but did xt hurl the weapon. See

greater mistake or calumny.

“The Sab-

bath,” said our Saviour, *“ was

:

made

for

man.” It was instituted at the beginning
by the word and exawple of God, and

.12—16. DAVID IN THE ArMY
‘‘And
Saul was afraid of David; because the
Lord was with him and was’ departed
from Saul.” (1) This may be the writer's

has bad hi: express sanction and enforcement in all ages, through all dispensations. It was never merely Jewish, al-

A FUTURE REUNION.

realized by all living in a. sacred nearness with Christ. Such a time seems provided in the twilight hour, when the busy
hum of work ceases, the hurry of business comesto a stand still, and there are
| spare moments left

us. before

BY

the

Iy-cirole, in which to think over

lami-

the ex-

thiok

it is.

There should be always some time in the
course of the day set apart for secret
prayer and devotion, and what holt is
there when the heart’ and mind seems
drawn

out

more

strongly

towards

the

Saviour? Let us strive now (o * come
nearer’ ‘that when the twilight of lite
comes we may feel to look back with joy
that our pathways have been illumined
by the light of the Saviour’s countenance,
and that our days hdve been spent
yin the
joys of our Lord. Then may it be said
+ It is well: you have fought the good

way is not cheerless.

wild

Jordan

well

known

is unheard,

from the other shore,

and lost.

within.

without, but encugh.

Nothing.

luxurious

_ indeed,

and

and

fearfully, aye,

us

mect them,

the loved

:

;

.

;

. May we not hope a feeling so strong,
so universal will ultimately be granted?
May we not believe, though revelation is
silent on this point, thiat the love which is

not of the earth and earthly, will go with
the spirit to its holier existence, and, puri fied from all of mortal selfishness endure throughout eternity ?
Will not He,
‘who formed the soul, and endowed it
with such strong affections,and with such

cause the latter attributes too much dis-

humble walls, there is almost a library on
the table; there is sure to be a bouquet of

to live on the

tinctness to the loss which Saul met. See
Judges 16:20. (2) ** Therefore Saul re-

it. But the institution is broad, liberal,
beneficent.
It is confined to no sect, or

sweet smelling. flowers though they stand
in a broken pitcher. Both the moral and
the . intellectual
are highly - cherished

though as incorporated in their polity, il

Saul saw that. he had

It is more likely the former, be-

moved him from

him, and

people, or even to religion.

made him his

It was

given

captain overa thousand.” David retires
from the palace to the army, and is put
over a thousand men. It may be that this’
was designed for a degradation.
See
verse 5. (8) ‘But David behaved him-

to man as man for his good, mental,
moral, physical ; for all nations, under all

where clear
strong hands

circumstances.

their appointed place, and a wonder if, in
an abode like

forth some great mind able

self wisely in all ‘his ways; and the Lord

Few are aware how much the world is
indebted to the Sabbath—how much we

as a people are indebted to it.

the respect of the whole outer

was with him.” The behavior secured
this presence, and. the presence helped

bah is a great civilizer, a great promoter
of morality and virtue, of intelligence,
and prosperity. In all this land you ean
not find a place of intelligence, good or-

He gave no ocedsion

der, and thrift; where the Sabbath is gen-

erally desecrated. Nor can you find a
“place without a good degree of these

to the king
His inter-

the people is here noted, but

He was

disarm

The Sab-

first respected, then

The lesson teaches

our-enemies,
and gain

qualities where the Sabbath is honored.
We need not illustrate- by examples, for
they occur in the observation of all,
The pleas and excuses for Sabbath desecration are superficial and selfish, He

who knew our needs, and
in vain,

gave

us

(he

made

nothing

institution.

Tt is

eminently the friend of the working
classes and the poor.
[Its ptoper obseryance as enjoined in the Scriptures conduces to the comfort, happiness and
highest welfare of all. The rest it gives
from secular care and toil, the opportuni-

heads, honest hearts and
willing to labor, fill each
this

time

does

not. bring

.to command
world,

Kindly faces and cheerful conversation,
reading and song; and Alice must practice her new piece that it be ready for the
church organ and the coming Sabbath.
But the most beautiful of all is before the
eye and no quiet scene at that.
Grandpa
“sits on the codl piazza, the little ones
racing around him.
‘There are merry
shouts and singing, laughter, little grms
pressed around the venerable neck, kisses
on the wrinkled cheeks.
And now the

The Shep-

sweet honr of praver is come.

herd among hislittle flock and all bow
in earnest devotion wherein Manksgiving
perhaps, ex.
and a stam-

taught us in the 5th and 1th verses. It

ners, taste, menial and spiritnal improve-

and humble requests: are,
pressed in simple language

shows us the nature of jealousy, and to
what crimes it will lead.
Verses 12, 15.

ment is a great

mering fongue,but a strong spirit findeth

It teaches us

indispensable to the growth of piety and
devotion. The Sabbath seripturally ob-

its upward way
to the acceptance of One above; then, together they swell the
« song of praise” and folded flowers are

served, is no burden, or needless

gathered to a peaceful rest.

and

love

that

of men.

those

who

This

give

is

up

their souls to sin may be embittered
against the good, but that the act then is
unnatural and abhorrent; for the goodness of David won the love of all but

Saul.

j

The lesson is full of encouragement to
the young who aspire to an honorable and
successful life. The qualities of David's

ty it affords

the best way

for

physical

blessing.

for

culture,

man-

It provides

in

our social wants, and is

restric-

tion; but, a delight, the holy of the Lord
honorable. The worship of the sanctuary
prayer, praise, instruction, the Sabbath
school,
the
Bible
class—all
gracious

means
good.

are of incalculable influence for
Let us therefore resist promptly

character are accessible to us all, and now

and firmly all assaults on the Sabbath

have the same charm

inroads upon its observance. ‘We can on
no acconnt suffer it to be infringed.—

world

as

in

David began

and power with the

his day.

We see, too, that:

to build wisely,

because hé

feared, trusted and cherished the Spirit of

the Lord, In the battle with Goliath, his |

J. J.B.

A DAY'S RECORD.
BY

C/L. M.

was the confidence of trust in God; now
at the palace, and in the army, the Lord

As the quiet of evening

is with him, but only because he wanted,
Sah
to have the Lord with him.
of behavior must now. first be
0

“alt deparlments of nature, and

and
Wisd
thus
love

shown. Thg young that start, with
for God will *‘ behave wisely” unto

approaches,

there seems to be d cessation of work

in

the mys-

terious feeling that another day has

pass-

ed into eternity, and fits record whether

good or bad is‘ made sup and

awaits

“of the

delegates

State Convention,

James

to the Virginia
Alexander,

of

Charlottesville, was a schelar in the Sunday school fifty-nine years ago. In his
seventy-second
year, he is now an officer
in the Baptist Sunday school of Charlottesville.

result of this operation, and

sold for/$20,

the money going into the missionary fund.
anne

cite promptly these

texts

at the close of

spirit of the Saviour?

5

' Humility is the solid foundaiion of all
the virtues.

We ean do wore "good by being good
than any other way.
“It is best not to dispute, where therc is

no probability of convincing.

life,

but

fol-

toils and

contentment

and a clear conscience bring sleep

that is

rest to the weary, while the angel of
peace spreads its pure wings over all and
ushers in a quiet Sabbath morning.
The first sound is that of the tame rob
in as it trills forth ite song, sweet gd
clear from off the garden gate. We hear
the sound of Johnny's clear voice mingled with the barking of the dog and the
bellowing of the cows, while they come
at no’ very slow. pace over the distant:
hill.
And,
now, bright faces gather
around the board made cheerful with

pleasant conversation.

oh

ened tocks are bowed over the old,

leath-

Again, the family service, ; The, whitand,. in | tremulous

tones; his Holy Word is poured forth, uplifting the faithful soul to a fich support

be unawares, have cast out better princi-

The influence of the Christian's daily
life is great, for from this is he judged by

overcome, for there is no reason

why the

words of Paul are not as true in

our case

to their les- + as in his— “1 can do all things through
son papers, there is a lack of system and
Christ which strengtheneth me.” ‘We are
thoroughness in the school.

the quarter, without referring

day

with

be

wearied, it may

Others

brightest. and

dearest joy,

of immortality? Many and cheering are
the words of consolation shown through
the sacred volumes all going to show that
the good of rarth will meet again no
more to separate and sing the songs of
redemption on Eden's blissful shore. Then
gorrowing one of earth, cheer up; soon
the reanion will come.

told that *‘ gin shall not have dominion
over you,” therefore we have a -promise
gure and steadfast, to lead us into a clos.
er walk with Christ.
There is nothing like moments of medtation in our daily life to enable us to
reach up higher'and grasp a firmer hold
of the truths contained, in

the

Bible

and

ples leaving room for naught but withering cares and dark anxieties that are
gnawing at the, very heart-sirings of

life,

hi

But the most beautiful adorning of a
lovely home is that holy faith given of
God and cherished alike by the weak and
the strong, by the aged and the little

child.

:

That humble trust accepting all . of his
pure promises, that sweet confidence that

will not be shaken.

ing upward

That constant look-

to the: lightof his divine

love.

H.J, M.
IS
Gh gin 2 cat
" The.true Christian feels, a slight of
God's honor as sensitively as a wound to
his own reputation.

:

hs

Well, this man bas embraced the offers
much

indulges

in

hope,

He

has

on

giving

of our

meetings

in

perative.

Vast interests were

at stake,

and noble men of God were raised up for
this especial purposé, who have done
their work so faithfully and well that they
have reached the public ear,nnd absorbed

public attention to the exclusion of other
interests for the time being.
Then again the Foreign Mission and
the Freedmen have had especial claims,
and able advocates, consecrated to these
touched the
interests, have effectually
beart and purse. The eventful years of
the last decade have helped greatly to
make these several interests prominent,
and it is well that our F. B. denomination

has responded. so nobly to these pressing
:
calls.
But is it not true that while

have

we

wife had been praying for him for a long
time. She had requested ‘Mr. Moody
when he was quite young to talk to her
husbghd. He said it was no use, for the

Judge was more than a mateh for him in
argument ; but yielding to her persistent
to

the Judge's

office, and upon telling bim

entreaties he proceeded

his errand,

the old man laughed at him.
He, however, promised withga good deal of sarcasm in his tone i
and let Mr.
Moody know

when

he

was

Special prayer was offered

largely

neglected

a

streams flow to supply

all our benevolent

right;

life force

eduncational

upon him and he

if these are neglected and become

to

made

supplied by new, converts

to the

very

well,

and

thanking God

for

‘his ~ great

goodness.

Upon his return to America, Mr. Moody
inquired if the Judge: stood firm.
He
was informed that he “ had passed gloriously from earth and was now standing

at the right hand of God.
\

A PARAGRAPH FOR EACH DAY.
I.

‘

Prayers need not be fine.
I believe
God abhors fine prayers.
If a person
asks charity of you in elegant

sentences

he is not likely to get it.— Spurgeon.
In.
If you are everin doubt as to whether
a thing be right or wrong, consider
whether you can do it in the name of Jesus, and ask God's blessing upon it.

not

our supplies and vital force for benevolent work , must decrease iu the same
ratio, Or if we barely hold our own,

PB
A

Christian.

pound

od
weighs

sixteen

ounges; down weight; a Christian yard is
thirty-six inches, gloth not

demands of this progressive age?
'Our ‘denominational increase for a
numberof years has becn' ‘largely from

progress.

feel

load of guilt, and soon the burden rolled
off. He told his wife that he was a new
man, and they both kneeled in prayer,

truth,

are we fo meet the increasing

to pray.

Christ's sake ‘would take away . the great

and

and the number of churches does not in-

‘a bell,

without waiting for breakiast, proceeded
to his office.
He told his clerks they
might have a holiday, and shutting himself up in the office prayed that God for

weak-

be

commenced

told her he did not

ened by removals, deaths or otherwise,
and the vacant places thus

and

He retired before his wife returned and
pretended to be asleep while she prayed
for him. Rising early io the morning he

in-1

terests, under God, are the churches,

crease how

that there is a heaven

denomination

the

and

wus in

and that she and my children are going to
heaven and 1 am not P”’ Conviction seized

the

are to some extent suffering from this
neglect? The sources from which the

which

substance that one night his wife went to
prayet meeting and during
her absence
he began to think, ** Suppose my wife is

work ?—so much so that the very

fountains of our life as

converted.

for this wan

at the Fulton Street prayer meeting and
other places; and when Mr, Moody returned to the town, while sitting with a
friend, the Judge was announced and
soon communicated the pleasing news
that he was converted. At Mr. Moody's
earncst request be related to bim the story

“been giving especial attention to these
we have

Brooklyn,

Mr, Moody narvated with, telling effect
-the circumstances attending the conversion ofa prominent western Judge of
skeptical sentiments, whose
Christian

benevolent

little time has been given to the Home,
Mission cause. The calls for aid for our
colleges and seminaries have been im-

.

. THE SOEPTIOAL LAWYER.

E.W. PAGE, ESQ.

multiplicity

more

BISTENER.

At one of his

‘and educational interests that have claimed public attention the past few years, too

home

keeps

of the marvelous change,

In the

causes,

He

worship of

prayer is offered.

HOME MISSIONS. .
.

means{o sustain (he

and more, for religion makes the liberal
more so.
‘‘ The liberal devise liberal
things, and.by liberal things they stand.”
There is a luxury in doing "good with
properly. There is enlargement of soul,
and there is the peace of heaven in the.
heart: Then one can pray when money
is given [reely to aid the cause for which

Tuftonboro’, N. H.

of the day and to see how he has. follow=:f on that blessed truth. When all is; ever |:
the kind grandfdther ‘must lisien as the
éd out the desires of the heart as express.
sections of the country’ where help was
| children recite. the lessons for Sabbath
ed in the morning devotions.
needed to sustain new interests’ and open
* And what is that récord ? How has it school, and all are in busy preparation
new fields of labor, while many of our
for the village church, the spire of which
been with thy soul this day P When temptolder churches in the ‘rural distticts, esed did ye overcome with the strength: of we behold far down the valley.
pecially, have decreased in numbers and
Home is made very beautiful by a spirChrist, and'let the light of Christianity
strength and ‘in “sonie instances have
it of self denial and loving kindoess, and
shine forth from your example, a radiatceased
to be. ‘The aetw churches in the
presents a wondrous contrast to one
ing influence drawing others to know the
West and South must have help; and that
truths of living in communion with the where selfish desires creeping in, il hay
speedily, or be greatly hindered in their

the world, and the depth of his earnestThe golden text can be recited in concert in every Sunday school, as a part of | ness weighed in the minds of unbelievthe opening or closing exercises of the
ers. . Be ye therefore ‘“ meek and lowly
school, At least thus. much of ‘the lesson
heart,” and not allow temptations te
of
can be always memorized.” If the teach-

ers and scholars collectively can not re-

low,

care of every

the er-covered | Bible,

final judgment,
involuntarily leads the
meditative mind to think over the record

the end.

One

or

not etherinlize and exalt and permit them

And now, if it be the glorious hour of
sunset we view an agreeable scene. The
Jast load has been drawn from the fields,
the workmen and the children gather in
Wiihwith evening's advancing shades.
in, busy fingers have pus all to rights.

The Saviour blessed him’ by

healing his servant,

to his good,

The ages that roll over

had some temporary requirements,
The
Puritans may have improperly burdened

the reason which
for fear.

it nay be

gogue.

God, and these means have been blessed

period,

an instinctive belief that those affections
will find their full fruition at last will he

fear, or

our nation and had built them a syna-

place at death or at some distant

swerved.

|

of Christ on earth, wished his servant
healed. The Jews were interested that:
the Saviour should do it, saying he loved

of love, und

the slumbering dust will be accounted

Hay-

though he may be the real owner of one.

No great attraction

kind

welcoming

no more in the existence of the soul than
the few brief ‘moments, when death is
struggling with immortality and whether
they sleep unconscious to be awakened
only by the ump of God, or the death
pang be the immediate restorer of friend
to friend, the wishes of the heart are an-

the

makers in the'valley, cattle on the billsi
Fall maples, standing like well-appointed
sentinels along the shady street,
Bat
the cottage walls are slightly faded, for
the farmer who resides hére is not the respectable possessor of many lordly homes

interesting to find many not professing to
much to support reSuch Hre'in a fairer
way of becoming such. One in the days

At-matteggnot for the consolation of the
mourner,
“Whether that reunion takes
the resurrection.

moral and the physical ?
Of a place like this I am not speaking.
Come with me to this bumble cottage.
A very pleasant landscape presents itself.
Meads, and pastures, and brooks.

for

are

gladly, oftentimes, we trust ourselves to
Not for the sweet
fields that lie beyond.
Not for the prospect of .endless advancing knowledge,but

courtly magnificence fiom a splendid location on the best street in x
city?
A place -where wealth, grandeur and
highly cultivated taste all combine to
bring glorious things from the four quarters of the earth and satiate every desire
intellectual,

smile beams

. the billowy waters.

A home that is a palace? No; not that.
“A fashionable edifice? Its walls rising in

the

Their

voices

that’we may then

soul;

an4

through’the valley of the shadow of death be Christians, doing
and it is dark no longer. The war of its ‘religious mectings:

fight, you have been faithful to the end.”

of the human

article.

Amidst all the tamnlt of recent grief, |” New York, Dec. 28, 1875.
FI
ORO
the loud wailing of bereaved affection
there steals imperceptibly along a ** still
DOING GOOD.
small voice,” of soothing,—a low underThere is a church in our denomination,
tone whispering of a day when heart shall Jot strong in numbers nor wealth, in fact
be joined to heart and the. blissful out- is considerably in debt. T have it from a
pouring of sympathy be interrupted no former pastor in the neighborhood of it,
mere forever.
It is this that gives the” “that one now pays about one thousand
thought -of | immortality its principal dollars yearly to help in its affairs; This
charm and (hrows' over an untried ex- man has means, but some who have, are
istence a beauty that banishes all fear. not thus liberal, For yenrs he was-about
Our friends have gone thither, and the as liberal, although not a professor, 1t is.

periences of the day. Many have chosen
this hour for prayer and communion with

we

H,

1

commenc-

ing the evening's work around

J. L.

posed limit, and the farther consideration
of this subject'I will reSume
for another

while taste and simplicity well unite to
present a lovely family scene. There
may be well selected pictures on the

explanation of Saul's

his thousands,” then the response came
Six kernels of corn were given for
from the other band, * And David his planting to each of 252 scholars in a Virten thousands.” This exultant ery was iginia Sunday school, last spring: The
accompanied with extravagant expres- ‘Sunday School Companion reports that
sions of joy, with music and a dance ac- five barrels of corn were returned as the
wroth, and

if not carefully

checked, increase

hate’ the sacred

the respect

men love ic a young man, modesty, dignity, kindness, purity, fidelity, self-reliance, self-forgetfulness, energy, piety,
David cherished. His popularity was not
obtained by art.

er we are tending. . Corrupt tendencies,

es from low vices;

PracTiCAL Hints.

that envy

love good

in Israel were often associated with insane ravings. 2 Kings 9911 Jer. 29:26.

us how to

did not attack him. (4) The qualities that

those

sides, prophesyings by pagan oracles and

joved him.
admired.

other servants of the palace and among

for

In many it aris-

course with

dom.” (3) ¢ And Saulsel him over the
men of war.” This need not mean that
David was made general in chief, but that
between Saul and his captains, as a.secretary of war, David officiated. In this
office he was popular both among the

only

who fear God, but for all who

that was not the cause, only the océasion
of their love for David. By that they
knew him. And as they knew him they

“fear of the Lord is the beginning of wis-

not

from different motives.

and came in’ before them.”

ence, success lay a foundation in good bebavior.. In the end it is crowned.
*‘¢ The

em-

order, morality, and virtue, to ask whith-

to the

John 10:20,

means

12, 1876.

ployed to make the Sabbath § mere boli | Gq and well chosen

day, it is high time

to harm him. (4) ¢ But all Israel and Judah loved David; because he went out

young man who would win respect, influ-

the .warriors.

rail roads, and various other

God has in his employment ‘‘evil spirits,”
or ungels, who execute his will; 1 Kings
22:22; thatit was revealed to Samuel that
the cause of Saul’- madness was the ‘work
of such a spirit; (3) the other view is that
it is a popular rather than a scientific account of Saul’s malady and its cause. In-

David.

behaved
Let the

bath desecration in various parts of our
When drinking
resorts are
~country.
open and thronged, fast trains put on the

that

It is so always.
The tru5. Davip IRREPROACHABLE.
* And this behavior.
David went out whithersoever Sau! sent ly wise have God with them; they are
bim,and behaved himself wisely.” (1) He foolish who live without him. The upwas a page of the kinz, bearing messages rightness, fidelity, morality and discretion
and an fliocer of the king, executing orders,
of David, under ‘the irritating policy of
a representative of the king wherever he the king, only increased Saul’s fear of

went ; yet not

“have witnessed the late increase of Sal:

of his, causing the madness of the king.
There are two ways of interpreting the
record of this spirit. (2) One, thatit is a

literal account of what took place;

THE SABBATH.

It is with pain and deep concenr that we

the morrow,

posed 10 be an agent of God, a messenger

18;1---16:

please the Lord, he maketh even his
enemies to be at peace with hin’ Brov.

Vi

THE

traits admired

that the evil spirit from God came upon
Saul; and. he prophesied iu the midst of
the house.” (1) This evil spirit wa, sup-

*v

.

DAVID

the

STAR, JANUARY

Communications,

He ought to have brought out in his

own chracter

MORNING

stretched;

a

Christian ton is two thousand pounds, not
“estimated,”
but weighed.

:

:
Iv.
The trials that come upon us are only
the faithful ‘performance of God's everlasting engagements.
*
hh

There is positive genius in this one of
Mr. Moody's sayings, floated to us within

a day or two; ** Do you suppose there is .
a man

in Brooklyn: who

would

have

a

photograph of his heart taken P"—Congre-

The noble self-sacrificing men

who have planted these churchés must be gationalist.
sustained. Few know the sacrifices they |

VI.

make for the Master or the hardships they
The best ground, untilled; soonest runs
have endured in this work.
"They are into rank weeds. Such are God's ehild-

not the men to proclaim abroad their sacrifices, but the silent, patient,” yet 'earnest work they perform amidst deprivation
and often want, should be eloquent to
plead for them and the cause for ‘which
they labor.
:

rep, overgrown with secmity, ere they
ave aware, unless they be ‘well exercised

both

VII,
Peace does not dwell in ‘outward things,
but within the soul. We may preserve it

But where is help to come from for new
fields if the older

churches

tained and built up?

are

not

sus-

The, contributions Lin the midst of the bitterest , pain, if ‘our

for Home Mission purposes the past year’
have been but a little of what they should

have been.

‘with ‘God's plow of affliction, and

their own indnstry in meditatien.

i} elias

But T Have already exceeded

;
my

pro-

will rempin firm and submissive.

| Peace

in this, life springs from acquiescence
eyen in disagreeable things, not in an ew
emption from sufferingd
A)

~~
who,

Selections,

religion,—who looks

"THE J0Y OF INOOMPLETENESS,
glare
vere rad
weak for holding—
The

wept.
bad

have a’reason for the faith that is in him.”

~ BATAN'S

And yet in heaven is no more night,
In heaveu is, no more sorrow |

MR.

me;

I am wretched.”

(| the composition

touching little

delusion that he (or she) is intensely anxious to be saved, and Christ is unwilling
to do the infinite favor. Whereas, Jesus
‘is actually knocking at the dvor of that

When sunbeams kiss and love it,
80 we in darkness upward grow,
And look and long for heaven,

But can not picture it below,

has to give, is to give up self to

to set ut liberty those that

He will heal

there were

no

“prayers in the house.” A prayerless
4 home
soul is a fearful anomaly. But
where children are born, and ‘nurtured

and reared, where loved ones sicken and
suffer and oie, where, in the cyes of the

er the ideal of all tbat is tender, and affectionate «nd devout, where

all precious

memories should be garnered like hidden

treasures, and where all holy aod pure in-

fluences and associations should pervade
the very ait—with no open Bible and no
voice of song, prayer or praise—what

sinners

are

drawn

back

to

ruin

of

as they

course. Not, seldom there was some familiar talk and comment ou the passage
and the Sabbath lesson. Then a song,
and then all bowed in brief and simple
thanksgiving aud prayer for daily grace
and protection. This gay young girl soon
found the God thus honored and worshipher

God

und

Not long after, another daugh-

ter, gay, cultured, and highly educated,
spent a few weeks in this humble home.
She, too, was sweetly won to the religion
so magnified in the house in which she
was a guest. ‘Going to hier own howe,

she preached Christ 16 her mother, and

now #11 ‘three are Tejoleing in the Lord.
These girls ‘attributed their conversion to
the indirect] yet powerful appeal that day
by day came to their héarts and con:
sciences from these simple ordinary services of family religion.
“We fear that pastors and church officers
are not watchful and faithfal in the oversight'of ‘the ¢burch touching this matter,
especially in the case of Joung, couples

setting up their howes,

neglect once

come.

formed are

Habits of

not easily over-

Starting right at the outset is of-

‘NOT
A Christian

5

LOST

RE

He

that

of our

pale,

than before,’and trembling from head to
foot.
He surveyed the lady for a moment,
and then, with a sigh of relief, he said:

T'thought it was my mother’s voice, it

sounded so strangely like it ; but her voice
has been hushed in death for many years.”

the lady.

had a kind mother, then?

said

*‘ And she loved you.”

With a sudden revulsion of, feeling; the
young man burst into tears, sobbing out:

ten a guaraniée of life-long fidelity. Let
the voice’ of the preacher’and the Chris-

++

tain ‘sound

world has been against me, and I am lost,
Jost. forever.”
;

tian’ ‘teacher be lifted up

with no uncer

ou’ this subject.

We

need

nothing
so much as consecrated homes,—
ian’ at Work.

i
in!

in

|

aon

Lig

POSITIVE FAITH,
One of the weaknessés of modern
thought in religious directions is seen in
the lack of positiveness which characterizes popular coneeptions of God and diis full

of men,

some of them in the ministry, who speak
of faith as if it were something foisted on
to the intellect, and not something natur-

al to it, as it ‘pre-eminently is.
With
here and there an exception, man is em- inently a creature of beliet.
He is not
content with vagueness. « Mystery piques
him.

Uncertainty is torment.

He craves

data that are sure, and satisfactory.
He
feels the need of something solid and sta- bble
his feet.
le beneath
b
This characteristic
is historical.
Martyrs are normal outgrowths of human nature, It is not sin+ gular that’ man, constructed as he is,
should die for his faith,
It would be
strange if he did not." " Man honors his
own convictions." There is not a drop in
all that red sea which the blood of those
who died fou liberty and God filled, that

does not rebuke ‘those who
creeds, and laugh at those who

scout at
sidhd up

squarely “on the formula of their faith,
The fact i¢, no man bas used his intellect
rightly; unless he has, by the time he is

thirty, reached certain conclusions which
he is willing to die for. A man who is
tossed about by every wind of doetrime,—
[

‘me.

But since

she

died

all

‘the

“No, not lost forever; for God is merciful, and’ his pitying love can reach the
chief of sinoers,”

)

vine truth. ' The country

Oh! yes, I had a good mother, and she

loved

said

the

lady,

in

her

low, sweet voice; and the timely words
swept the hidden chords of feeling, which
had long been untouched, in the young
man's

heart, waking

a

host

of tender

emotions which had been hidden deep
beneath the rubbish of gin and crime.
More words were spoken, and when the

lady passed on her way, the young

man

followed, marked the house she entered,
and wrote the name on the door-plate in
his little memorandum-book.
Then he
wilked away with. a thoughtful, earnest
look on his white fice, and deeper and
still more earnest feeling in his aching
heart.

Ye:urs passed by, and the lady had forgotten the circumstance, when one day a
stranger

sent up his card, and

desired

to

speak to her. Wondering who it could
be, she went down to the parlor, and found
a noble-looking and well-dressed man,
who rose deferentially to méet

now.

WAY

. During

the

past

WE

WASTE.

who will furbish the dame of a NEW ONE,

cau have
the two copies of the paper for

What ve desire to show. is. that, wih
an annual expenditure
of $600,000,000 tor
liquors in the United States—and ‘all the
figures we give are based upon offi:ial

one year, at $4.60, strictly in advance,

is

wasted;

but health, morality, respaétability, ‘industry, and life are destroyed.
Sixty thousind Americans

her.

*¢ Pardon me, madam, for this intrusion ;

but 1 have come many miles to thank you
for the great service you rendered me a
few years ago,” he said, in a trembling
voice.
.

The lady was puzzled, dud asked for an

explanation, as she did nof remember hav-

annually

lie

down

in

|’

a

¢

drunkard’s grave. Lt were better to bring
into the field and shoot down sixty: thousand of our young men: every year than
to have them go through all the processes
‘of disease, degradation, crime, and despair through, which . they inevitably
pass.
With six “hundred millions .of dollars
saved to the country annually, how long
would it take to make these United States

rich not only, but able to meet, without
disturbance and distress, the revulsions in

business to which all nations ‘are * liable?
Here is a question for ‘the’ statesman and

the politician.

Twenty-five years of ab-

solute abstinence ‘from ‘the e¢onsumption
of useless, and worse than useless, liquors
would save to the country fifteen billions

¥

¢

“Wide

¢

cists

and ‘“Harper’s Magazine”
and ‘“New England Far-

¢

and “Smith’s Bible Dic=
5s ie vidiennian
tionary”.

«.

5.70

5.75

4.60

*¢ Life and Epistle of
4.60

Will not pastors, and all interested in
Christian work, exert themselves in extending the circulation of the Morning

‘Star? It is a helper that can not well be

England

us -the richest na

a distinguished member

of .the

United Kingdom of Alliance of Great
Britain, Mr. Raper.said:
When I left the shores of Liverpool,
five
or six weeks ago, I left 2,220 liquor shops
in futh blast, “roining’ seventeen ‘hours’a
day, and for six. hours.on Sunday. 1: mention that particularly because on Sunday

reading

matter

and‘was delighted to see'tht in a city “of |

wrong.

We,

as

an

organization,

have

declared before the whole world that we

will never rest until that system is’ eéntirely annihilated.
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means,

and,

so:

far,

therefore, be de:erves the enviable reputation which he enjoys. This large measure of Success is the result of a thorough
and

uns

usually large practice, whieh have enabled
him to gain high commendation, even

from his professional bréthren.

hig atvention (0 certain

Devoting

specialties

Mule

of the

science he has so earelully investigated,
ing seen the gentleman before.
he bas been rewarded in a remarkable
+I have changed so much,” said the
degree. In th se specialties, he has bemaa, ** that you huve forgotten me; hut
come a recognized léader. Not a few of
though I only saw you once, I am sure I dhe remedies prescribed by him’ bave, it
should have recognized you anywhere
is said, been adopted and prescribed by
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legitimate
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Dance,
and all Nervous Diseases ; the only knowua positive
remedy tor Epileptic Fits. I¢ has been tested by
thousands, and
has never been known to fiilin a
single pase.
Trial package free. Enclose stamp
for Circulars giving evidence of cures. Address,
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A REMARKABLE

me ad-

tention of their people.

a million population the law regulating |
the sale ol liquor was carried out in some

fiquor is indefensible ‘on ‘the ground of
politics, on the prineiples: of right and

the year, let

vise you to take the Morning Star.” And
we rejoiceto know that many pastors are
successfully urging the Star dpon the at-

last T'gxamined your city to some uxtent,

parts of the town With comparative”
efficieney. ‘The: United Kingdom: Alliance
has come to the conclusion as stated in its
declaration of principles, that” the sale of

for
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nt
Covena
Our Faith and
is a confession of 17 articles of faith and a de.
sirable church covenant.
Printing Establishment

is a brief historical statement, &¢. Publish-

ed by order of the General Conference, and for
| ‘gratmitous distribution.

|

The above named books are sold by the dozen
at 20 per cent. discount, for cash with the order,
or on receiving the_ hooks.

Send your orders to

contains, ‘ini’ addition to the usual Calendar,
the names of all Freewill Baptist churches, arranged in their appropriate Quarterly and Yearly
meetings, with their statistics; the names of a]l
ministers and their post-office addresses, officers
of our benevolent societies, an accountof our
literary institutions, ebituaries of deceased mins
isters &c., &o.
Price, 10 cents a copy;96 a
dozen; $7 a hundred. Postage, 2 cents per copy.

dispensedwith, and we appeal to you, serion on the feof: the globe.
Notonly vants of the Master, to introduce the pathis ssm-=bey
the imagination to per wherever it is not taken.
cowprebend—would be saved, but all the
Let us all make one grand rally at the
abominable consequences of misery, disease, disgrace, crime, and death that opening of the ‘semi-centenuial voluine,
would grow from the consumption of such
an enormous amountof
poisonous fluids, and induce every Freewill Baptist to take
would bg saved.
Aud yet temperance the Star. In doing so, we shall benefit
men are looked upon as” disturhers and the subscriber more than any other perfanatics! And we ‘are adjured not to
bring temperance into politics! = And this gon. And we may commend it with congreat transcendant question’ df economy fidence to all, as a paper that is liberal
gets the’ go-by, whiie we hug our iittle issues for the sake of party and of office ! and progressive, alive to. every good
Do we not deserve adversity ?
work.
AN ENGLISHMAN'§ VIEW.
Said a pastor to his congregation, on
At a reception recently given by the the first Sabbath in January: *‘In proNational Temperance Society in New
viding yourselves and your families with
York city, to Mr. J. A. Raper, Esq., of
make

:

Doctrinal,

100 copies to-one address for $7.50; If the order
is for lessthap four monthsat a time, the: charge.
willbe at the rate of $8.00 per hundred.” Payment in ‘advance. Sample copies sent free.
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a brief notice of our doctrinal basis,church pol-
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Guide to the Saviowr,
is ‘a little book intended to assist wquirers
in the way of salvation. 25cts; postage. b ots.
Xracts
|
were not stereotyped till within the last few
‘years, and we can farnish only the following: 7
| ots. per dozen
;50 ota; per hundred,
;
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Lectures
A
ON’ THE TRUTHOF THE BIBLE; an excel
lent'book for all who would ‘‘searoch the Seripres,” Twenty-two lectures on the most important Vs of Bible study $1.00; postage, 16

$3.00

* Packages of ten or more to one ad;
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dress ea¢h, - oo.
Ce
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Bazar or '¢* Weekly...
and “Arthur's Home Mag-
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.
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STAR fis'for an older class of readers than. thé ‘ity “and institutions,
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the Siar ab

Awake?

is an experience

the folly of close communion is clearlyjand ably
exposed. A book of [175 pages, by a Baptist
clergyman. 25 cts; postage, 11 cts.

«
inadvance, © A.
.
2.50
Special offers, strietly in advance,
with no commission paid:
’
One old and one new subscriber,
$4.50
Clubs of gix or more, one-third new sub«$9.00
scribers, each
Ch
Postage is paid by the publisher.
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We will furnish the” Star, with other
periodicals at the followin g rates:
and

Baptist

Both papers are of the same size, but the LITTLE
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Thoughts upon Thought
is a reprint of 180 pages from an English
edition, and considers the responsibility of man
"in relation to his thoughts. 5 cts; postage, § ots.
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are Sabbath School papers,jprinted alternate:
weeks, on superior paper, beautifully illustrated.

Clubs of ix or more, ONE-THIRD. BEING.
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Terms per year - A

Offers.

NEW SUBSCRIBERS, can have

the disposal of the public.

ver, N. H.

our patrons
Any ‘subscriber’ ‘to the Morning Star,

Dr. Holquestion,

‘interesting to advertisers, is placed readily at

The Morning Star.
is a large religious paper of eight pages, in its
fikty- first volume.
It is able, literary; and progressive. The publication offices are Boston and
Chicago, but all communications, save for the
Western Department, should be addressed to Do-

We offer the following inducements to |:

|

while the widest information
upon all topics.

PUBLICATIONS.

latest ‘mews from all the churches, and
also to include whatever may be of current interest among all denominations.

a

of America can escape notice,

joey

faith without being dogmatic, to give the

Liberal

paper system

Exhibi-

claimson the statesman and politician : :

of dollars, and

was very

to picture the great Centennial

-

complex business intoso thoroughly a systematic method that no change in the news

wo

This will include let-

tion.
.
;
As the denominational organ, the Stur
will aim to be the fair and impartial champion of all our interests, {o uphold our

the capital invested is diverted from good
uses, and all the industry involved in production taken from beneficent pursuits,

and his haggard face and wild eyes told
that he was far gone on the road to rain,
as, with oaths, he brandisbed bis clenched
fists, threatening to be revenged ou the
young man who ill-used him.
He was so
excited and blinded with passion thal he
did not see the lady who stood near him,
until she laid her hand upon his arm, and
spoke in her gentle, loving voice, asking
what was the matter.
At the first kind word, the young man
started as though a heavy blow had struck
him, and turned fd 8 around, paler

*“ You

it

only this vast sum

large cities, was passing a saloon just as
the kecper was thrusting a yodug
man

out into the street.

timely.

ters from the piincipal centers in this

slatisties—it is not to be wondered at that
the time¥ are hard and people poor. Not

FOREVER.”
one

them, and

in its relation to the bard tidiés and its

ER REA

lady, living in

God re-created

Scribner's Monthly: contains
land’s views on the temperance

wonder that the curse of the Lord hangs
in dark relief over the families that call Christ's enemies, and hope ‘o die on good
terms with Corist.
No cross, no crown!
not on his name.
;
We alluded to family worship asa re- We can not specily all the nets of favorite
ligious educator.’ Oue can bardly over sins, or indulged doubts, which you may
estimate the power of this service over be clinging to. No matter what the hinyoung hearts, if wisely and earnestly con- drance be,so that it keep you from Christ.
"A man may be crushed by an avalanche,"
ducted.
;
A daughter of irreligious parents speat, or poisoned by an atom of strychnine;
not long sivee, a few months in a Chris- each one takes fife. The sin that keeps
tian home. Selected passages of Serip- you from Jesus take your life. for ali
ture, usually the readings connected with eternity.—Dr. Cuyler in Evangelist,
1B TH

love

THE

One can one, then that ‘must be given up, cost
shall we say of that heme?
what it may to your evii pride. * Fear of
bardly conceive it possible that such a ridicule Ly associates may be your * net.”
No
home could exist in a Christian land.
You can not live on good terms with

ATSIMBELTILY

engaged,

shall aim to have correspondence

frésh and

while standing at the bar of a saloon’

“pet "must be lang away. if you are
cherizhinga wicked grudge agafust any

the current Sabbath, school lesson, were
. read, each member taking a verse in

We

weék 1 saw more victims of intemperance
in the enquiry-rooms than I ever saw be_ fore, and I believe it is a direct answer
-to prayer; but.you must not think that
because you can not get your sons,or hus- bands, or'brothers to come here that there
is no hope for them ; only pray the harder, for God can convict the drunkard

by the

censcience,

They have succeeded in working down

ample and competent.

that is what all the, drankards in the city
of Philadelphia want, They must be recreated.
He ¢éan turn their appetite so
that they will hate liquor almost as much

If you are making money dishonorably,
protest

and

bruised.

their resolution, but; thank

est drunkards;

other device of the devil.
the

be hardly possible in any country but this. .

God! Jesus Christ has the power to [ree conntry, and from foreign lands. We
the #aptive. He is stronger than strong shall have a special corresporident in
drink, I know the drunkards ¢an be savjon of Coned, for every single chur¢h bas active Washington during the
members who were once among the low- gress, and in Fs
ne} summer

stress of sensual Seiplations.altke the decantér, the theater, the haunts of frivolity,
and other lusts of the flesh—than by any
against

were

thé broken hearts by setting

stronger than

that has entangled your sgul in its meshes.
God knows your pet;
0 do you. The
snare of several persons whom [ have
met in our Brooklyn inquiry-meetings, is
the social glass! 1 told them plainly that
they must, with God's help, break that
glass, or else it would break their hearts
in the world of woe. More awakened

children, the fath:r should be the type of
the ““All Father ia heaven,” and the moth-

Editorial assistance is now

connection which

has ever been secured, and one which would

| promise, aid a purpose
fall of hope.
The WESTERN DEPARTMENT will be

free their friends who are the captives: of
Satan. Their appetite is a thousand times

the
bade Simon Peter forsake his nets
ligious education, and thus put in fearful andJe-us
him.
You, too, must forsake
jeopardy the souls of their children. It your follow
*“ net.” It isthe favorite sin, or sins,
not an idle superstition that bade the
was
simple-minded, devout Norwegian girl to
flee from the house where she had en-

of drunkards; in

the most extensive

and complete advertising

Morning Star.

Morning Star wow enters upon iis second’
Half Century with an ‘expetience fall of

Sankey’s

Now they have the sat-

isfaction of controlling

7
Di

The

TEMPERANCE.

to preach deliverance to the captive,

Christ.

Satan is misleading you, my friend, when
HOUSEHOLD ALTARS.
be persuades you that you are doing all
In the olden (ime the father of the house- that God requires, and the blame of reThe
hold was its prophet and priest.
fusing you rests on the loving Redeemer.
father of the present fast age can hardly It is very likely that the ‘‘distressed soul”
his
of
ance
acquaint
the
make
to
find time
"who gent that equest iz clinging to his
own children, to say nothing uf decent favorite sins all the time that he claims to
es
proprieti
and devout attention to the
be willing to give anything for a hope in
and sanctities of family religion.
Christ.
oH
;
It is a sad fact? thal, in many houseIs there no giving up to be done in
no
is
there
n,
Christia
’
nominally
holds,
order to be saved ? Yes; a vast deal,
family altar and no household recogoi- Repentance is not only sorrow for sio,buf
tion of God. The Bible is an unopened the promi abandonment of sin.
When
book, and there is no open 4okuo viens: Christ talked with a young inquirer who
ment of allegiance to God, the Father:in asked what he should do to inberit etechousehold
heaven. A godless, prayerless
nal lite, he commanded the young
man to
is a terrible speciacle, especially when give of his estate to the poor,gand ‘‘ come
better
of
on
there is an outward professi
follow him.”
The youth was nod
things. The evils are magnified manifold and
willing to make the surrender.
His bewhere there are young children. What setting sin was selfishness. Christ touchcan compensate for the sweet and tender ed him, * on the raw,” when he made
influences of well-conducted family wor- that demand.
Much as the juquirer may
ship on the minds and beats of the little have
desired eternal life, he flinched from
ones? Parents who omit it not only pro- the Saviour’s
conditions, and went away
voke (ae wrath of the Lord, but neglect sorrowful.
!
reof
means
best and most natural

just,

from two of the first

SAAN)

Bie

Lord was sent to heal the broken-hearted,

writer’s heart, and asking to be admitted.
The fault is not with him.
All the writer

Magazine.

A

be

‘degrees’

We have not come here to-day to talk
about the evil of intemperance so much continued in . charge of Rev. A. H. Hu: as to appeal right to Heaven for salvation LING,
not go much under a separate head,
from its curse. In the fourth chapter of
as
heretofore,
but as a part-of the whole
Matthew, the twenty-third verse, we find
_that
the Lord had power
over all thes paper;
+The paper-wilt have more unity |
. brought him ; there was no disease he coul
but
very
locality, East, West and South,
not cure ;and he is just the same great Healer to-dayth t he was then. In the 4th chap- will be fuliy represented.
ter of Luke, we find that the Spirit of the

Pray. for

It was signed, “A

of that

AND

nieetings for the benefit

fo-be- ander the
seemsor
Bote. the auth

ha found
bEWill there
— Nol RuoWIwhat

to

Kind of enterprise.

AAI

Philadelphia, Mr. Moody said :

Distressed Soul.”
Now the subtle enemy had a finger ‘in

from pain will borrow.

MOODY

In one of Messrs. Moody and

Fiv e years

scientific

especially

After fifiy years of efficient service the

STRATEGY.

anything for a hope in Christ.

=

Aa lie) OOF seed But Whagrgruand

Till more of lightbe given,
—Nunday

OUNNING

York City.

Hooper, who was the first to go into! this

sources, and

‘medieal institutions in the land.

—

An illustration of Satan’s tuoning strategy I= seen jn the following brief request
for prayer, which I ‘received the other
day, and presented at our prayer<meeting. ‘* I haye no hope, and would give

Such uvimagiood new delight

house

ago they absorbed the business conducted by Mr. John

New

general applica-

published writings,

This book, entitled ** The People's Common Senée
Medical Adviser,” is designed
to enter ito general circulation. Dr.
Pierce bas received acknowledgments and
honors from many

I wen',

Co. established their advertising agency in

0-0-4
"ro

If sorrow never claimed our heart,
- And every wish were granted,
Patience would die, and hope depart—
Life would be disenchanted,

in this

wherever

Ten years ago Mes srs. Geo. P. Rowell & i

His

works have been

ou, 10 the list of bis

and it always seemed the voice of m

— Golden Rule,

sweetest cqnsoiation;

Saviour,

mé

private practice.

of more
work, because

¢ The earnest expression, * No, not. Jost

forever,’ fol owed

And the worst form of bigotry is the bigotry of scepticism.
‘Let every man

would grow cold, and miss indeed

ed

the first gush of emotion

mother speaking to me from her tomb."
repented of my many transgressions, and
resolved to live as Jesus and my mother
would have me; and, by the graceof God,
I have been enabled to do so.”

over hued”
{ut Sevol
Did Our
patient ministration, ~

service, because

After

ay fey

received as useful contributions to medical
kmowledge. ‘He has
recently -ddded
another, and perhaps more important

subsided, the gentleman satdown and

and guesses, or his eriticisms of sounder
men than himselt,is an egotist or a bigot.

1 think if we were always glad,

physicians in their

Drs

had spoken besore the saloon, and the two

who preaches nothing but his speculations

If none were sick and none were gad,
What service could we render?

gaged

my |

told the lady how those few
geot'e words
had been instrumental in saving him, and
making him what he was.

gentle

sh grice

like

Ar
lady’s re-

for him in nature and revelation, can construet no positive system of belief, —is an
| uonatural production himself,
Such a.
fervor represents nothing but his ewn
idiosyncratic temperament. -- A ‘minister

Shoul

Eart

Gv
3
broughtgto the

membrance thie youog man to whom she

interpreta-

tions of doctrines,—who, out of the vast
bulk of material which God has provided

no soft &

grit J

and your voice, too, is 80 much
mother’s!”
These words

with equal favor on

opposite theories of life and

| our lives were one broad
a
uded;
i sunligli clear, unclo sud fair,
aol
were
path
our
1f all
h od:
0)
By

theologically, is this to-day, and

that tomorrow, and nothing next day,—
who is unsettled on every vital point of

re
e———————————————T
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Teachers and othe
THE BesT Wor
EXTANT! FOR BSINGING CLASSES
AN
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CONVENTIONS.

than

Worship

All gilt edge; $1.00.

only a few copies lett.
The

or

are taken,

75 cents

each when

thorough
plete.

Price $1.00

singing.

congregational

flity or more

Theology
discusses briefly, butjclearly, all the questior
of doctrinal theology, and the author’s views
are those generally accepted by the denomination.
/
$1.60 postage,21 cents.
:
Butler's Commentary
by the same author,—Prof. J. J. Butler, contains two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the
It is an
other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians,
excellent help for Sabbath schools and family
reading. $1.00 ; postage, 22 cents.

give the rise and progress of this body of
Christians fin New York, till the time of their union withthe Freewill Baptists. $1.25.
The Minutes of the General Conference
are published in pamphlet, form at the close
of every gession, and the bound volumes embrace

the proceedings of thé first sixteen sessions,
oents;

B50

postage, 18 cents.
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The Biographies of
;
DAVID: MARKS, WILLIAM BURR and Daniel
Jackson, ave extensively read by their friends,
and séveral copies are still on hand.
Marks,
$1.00, post, 19 cents.
Burr,
La
Bi
16
»
Jackson,
=
+
+ B50
”..30
Memoir of George T'« Day.
contains a Narrative of his Life, Letters, Ser-

mons and Lectures.
age 20 cts.

The

Price $1.50 and $2.00; post
slagy

Church Member's Book
.
is avaluable little work, and, every Christian
would be benefited by reading it. 25 cts; postage
5 cota.

com-

(ep)

" g@~Sent by Mail i; on
receipt of retarl price

PUBLISHERS,
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tions, and
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Work popular with all denominasure to sell in every family. Posi
year for
very best chance of the
agents. For circulars, address
H.S. GOODSPEED

& CO.

14 Barclay 8t., N. Y.

18t41.

Outfit
Augusta,

Agentswanted,
A DAY at home.
TRUE & CO.,
terms free.
12:0

nodi-ly.

aine,

|

|

$1.50

per

year,

Specimen Copy sent F R E
Adams, Blackmer, & Lyon Pub, Co., Chicago.
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ORGANS.

are for adults and children.
i
LEsBsoNs for Every Sunday, ,18, postage ,03
WONDERFUL Works of Jesus, ,15,

and

78

Sabbath School Question Books
STORY of Jesus,

tor use at Conventions and Musical Institutes.
Price, 15 Cts.
$7.50 per doz. copies

Biglow & Main,

Postage, 16 cents.

Butler's

The Treatise
:
contains a brief statement of the doctrines
and our generxl
held 'by the denomination,
usages in church:building. It 18 published by authority of the General Conference. 25 cents; postage, 2 cents:
of the Freewill Baptists
The Exist
e first ‘half century of ourexistence,
covers
from 1780 to 1830, It describes with considerable
detail, the early events of our denominational
history. 75 cents; postage, 18 cents.
Whe Memorials of the Free Baptists

vp

menl, is conceded to)
be unsurpassed; 1t is
concise, an yet very,

is a Hymn and Tune book, prepared for no
one denomination, and is well adapted to social
per topy; and

“Band it is believed to
be without %rival

The Rudimental or
Elementary Depart

Tribute of Praise

worship

is kind. They have
een collated
from
any sources, and
of them are the
best productions of
favorite authore.

Vineyard
of Song

The

The

iy found in” works of

3

for yo

SINGING
CLASS Oo
MusicaL
CONVENTION, remember tha

postage, 4 cents.

Choralist
is a larger book of hymns and tunes
the Sacred Melody. 50 cts; postage H ots.

=

Whea ' selecting

16. cents each. Small, Morocco, 85 cts; postage, 7

ORDER
. The selections for
class practice are, beIyond question, suporior to those general-

Jumed
|

cents.
:
The Sacred Melody
.
is a small book of 225 hymns and several
35
tunes selected especially for prayer meetings.

St., Chicagd. fil.

SEND YOUR

The Psalwody
is the denominational Hymn Book, extensively used, printed ou both’ white and tinted
paper. Largebook, in Sheep, $1.00; Morocco, $1:10;
Postage,
Morocco Gilt, 1,5"; Turkey Gilt, 2.00,

Dover, N. H.

I.D. STEWART,

1 have on

Organs, which

four

hand

I will

sell

One is an ¢ ESTEY ORGAN.”

very low for cash.

No. 19, and the

other

** WOOD'S

.and new,

and

ORGAN,”

either of them

No. 9.

will

Both are good
the regular catbe sold for sixty dollars less than belonging
to 'the
This is property
alogue price.

estateof the late A.
very soon,

B Hoag, and

must

be sold

$500 REWARD!
Notes,
More thanjthree thousand dollars’ worth ol,
es-

said
Organs, and other property belongingor tootherwis
e
embezzled,
tate, has been stolen,
three
pay
will
I
rator.
admioist
the
from
withheld
,
propertt
said
hundred dollars for the recovery of thal will oonand two hundred dollars for proof
ed said
viet the villain who

property.

has stolen

or embezzl

4

i

not

not
person indebted to said estate, and
To any
one autho:
having Soar called on by me, or someof 2b
oent.
per
ized by me, I will make a discount
if he Will pay prompyyYy.

HOAG,

Administrator.
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All communications

second half century, we have

Editor.

make
much
to and
pages
on the

m———

designed

for publica-

tion should be addressed fo'thie Editor, and all
Jetters on business, remittances of money, &o.,
should be addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.

not tried to

“mere - changes in the paper; so
as we have tried to make additions
improvements in it.
Taking the
as they come, it will be seen that
first we have inserted a part of a’

of the Fourth of July,

REV.

DR.

PATTON,

in Jhis new

‘book,

tinue to do

as

long

as they ‘appear

1876, -which

be held taroughout the land, should be

to

+ Prayer and its Remarkable ! Answers,” , give any varidty or increased interest to
says that the answers cited are called ‘re- the paper.—On the second page appear
markable,” “not because it is -at all a few selected paragraphs under the title
‘strange in itself that such things should « A Paragraph for Each Day,” which we

made
't6 ‘contribute to a permanent his-

opine that even

torical memorial of the Centennial celebration. In each county,provision should
be made for the delivery of an address

longer tarries.”
fa

take place, under the divine government,
but only that they appear soto the incredulity of the world and to the weak faith of
the church.” And he adds that ‘* if there
were more real prayer, the striking answers would be every-day occurrences.”
Do we believe that ?

Tue Report of the Freewill Baptist
tracing the history of that particular con's
munity for the past century, or from the, Woman's Mission Society’ for the year
time of its settlement, and including a 1875 presents a neat appearance, and

shall also continue

own organization dropping to pieces

want of moral

cohesion.

to be

serve the

:nd activi-

the Star and the

tual ‘relations.

West

and

This paper

mu-

Here, as everywhere else, a great deal
depends upon the start. The force that

We have not spoken of the accustomed
features of the paper, which will remain

gets the greatest impetus during these
first few days of the year is likely to hold
its way a long time after the year closes.

improve pon them.
tend to attach undue

as they are, for we can

not

new features

arranged in Philadelphia, the o- ¢ that is

They will furnish variety to the paper,
and that is one thing that we aim at. They
will also increase the work in ‘the office,

so far made itself the absorbing

shrink from,

amade fo strike the popular mind the ost
« forcibly at the outset is the one that has

that we

but that is something

topic of

have

ling, act've, intense year this is to ‘be in

be the

|

history. (The
aroused

public

feeling

as rarely before, and it

will

be

can

not

variably calm or temperate. ©
- ©
The Christian church has a Zood deal

at stake in the premises.

——UNORDAINED
c: ase

if we can not

JRE Ta
A

involving the right of an unordained

It may give it- pastor-elect to administer the ordinances

self a place in the thought and loyalty of | ¢ baptism and the Lord's supper recent
¢hurch in Towa,
the masses that shall both restrain ‘them ly came up in'a Baptist
lect '*“ went
'pastor-e
and
and bless itself, or 't may leave this place | 4nd the church

- more active forees.
:
Does the church see and» believe

360d" and did it.

but

to be filled by other and less worthy

Bu: a. council was
soon called, which decided, that the act
|. irregular, and could not be indorsed

.
this?

Do Christian parents see and believe

business,

Baptist: denomination.

and

way, says that the course of the
« comes ‘as near

to'boyish

church

willfulness as

anything in recent ecclesiastical history.”
Now if there was really an emergency,
_ been wide;
Been no as one party claims, we do not see why
| havebeen revived. Ifthere has
great turning of ‘sinners to Christ, there "the church ought. not to be sustained.
has been a good degree of thoughtfulnéss But if it was a deliberate act, as another
od

.

awakened, and that is of infinite value.
The revival meetings,

that, have

also,

_ been held in Brooklyn and Philadelphia,
are contributing to the same channel. They

have helped to swell the moral army that
| this year espedially,as well aginthe years
to

com

evi Lp

, has got to meet the

against it.

are

80

powerfully

forces of

"arrayed

,

quite likely thata. mild
it’ 18 ms;
clai
|.proof, weit seems to have been, Has

been altogether unwholesome:’

‘re-not

A good

rule ought always to be kept, as nearly as
possible.

)

an,

——TaE ScuooL QUESTION AGAIN. The
proposition of a Catholic Father inJ ersey
City, New Jersey, to the effect that the

maintain as a.publie. school
| But it is only as the church holds this city take and
that he hasbeen conducting
institution
‘an
position and eontinues to fortify itself if
‘years, is put forward
three
past
the
for
If
victory.
| it, that it canc.expect final
of the vexing Biblesolution
a
showing
as
vigilance fails, the enemy will find a way
It is proposed to
difficulty.
in-school
to enter. If prayer falters, it is the same

hands with the foe and helping
as join g
yim along his way. Ou, greatest honor

is

that we are a Christian
nation.
ep that honor bright should be
earest and highest ambition. The
ry and its opportunities are before

To
our
cenus.

give thé farnished school-room to the
City, the only condition being that the
Catholics shall furnish two

teachers, and

that the Douay Bible shall be read each

morning to the pupils, who are expected
to be composed of the children of both

Catholic and Protestant parents.

It has

rr,

issue a circular call-

Look

mental control.

It is largely the glory of

these institutions, that they have been

so

of three of her most prosinent pelitieians and
long-time citizens.
H. Be Miller; ex-county

dress.

families.

| writing undefzoing investigation by the Grand
| Jury;-and <ertain other prominent officials are

——MisTAKEN CLEMENCY.
The somewhat startling fact has just been developed
the

past thirteen

months,

a

saiditobe very uneasy as: to the?future) Gen.

shall escape” ©

that “no guilty

©

article in lis chief’s absence, wag. disisdssed
fromithe paper. We are glad to see this moor
able action taken by the mansgers. of a veally
goodipaper:'"’
il
Hoh suis7

And

into

fifty
Star

“must speedily find an end.

TARRIES™ “Phe |

Graphic vef-

“is made to the great progress

of

Liberality, tks

skilled aid able Hdiorshi.—
sack num
bers will he furndshed.

who

during

the past century;

Benomirsational. Hews.
RW

TS

EI

surprised, however,
Ham
]

ha

all,

tion.
ance

superior

such

Storer College. *
Friends of ‘education
for the ¥reedmen,
our school at Harper's Ferny needs $1,200

to meet the. euxrent expenses of the present year.

a

fh

*“Many hands make light work.”

'It is

proposed raising $1,200, in $1 shares,

to

schools, as well as individuals, contribute

children unite in putting their offerings

alone |

converts at thut

of

place.

The

Methodist

lady,

in lame) minde x professiomw
and united with the

cinirch. ' Nine ‘were still seeking religion at the ©
close of the meeting.
FORE

A

1 Ordination.

In wecordasnce with prévious ‘arrangements, Bro. F. I. Butler, of the Stratton church, ‘was
set apart to the work of the gospel ministry at

the church in: ‘West Stephentown, Sunday
morning, Dec. 12, 1875, in. the following order: Reading of select Scriptures by Rev, O. B. Collins; Sermon by Rey. W.. H. Fonerden; Ordaining prayer at the laying on of hands by

Rev. I. B. Coleman; Charge by Rev.
Fonerden; Right hand

W.

H.

of fellowshipby Rev.

J. B. Randall and Benedi¢tion by candidate,

"LB. CorrMaN, Clerk,

MecANIC FAges, Me.

We.ade

having s

precious revival interest here in the village.
Between twenty-five and thirty have decided to

a

either in chureh or state,—J. ¥.

Bro,-

@- series

above mentioned (Who wis only a Methodist

live for Christ within the last few weeks.

good work still goeson. |

family is,” in general intelligence and
| ability to entertain one With sensible:con-’

are largely ignorant of what is going on

writes that

eommenced

January was set apact for the baptism of eleven

reading a good

how

HEAMRICK,

himself

found the Saviour and they organized s chureh
of fourtéen members. The second Salibath in

Tt needs buta monf¥nt's acquaint:
to discover

* For my

meetings in. Grassy, Creek, N. C.,. recently,
contimning nine days. When they fist arrived
u Methodist lady gave them to. understand that
she didinot put ranch fuith in the Freo Baptist. During their stay, sixteem professed to have

is as

Hei

|

f

«+

lL

fyi

1B.

The

MINARD,

WARREN, V1.. There has been ‘sore’ rélig-

fouls interest here 'dilring the Present month.
The Hintington.Q. M. held its session here,

commencing (Bec. 10. | The meetings were’
‘
|
characterized by the most manifest presence of
If $18,000, can be the Holy Spikitsof any whieh we have attended
I]

Bares CorLiece.
raised by the ‘next’ commencement,
' if those who have

made

and

shall make pledges shall

and’

those who

hopon them,

then the college will have a fund over
and above all liabilities of some $300,000.

Its floating debt has been made by try
ing to do its legitimate work and bear the
burdens that it ought not to have been,
Can not

‘the denomi-

*

Bro. Blackman

remaining to agsist us.

The

result is, good has beep: -aceomplished . in that:
wanderers have come home

been converted.

and

sinners

have

We refdiédin this and hum-

bly pray for more... We /eqnest ob concert of
| prayer in our behalf. * ~
a
truowd., W. BURGIN.
Dee. 80, 875.01
ii
orl
FT
1433

9]
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KITrERY POINT, ME,
The mew house of
worship, xecently ; erected by tha Free Baptist
sopiety. at Kittery Point, was dedicated to the:
a programme of the exerdises:, Voluntary

past,

and

many

by

the choir; Invocation
and: readingof hymn,
Rev. Mr. Rowell, pastor of Christian ehurchy.

Pawtucket, R. I., Winchester, Mass., Dover,
N. H., Newmarket, New
Hampshire, Springfield,
Mags.,, Madison,
Maine, and Rochester, Wis., have pushed
theirs
for\vard,

-within a few months

for some. ygars.. The meetings were protracted,

worship of God,on Dec. 14. "The following is

THOSE BOXES.

together, to make up a share, but each
thatthe vision of free communion among atk "one send his or her name to .me.
Many
Baptists, as seen by newspaper prophets ‘of you have heard of the mission ship
some years ago, is a vision that ** tarsies.” that was built by the offerings of children
delightfully

at

Freedmen's Mission Items.

+

Bro. W.. A.
Vaughn and

prepaid family paper, are beyond estima-

and prosper it?

but the burden of the article is a song of in this way? Let each one able to give
triumph that the majority of Baptists are the $1, send his name, and then several
Btill close communionists. Our contemporary seems to feel happy over the fact

read

comtinues:

quite large and psespects hopefal..
We shall
hold mectings during the week of prayer and:
hope to see the work
of God prosper-in the sal-~
vation of men’

to know

nation make a centennial offering to help

"ni

Baptist! principles, froma hgginning of | meet this pressing want. , Can not Sunday
persecutions,

if I were

taking and thoroughly

tosubsextbe
fax than, the, Housing Sar,”

to burglars: If punishment is ever: ‘‘to
become a terror to evil doersy’ Ta
wholesale pardoning as we have. cited

for these ¢entennial’days.

This

He

{Cowlesville sad Folsomdide) we

have signs of geod. In the Istter place, we had
: some conversions and some reclaimed to God.
Meetings active and vigorour.
At Cowles
ville, our principal place of lallersgur cause is
encouraging, Congregation and Sunday schook

of

gives

Now

the cause of Christ.

own charge

limited as this ; but that those who read
their paper thoroughly are much fewer
than might be expected, so that any particular article stands a precious good
. chance of being overlooked.
:
The advantages to a family arising from

80, there id no more Mworable
tinie to @o it

pardons “above ‘referred to twenty-five
were extended to murderers and sixteen

‘erence

fuaber

They occupied the City Hall only two

It will be remembered that a short
time ago the fleer of their vestry gave away
while a meeting was in progress creating somewhat of a panie, But Ho one way injured.

is the average

family.

fresh force when -it is stated that of the (gweet courtesy, its. FntelMigenoe, and Ws | left to bear alone.

Chicago Standard of last week has a
characteristic editorial about ‘*A Vision
«that Tarries,” which is very good reading

that

thousand, to whom individually the

that the: number

Nardly = better family paper

foremost", im its true Christi
This assertion gains ;

THAT

will

versation, to such as read nothing, and so

ers; the cases where such clemency should:

couraging,
and Bro, K. hopes to keep up a
good Freewill Baptist interest in the city.
Let
“us help him in all possible ways, ~

Rav.E. CROWELL writes that our churches

were to read what I am now writing, it
would be a surprise to me.’ I do not mean

and lust week the city editor; who was vesponsible
(op thee) preparation awd. insestion of the

© Ad there

Mauss., church, ahd began lis labors’ the firstSabbath in January.
The prospeet there is en-

in Western New_York are’earnestly at work in

that five, or even three,thousand persons,

‘nals but Vosnsifering’ thé ‘difficulties
as iweek, “Along mew of the’ journalistic
tending eotiviction of ‘well-known offend-. profession it [he “$0’} 1 regardedas

VISION

we

VilLynn,

BY mistake the mane” of Rev. 6. 'W. Howe
does not appear ini the Register for 1876. He
i » member of good standing in {heF. Baptist
church in 80, Limington, Me,
:
J. Mu Horkinsow,. Clerk.

’

the Semi-Gonfenniak jogial gathering last | ,

A

instance,

the

REV. H. 8. KiMBALL, formerly of Lake
lage, N. H., has accepted a call to the

|

itself no-

iE

THe Inter-Ocean of Chibago made

weekly

is accessible.

man

sc prominent Congres
where for valid reasons the diving attribute | halfycemtury, | Said,
of mercy Yaay be manifested by executive gnticial clergyman: af it, t/a totter to
“interference in behalf of adjudged crimi-

be shown are rare.

for

after

Fis post-office address,is

Sabbaths,

who have said, that

Five persons

numberto a

terious on Christmas day By an artiele charging

*

'Lhe Star,

next.

Canaseraga, Aleghsuy Cos N.Y.

house.

is, it goes

means:

first of ‘April

Rev. J. BoyDp writes from Bangor, Me, that
the vestry oftheir churcli has been thoroughly
repaired and they have returned to their own

of Police; were all taken. im-eustody and placed
under; heavy. bonds.
Their: cases are -at this

evidently

REV. A, J. WOOD is at liberty to correspond

too

suppose has ten thousand subscribers, that

cinnati., The alleged expose was-ingeniousuniformly and befittingly recognized in
and some of the statements. loeked
them.
Thousands upon thousands of ly written
suspieiously truthful. ‘Fite’ Substance of the
young men and women have thus ‘been article wis telegraphed eastward,.and: afhesconverted to Christ, and sent forth to "be | yard copiest by hostile journals quite uxtomsive| such blessings to the church and world, ly. The re=ponsible editorof the Fater-Oevan
as they otherwise could never have been. at once discluithed endorsement of the attack,

that, during

But I have met many

Staats

“generally founded and controfled * by Secretary Bristow
ris
with seeret and criininal ¢on_Christiah men, and that God has been so gion with the whiskey menof Louisville and

:

congists .in a

D

with any chureh in want of a pastor

‘Theve is a sore

It

Zeitung, snd Jacob Relmj ex-Seperintendent

Grant

We learn that Rev. A L. Gerrish closes with
the month of Jktary, a. ten years’ pastorate
over the Pittsfield (Me:) church. Bro, Gerrish
has nccepted a unanimous tall to the church in

of the

in behalf of education,
and saidit with sucks
touching sadness and pathos that it was
painful to heat, **It has been the regret of
my life, that I bave not enjoyed the advantages of a collegiate edueation.”
Now - ReapiNG
SusscriBERS.
It ‘is
strange that an intelligent Christian family, with ample means, shouldnegleet to
take a religious paper.
And. yet there
are such. ' It is but a little less strange
that such a family should take a paper
and read it so little as many do. Tf
would surprise us to learn how ‘eonumon
is this last
ioned neglect.
We; who.
write for the papers, sometimes impose
on-ourselves in estimating our responsi' bility and hope of usefulness, by the size
of the audience we are supposed,to: ad~

partments and bureaus now are. Not to further.
fou
mention other serioud’ ‘objections
tor this
Tue work of unearthing he stupendous
_project, it might be well to wait the set- whiskey frauds goes bravely on. Rlieday before
tlement of ‘the ' Bible-in-school | question, New Year's, Chicago was-startlediby the arrest
treasuryr, A.C. Hesing, editor of the

wood as a pastor and a Christian were present-

od and heartily adopted by a rising vote,

in the last speech but one,. which he made

ceive certain Congregationalists who, he sarcastically supposes, are about to leave their demomination on ‘account of its * marrowness and
bigotry in practicing close communion.”
At
the same time we should: have to refuse to re-

ceive the eandidates as the case: stands.

prospects

their bitter grief
was that they had mot
|
he
' spent more. Said the late lamented Day

only denomination that would be likely to. re-

now agitating the public mind.
If the
Bible is to be turned out of the public
schools,and religionisto be gagged where
character is so essentially to be formed, and
good citizenship is so largely engender
ed,if engendered at all then by all manner
of means, let our. colleges and higher
‘seats of learning be free as now at leastin
their internal arrangements, from gover-

REV. M. ATwoOD preached his farewell ser-

fiest Sabbath in February,

and

matter, I am able to-say that 1 have never
yet met the man who could say that he
. regretted having spent so much time in
preparing for the ministry, not one.
|

Concord,
Fe
WE might thank fhe editor of the Watchman
for referring to the Freewill Baptists as the

University to be supported and managed
by the government as the -several de-

ot, our watchword be, ¢* This Nation for
tae Cath- . We are
od and humanity.”
pliett
o this is one of the ways in which
vel?

Centennial Executive Com-

com-

.

:

mon to the church in South Strafford, Vt. on
Dec. 26. At the close of the evening services,
resolutions
highly appreciative of Bro. At-

than forty years of observation in this

There are, without question; some -cases | than at, the commemepment of its second

was ‘* a purely leritimate act,” while the
Examiner& Ebronicle,
in. its own. sweet

of integrity

Woman's

F.'B.

has

THE religious interest in Georgiaville, R. L.,
is very good. We have recently had several
hopeful conversions, some of them headsof
families,
L.D.

general disposition, on the part of our

tees in each village and town to raise funds to
help defray the expenses of exhibiting women’s
work in Philadelphia. This is a worthy object,
and one from which the women of New Hampshire can not afford to withhold their hand.
Information may be had of Elizabeth S. Stevens,

Hence

will step to, the |upyq Waichman @& Reflector claimed that
humanlead passions
all the and
* front,
this nation still further
‘away from a high standard.
~and morality.

UNIVERSITY.

Tar

Me.,

menced.

young men, varying inage irom 18 to 24,
more or less, to accept the lowest grade
possible of preparation for the Theological School, instead of striking for the
higher ; for thus they prepare themselves
for bitter regrets in after life. After move

to. see a revival of

Brunswick,

Olneyville, R. I., to comiienee labor on the

LiBERAL EDUCATION.

ing on the women of the State to form commit-

fe

gafe, for true Christianity rarely fails to
honor its belief. If they do not, we may
and

the

wants.

mittee of New Hampshire

respect worse than common drunkenness ; while its effects on the system are
deplorable to the last- degree.
In our
crusades against intemperance, let us not

WE understand that work on the new
meeting-house in

tion of our educational interests, and even

defect among¥us.

we know anything about.

this’

hundred and thirty-four convicts have
been pardoned by Goverpor Beveridge
| rises 4 ‘discussioh,” denominational pa- out of the Illinois Penitentiary, We prepers and theologians being about egually
sume few States can boast such a record
4 gaged in it.
Those whe approve of |
‘of executive clemency, and, yet, pardons
e act admit that it. was irregular, but
are everywhere becoming very frequent.
‘emergency justified it.
claim that'an

it? |

sphere,
‘Do public teachers, in whatever we
are
ee and believe it? If they do,
be sure that. politics,

once formed, being in

the country, that there be "established at
Washington, or elsewhere, a national

denomina-

ADMINISTRATORS.

when

——=No NATIONAL

OURRENT TOPIOS.

be expected fhat its expression will be in-

abstain,

been proposed, ard the project has found
favor on the part of leading” edueators in

do a good year’s work, not only for the
Star but for the denomination and’ for all
Christian causes. There are prosperity
and usefulnes: for us if we only mean to
seek them.
:
ER
hi fd

thou-

a firm Lold in our country.

ithe history of this nation, at least when it | Ways reach the office by Exiday-for inser-

case during the coming summer.
The
whole country will be charged with the
magnetism of this patriotic era*f our

hundred

vr A, H. MORRELL,

Ministers and Ghurches.

spect for this noble example, by going
into a state of mortification over our
weakness, or better,by paying penance for
it in the form of a substantial donation to
“the Lyndon Semina y througli its venerable agent.

NOTES.

» REV. DR. PRIME

one

while’

in this other evil, which has already such

[tional mews paper, we ask our friends to

~ the moral forces among us as will be the

‘BRIEF

ate estimate, number

pounds,

o

denomination itself, to*show a decent re-

READ what «J, F'? says i another ¢olumn
about ** nop-reading subseribers.”

the opium-eaters, according to a moder-

forget to widen its definition so as to take

this country, all true men will at once | Send us freely any items of importance
see the necessity of leaditig the public to connected with the life and experienceof
seek first the everlasting riches, so that the churches, and with the promotion of
its work and influence may be blessed any of the denominational interests. Only . retember,.that the more we get the
and abiding.
:
We doubt if there has been a time if | briefer it must be, and that it must al-

has been at peace, wheii there has exist- | tion in the following paper.
Now, brethren, let us see
. ed so great demand for the activity of all

in-

from which it is practically impossible to

.

In order that it may

the

sand. Its use is by no means confined to common honesty, when. it wouldbe understood
cities, but’village drug-shops and country that “ the meanest thief in this worlds the progroceries deal out this poisonous drug. fessedly honest Christian who has the custody
of another's money and puts it to his own use.”
The profits in the sale of opium are so So do we all—but the thieves themselves.
large as to greatly stimulate the cultivaIN consideration of Band & Avery's huving
tion of the poppy in Tennessee, Florida, signed themselves our ** obedient servants” on
New Mexico and even in Vermont and the cover of their Railway Guide, just received,
New Hampshire.
As is very generally we hastgn to say, and sincerely, that it is the
known, the habit of opium-eating is one best railway pathfinder for New England that

use-

ful ends.

©

now'it is borne in mind what
a bust-

on

THE first of a series of articles on our Home
Mission work, by E, W. Page, Esq., of New
York city, appears on the second page.

of four hundred thousand

do not

serve

that the consumption of the same

sent out

ing in soliie of ug, much his juniors, who
yet become disheartened over the condiover the condition

Mission Society's forty-first annual report,
as presenfed at Manchester in October,
and a variety of other useful reading:
a a

the last teh years reaches the aggregate

indicated.

that we

provided it may

It has,

workers

masses of the South, Can't we have a dozen
or fifty sets of Dr. Butler's excellent volumes?

raise $12,000 in aid of the Lyndon, Vt,
Institution.
It would be highly becom:

been a creditable exponent of denominational talent, besides being a’ medium of a
| good deal of denominational news, The
ago we December number contains the Home

crease.
It is estimated from official _statistics that the importationsof opium for

undertake to

Whether it be trade, or politics, or relig-

continued or not we do not know.

tim
.

miles or

from our institutions, are what is wanted to
establish Protestan
ongst the unlettered

venerable. - In 1840, thirty-six years ago,
at the first meeting of the Directors of the
Education Society, Rev. J. Woodman was

WE are glad to receive aiother umber

one of our

seventy-five

worker? Sach agents, and

ried through life even unto the consummation of the faith, and into the full ripened experience of age, it becomes even

of! the Evangelist, but whether it is to be

without

have

“A couple of weeks

drug is with us, also, largely

Neither do we preimportance to the

ion, or the

year,

showing

both the East and the West, and will not con-

sciously appear to be the exclusive organ
or champion of either. ' Bro. Hul ng will
continie to contribute to our columns,
and those who have read his piquant paragraphs heretofore will readily detect
| themjn the midst of whatever company
they may appear. Thus the integrity of
the editorial page will be better preserved,and the paper will appear to stand, as
it really does, on the broad basis that belongs: to: it,—that of the organ of the
whole Freewill Baptist denomination.—
"On the sixth page appears a part of a column of “Facets,” prepared with reference
to the useful information that they may
convey, and which the younger portion
of our readers can not afford to omit.—

grand exhibition now being

© .

is now allcwed to designate the particular

of

teaching

Scriptures. Who has Dr. J.J. Butler's, volume of that sort,to send for that Christian

Each contributor to the Society | appointed to collect money jn aid of the

enlarged.

mentioned the fact that the number of
opium-eaters was onthe inerease in China.
Now we would call attention
to a few facts

‘belongs to

What more hopeful spectacle could
there be than that of this nation, at the
beginning of its second century, spending a week inprayer? Always a fitting |
way to begin the year, it becomes almost The seventh page begins with a few brief
infinitely significant when we are just paragraphs “ to be remembered,” and the
. extering the untried experiences ‘of a eighth will continue to furnish education* hundred years.
al notes and other items of interest.

the

—-OPIUM.

less but

of their

Designations

delay, in order that they may
to accomplish their work.
.

more work®by him in the interest both of

to

iy

now

more distant, asks for a commentary; on, the
evangelists, since his Sabbath school makes it
necessary to him that he have such aid in the

ble in themselves, or more agreeable to
contemplate, than consistent firmness in:
the maintenance of a principle, or in pursuit cf a worthy object. If this be car-

the sphere of work has been considerably

To competent

the historians ought to be made

the dis-

Department,”
Bro. Huling's

Editor’) (Figist.does not, mean

hold and utter strong and positive Chris=
tian convictions are the things that give
life and assure of victory.

Jf

bound together by States.

name appearson ‘this page as ‘‘ Western

for

To have,

EE

"il

To-day, a Christian young man,

Noliciting Agent.
es
uli
bo

opportunity to colleet.

tinctive “ title,” « Western
does not appear, and that

from it in pity or indifference or disgust,
its arms falling palsied at its side, and its

-

:
BOOKS,

;

Students,

Paragraphs of Special Interest.
A Wortny ExamprLe. There are but
few traits of character more commenda-

something over one thousand dollars, and

size,—

MORRELL,

or treatment of articles, and to

try

truth in all the departments

its own feet, the public ear turning away

"addresses

should be published in a uniform

But we may

ties of life. - It will be seen that

its principles, and pushes out of sight the
special truths which it is charged to proclaim, will find its own self-respect departing, its tremulous words dropping at,

These

ference,

a

varied, to avoid in all wholesome wuys
too great heaviness either in the length,

that must speak for {tselfi—

fritters away

&o,

H.

+

the first tq say—*‘the vision no

—

large

objects of the Society,; belng, so-far as 1
among thé very first general persons the preparationof such . address. | directionin which the money given may- | know,
agents
to
collect funds for educational
es would not be an unduly burdensome be applied. The organization deserves purposes in the denomination. Last fall,
task ; but in the aggregate they would | and is likely to win success.
after a ministerial service of more than
cofistitute an invaluable historical repossixty years, he accepted an agency to
itory such as no nation has ever had the

say in its behalf that it will

A DENOMINATION or a party that apelo-

prospects,

that of the Congressional documents, for
instance,—in order that they may be

ance doctrines.— he fourth page,—well,

in. Liverpool and
London
did they
have surer tokens of success than are now
appearing’in Philadelphia.
Large numbers—over
ten thousand at a time—attend
the meetings, and it is hoped that there
may be a great turning to God.
Let it be
real Christianity that is promoted, that
‘whose genius is humility and self-sacrifice,
and the meetings ‘may prove blessed indegdw-

A.

the “Standard will be
=
© oo

so

Year's present? If so we will all clap
our hands for joy on ** Camp Hill,” thank
God and the donors, and take courage;

bears evidence of prosperity in the Society.
The contributions the past year have been

sketch of its growth, its resources, industries,

rent aspects of the question, and always
to inculcate the most wholesome tempei-

blessing. The leaders say that not even

and

and ‘which

in which we shall aim to present the cur-

“THE revival meetings in Philadelphia
are ‘manifestly attended by ‘the divine

gizes for its existence,

a while,

we do not believe could, be unprofitably
committed as each day passes. We shall
also publish an occasional sermon on this
page.—On the third page, we have introduced a special Temperance department,

among

is,

number will be interestedin the school,

have been manifested in the five years
Continue for twenty-five years longer, we:

will

another

having taken a little stock in the enterprise. Shall we have the $1,200 as a New

——A CENTENNIAL PROPOSITION.
It vision only *‘tarries.” Should the ratio
seems proper that the local celebrations with which free communion sentiments

columnof personals, which we shall_con-

And,

hearts,

Reading of Scriptures,

‘Rev. I: :

Cook; of

Rochester, No Hig Prayor, Revi A. PU

Hough-

taling, 61 ‘Amesbury, ‘Muds.;

Rev. J,

‘Sermon,

M. Baileyof Sacer; Dedientory prayer, Rev. J.
iI. Durkee, ‘Newmarket, NI F.; Address to
Sobiety) Rev. T2 L! Harmon,

Portsmouth,

N. /

have been made thankful in the relief that has
been afforded.
But, reflect, friends, upon the

H.; Remarks'and bldssing, Rev. Gi. W. Christie,

ute a barrel or box of clothing in & community

Point.

brevity of the time it would require, to distribof needy persons.

THE BOXES

BEIIND,

We are patiently waiting for them.

good friends will permit us

to

remind

Still our

them,

that the winter is upon us, and fast passing and
now is the timeespecially fur the heavier gars
ments,
a

, SMALL BOYS AND GIRLS.

pepe

Huling,

incurred,

a

H.

Editor.

One special advantage of raising the
were of special service for that reason,—a oir
money in thig' way is, no cost of travel is |.cumgtance, from which otherq may draw an ine

a DS a Th

A.

MOSHER,

unsectarian

Es

G. FF,

12, 1876.

and

TO

WEDNESDAY. JANUARY
*

We trust that no reader needs to be
told that our paper is dressedin new type.
Its impioved appearance ought to be apparent, as we have no doubt that it is.
In beginning the new volume and our

qr

‘free

pastor of the. Congregational

AT Y

Jers

¢hurch,

aL

iE

Kittery

All the services were deeply interesting
and appropriate, The singing was well execut
ed, prayers spiritual and earnest. The sermon,
was able, logical and lucid. | Bro., B. was ina,
very happy mood. It was one of his best sens
mons, The verdict of all was, that it was in~
tensely practical und interesting.
May Bro.
B. long live to proclaim the gospel of the triune

These are more in want than any other class.
Shoes; stookingsashirts and caps, all are in des

God

mand,
Recently, several
pairs of ‘ladies’
boots came from certain parties, - mended, and

FRANKLIN FALLS, N, H. There is a res
‘vival interest in Franklin Falls, N. H., such a

RW.T,
ph

FR

[%
2
preR

-

A

NS

of

a

a

idea

schools” would express itself; that is,
would demand for itself whatit resolute-

I

:

to find our cautious neighbor willing to
concede so much as the language referred
to fairly implies, With the helpof the
ly refuses to others.
There can be no Examiner's pencil and slate, the Standard
severer commentary on the motives that: figures out five churches and seven promunderlie their agitation ofthe public school inent pastors who have declared openly
question.’ Considering the elements in- for free confmunion within a short time,
volved, it is one of the gravest questions This is dgme to prove that the ¢* vision
now or likely to be before the public.
still we
We are glad our good
brethren’begin to realize that the glorious

olic.

THE NEW VOLUME:

a

The Morn g Star.

a

.

CUMBERLAND Q. M, will convene at Mechanic Falls

Wednesday,
Jan,

, when the
begun the first week .in December
Y.M."C.' A, ' St. Paul and Sioux City R.
of
e
state Executive Committe
ively an important point.
three

thies and aid of all. -

F. B. church, writes
ed with the church and
goon.
The Methodists

1t is alway» a source of gratification to know

advance.”

suffering somewhat

paper

dissention

internal

from

the frescoing

and

audience room.

of the

renovation

complete

essary conveniencies hasalso been put into the
audience room, so arranged that the people can

of' the sacred rite

the administering

witness

A new piano has
without leaving their seats.
also been purchased for the use of the Sabbath
In addition to all
school, secial circle, &e.
has been paid, and
debt
the
on
interest
the
this,
a portion of the debt itself removed.
In regard to the more internal’ and spiritual

‘BRADFORD & T1oGA Q.

The preaching service

at

10

1-2.

' At

afterwards.

M.,

6, P.

young people hold thre¢ prayer

ginning Feb. 4, 1876.

the

—W

Solon m

Ci Mor;
Nettie

Last summer, contrary

to their usual custom,

the society decided not to close the church during the vacation of the pastor,

and

at

hou

the re-

them during that time: Our audiences through
the hot month of August, were far better than

we could have expected, and the month
pleasantly and

profitably;

and xo

BEIICE|

-

ple are devotedly attached to him, and that the
citizens of Lawrence of all denominations re-

of

otir

denomination

that we have faithful ministers’ “ind efficient
churches ih the great centers of influence when

80 much'is done towards’

noldmg

the

ter of eivie and national life.

chiarne-

:

God grant that theif nimber niay be’ gred
increased.
$b had! |
y
greatly

:

OT

OPRANK KOH ASE.

Andover The, Sém!, Jan 3.”

#11:

haa
fix

will

Rev. 8. D. BATES discontinues his labors I"
pastor in Marion, Ohio, in April next, to des

vote his energies to the financial interests of
Ridgeville College.
1p
Rev, J. H. DECKER writes that,

{
some

Pl

nine

or more are to be agdded to the ehurch, recently
organized at Coon Creek, Towa) at moxt meet

Four have been

received

into the ' Cen=

tral City church, and nine at Waubeck—six by

baptism, three by letter.

are tq be held, beginning

“A series of dhootingd

with 'thé ' week of

prayer, with the Central City chureh.
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than the cost, directly or indirectly. After our
own journal, probably one can not make a better
addition to his stock of first-rate information, than
to secure the American Ag¥icu/turist,

Of Bro. Houghton, who i$ now at work with
his health much improved, it is ndt ‘necessary
for me to speak further than to say that’his peo

fucoess for the

Mansfield

tli
—-—

chiireh,for I was able to be with ‘them but very

anie

sburgh, hy

In Poland, N. Y., Dé¢.

Crary—C E_Gillétt—F Coo-

Lis highest on the list,

manly speaking, 1 consider to De almost Wholly due to’ the metivity and cfivieney of the

r.

Mr. Geo. E. Davis and Miss
Helen L.'Clark, both ef
Lempster, N..H,
In
Buxton, Me., Dec. 25, by Rev. W. T. Smith, Mr.
Samuel Hadlock, of Portland, and Miss Alma O. Owen,
of
B. C,
In Strafford, N. H., Oct. 28, by. Rev, 8.C. Kimball,
Mr. Geo. E. Mathes, of Newmarket, and Miss Mary 8S.
Stiles, of 8. Nov. 3, Mr. James H. Stiles and Miss
Mary Jd. yalker, both of8.
«In Allenville, R.I., Dee. 30, by Rev. L. Dexter, Mr.
Wm. L. Ballou, of Providénce, and Miss Marietta F.
Collins, of Allenville.
In Manchester, by Rev. N. Brooks, Mr. Rowland
Hill, of Biddeford, Me., and Miss Cornelia Davis, of
Lowell, Mass.
Falls. (Berwick side) Me., Dee. 31, by
In Great
POINDEXTER, of
Rev. P. W. Perry, REV. SAMUEL
Lim rick, Me., and MRS. SUSAN 8. LORD, of Acton,
e.

Sherman—

W Russell-Mrs

Y Mansfield—G

J M Little-J

For faithfulness to promised length

suc-

ceeding weeks in whicli Bro. Houghton was ill
with fever and I continued to supply the desk.
By the time the pastor. returned, every«
thing had assumed a position favorable for pure
suing the fall and winter work. ~ Ahd-thid
ho-

little aside from the Sabbath.

Mrs

Rowell-E Hanke

Than the EUREKA TWiST;

passed

did the

Ia

ov.

The New Hiustrated Magazine.
¢
‘Now is the time to subscribe for 1676. Only $3.00

EQUITABLE BURLDING, 120 BROADWAY, N.Y.

both

In E. Washington,N. H., Deg. 24, by fev.E. Smith,

A
Mrs L Verrill-M
~A WadsWinsor—J E Woodbury—F A
worth -Mrs J Worth—H
E
ffi
Wheeler
2 es—Wins.nsWhipple—E Ww Wilbur ~J WW
low-E G York—J H Youngs F Zell—W C King—Mrs

You'll seck in vain for truer thread

quest of the committee I arringed to supply

and Miss

:

a

J. Runnells,
.

In Marilla, N. Y., by Rev. E. Crowell, Mr. J. F. Jones
and Miss Nellie Vader. Also, Mr. C, E. Vader and
Mise. E M. Wyman.

4

yA

M N

re

rr
Mrs H W Turner CL D Strout—P
H Smi

Do not defy Providence by neglecting a chronic
cough or cold, when the certain antidote to those
dangerous complaints—Hale’s Honey of Horehound ard Tar—is obtained at every drug store in
America.
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in one minute.

longs.

2, by Rev.

WIDE AWAKE.

Rgy.

«ot COMPANY,

both of F.

78 years. May 17, Susan G., wife of Uriah Hadley, aged
and 10 months. June 5, Mrs. Mary J., wife of
63
Samuel N. Jewett, aged 46 ars, 5 months and 9% days.
78
Miss Martha Clark, aged
In Tilton, N. H., Oct. 23,
.
years and 2 months.
n Bainbridge, Mich., Dee. 21, of cancer in the stomnard, formerly of Deerfield, N. H.,aged
Samuel
years, 2 months and 26 days.

oe)

be-

William Gould,of

H LamW Lamb J Leighton—A

A E Hill, West Paris,

SSE

Ld

M

Southworth

by a test of many years, and have received testimonials from eminent men who haye used them.

is sufficient to kedp heart and brain active in
the service of Him t6 whom the Sabbath be-

without one-

WM
ldge-J Mathews—J Mariner—JW Maxham

W. H. McNEAL, Clerk.

Asthmatic Disorders, have proved

Nov.

A

JD

Brown’s Bronchial Troches, for Pulmonary and

ike bu
for.
an’ hour,
time, the general
It is easy to see
wisely arranged, it

rates, believ-

rainard—
F Allen=J Burrill—A E Bral

Doh

;

Business Fotices.

ladies and a third for the children, several of
ing the past year.
These meetings continue
At the expiration of this
prayer meeting commences.
that while all this work is

sent at club rates.
at club

Deadman—J E Dame—~J

' Rev

different rooms of the church.. One is conducted by the young men, another by ‘the young

pay

not

Erskine—S EmDav
Day—I Davis—8 Dyer—M §
Me—Nrs D E Emery—E Rochester
mons—E Hebron,
N H—B G Elliot—A A FErsenhart—E E Eno—MWrs )
French—M E Frain—P Ford—8 F Fellows—E B Fuller
C Fernald—G N Field
—Mary E Fuller—E J Frencl
—W 8 Garr—C W Grifin—B Goodrich—A T Grant—J
Goff—~W B Glover—8 M
Gray—J 8 Goodwin—
Hutehinson—~E Hanson—M H
Gould—H Harmon—A
. Hagar—W F Higgins—Miss A C Hamlin—J Haselton—B
Irtsh=J T Hil—W Hutchinson—C
RM Hadley—T
Hart—J F A —H J Hall—A G Hill—G H Hill—C HurHastings —1 Hanaford
lin—L 8 Knight—S Keyes—A
Hauver—J A
—M P Lamprey—M

meetings in

whom have been received into the church dur-

do.

Colby—R Cook—U Chase—€

dl

immediately

we

that

kK FE, Bachelder
Brown—A Brearley—Susan
Barker—Vrs C Bradish
—8 Bishee—J W Burgih—J
J Bishop—N P Beede~K H Butts—
ss—N Beebe—C H
P Bur
Briggs—Anna Burgess—(G
Cou
Burnham—A A Coburn—A P
Campbell-C W Cook—E Crowel —R Cooley—J B O

Churches that

.

ANTILE T

Mr.

In
E. Tilton, 'N. H., July 10, hy Rev. J. G. Munsey,
Mr. Henry B, Sherman and Miss Leaona Piper, both of
T. In Belmont, Sept. 17, by Rev. J. G. Munse yw Mr.
Artemas L. Barton, of E, Oambridge, Mass, and
Miss
Linda W. Harris, of Gilmanton, In E. T.. Nov. 11,
Mr. William F. Burleigh, of Laconia, and Miss Edith.
L. Boynton, of Belmont.
In
Lime City, O., Dec. 23, at the residence of the
bride's father, by Rev, Chas, Cain, Mr, C, L. Weede, of
Frankford, and
Miss Ada Rossman, of Fillmore. Dec.
25. at the residence of the bride's father, Mr. B..F. Morrell, of
Spring Valley, and Miss. Mary C. Odell, of L. C.
In Derby Line, Vt., Dec. 2, by Rev. 8. 8S. leker
1,
Mr.Charles Corinth and Miss Alice Bly, both of Charlgston.
In Poland, N. Y., at the residence of the bride's parents, ‘Dec. 22, by Rev. J. M, Crandall, Mr, Irvin D. Adams, of Chittenango, and Miss Flora E. Willoughby, of
P. Also, at the
Baptist Datconage in Poland, Mr. Alvah Pullman, of Cold Brook, and
Miss Mary E. Laning,
of Russia.
In Chester, Me., Jan. 1, at the bride’s father’s, by
Rev. J. I. Brown. of Lincoln Center, Mr. Wm. A. Scott

haye his.

1 P Bates—S Budlong—S8 H Barrett—Mrs SB Blaisdell
CBuir
;
Batchelder—W 8SB Briggs—D
—C H Burnbam—D
—0 Bartlett—I M Bedell—Burlington, Towa—S E

* A

Next session with the Pagerville church,

Sunday school convenes in its two departments

can

Letters Received,
E G Andrews—E

had almost lost their visibility are putting forth
renewed efforts to live. Union and harmony
provail.

Adams,

In 8. Parsonsfield, Me., Dec, 14, by Rev. H. P. Lampre, Mr. Ira M. Berry, of Limington, and Miss Anna |

one new.

that each

on money

1st Alexander church, Nov. 12, 1875, with near-

The

the new

third new subscribers.

In Dec. 17—19. Some of the churches reported reand almost continuous revival interest.
the great revival of last winter the church did vival interests, The meetings were character
and reaped its ized by a deep religious fervor. It was an inits full proportion of yok
and profitable occasion.
result. During these three teresting
full share of the
Next session with the church at South China,
years one hundred and thirty-five have been Feb. 18—20.
E. PrEscort, Clerk.
Of these, seventy- ’
received into the church.
six have been received during the pust year.
has been largely inereased. |
. M.—Held its Dec. term with the
The congregation
Plymouth church, at Plymouth
The Sabbath school has become ‘large and ef- 3
On account of the severity of the
village.
ficient. ‘A “ Young People’s Christian Union”
r, the congregation was not as large as
has been formed for mutual help and Christian
work. Implied in all this and yet deserving to
The March term with the Newburgh chureh,
be mentioned separately, is the fact that we first Friday and Saturday as usual,
EXJ. FOGG, Clerk.
have now in Lawrence a “live” ehurch in the
best sense of the term.
In order that your
ATHENS Q. M.—Held its last session with the

ly all the churches represented.

H.

Anderson and Miss Albina Harden.
Dec. 15, Mr, Jerome C, Biddlecome and Miss Almeda B. Shaul. Dee.
Mr. Frank Hayek, Jr., and Miss Aurilla R. Sumner,
ec. 24, Mr. Reuben Chase, Jr., and Miss Ellen M.Hall.
i
r. Hiram
and Mrs, Jane A, Gleason.
April 28, by Rev. A.J. Wood, Mr. Ambrose Bacon
and Miss
lara A. Barber, both of Burns,
N.Y.
Muay.
23, Mr, Harmon F. Knights, of Burns, and
Miss Clara
Kennedy, of Almond,
Dec. 8, in Dryden; at the residence of the bride's Aronia Mr.
James M. Lars, of
Richford, and Miss R. J. English, of Dryden, In Burns,
Me J. W. Hastings, of Almon, and Miss J. A. Howes,

ing that it will be a favor to subscribers
But we can
that we can afford to show.

Q, M.—Held its Dec. session
Whitefleld & Jefferson church,

MoNTVILLE
with the No.

¢ order of exercises” for a single’ Sabbath. A
Sunday school teachers’ meeting is held at 9,

so

offer the paper

We

banjored by Clerk. pro tem.

;

readers may have an idea of the work which
is now being done, allow me’ to give you the

without

subscribers find

not two

commission

its Nov.

M.—Held

H.,

Is

Belle F. Tibbets,

and Miss Jennle A. Peacock.

:

paper at club rates?
We repeat again,

|

term with the church in West Richmond.
ed by all present.
good season was

N.

Rey.

Russell, of R, Oct. 21, Mr. Alonzo 8. Wortman and LY HIS
’
{ss Charlotte L. Remington. Oct. 25, Mr. Levi
©
and Mis Mary Merrills. Nov. 25, Mr. Delbert rte

near

Quarterly Peetings.

changes, it is pleasing to remark that for a large
part of the time, especially during the past two
the church has beea visited by a deep
years

A. M.

six or

subscribers were

year at $2.00

somewhere,

one

We are sorry to learn
the revival meétings.
that Bro. Gilliland is now in quite poor health,
but hope that he may soon be able to work
again in the cause of Christ.

all {hie nee-

A baptistry, with

Because old

this

Can

in-

Ill,

Fairview,

at

church

Tamworth,

Mr,

SUBSCRIBERS,

subscribers.

Ashley. As a result, twenty-five have united
Fifteen were baptized on
with the church.
_Christinds day. The work still goes on, and
tlie chiureh is in a promising condition under
the pastorate of Bro. J. 8, Haskinson. Bro.
Gilliland and Bro. J. 8. Munning assisted in

and very much discouraged, concerning its fut
ure. Since ghen, besides: sustaining the regular work, the church has made extensive improvements in the church building including

Clubs of

not put the paperat $2.00

terest in the

0. Allen and Miss

by

Buea
ces
Maes:v, a.Gi. 1
r,
8

that we will changé our terms and send the

Dec. 16.

Rev. J. C. GILLILAND reports d revival

tl

o 2vea8

Nov
30. Mr. Daniel ¥

paper last year at $2.00, it does not follow

ex-

was

call

X

Bedee and Miss Addie E. Remick, bothof T. Dec, 22,

were previously no F. Baptists,
We, have enjoyed
ZION CHURCH, IND.
quite # revival at Zon church, One week ago
was our monthly conference and the interest
induced us to hold meetings every night since,
which we shall continue for some time yet.
Five have professed faith in Christ and joined

acquainted with its internal as well as external
:
. strength and condition.

Dec.

of T. Nov, 22, Mr. Ph
/| Ussa D. Philbrick, both of T,

can have the Star at $2.00 each, strictly in

May God bless and continue to
vival manifest.
bless, is our prayer,
D. A. TUCKER,

terded to A. L. Houghton to become its pastor,
the church was carrying a considerable debt,

George

classed, with new ones and received their

The relations which have existed between
this church and myself for the past few months
have enabled me to become, pretty thoroughly

when a

In Farmington,

make the same offer to clubs this year

more, ONE THIRD BEING NEW

that our churches, especially those in our large
citics, arenot only vigorously alive, butizare the church. s Others, I am confident, are powmaking rapid progress toward positions of erfully convicted. Revs Wm. Tucker and Mr.
Among this class the
great moral influence.
"R. McKee have left for other appointments,
church in Lawrence, Mass,, may well hold a which leaves the writer to take care of the inprominent place,
terest here. There appears to be n general re-

In the spring of 1872,

York

NET TYLER.

Dall

DEA

TEACHERS,

FAIRBANKS & CO., Publishers, 54 and 56 Madison Street, Chicago, mi.

a0

1.00

DEMERITTE

rr

o>

Church,

MoNew

there

above mentioned,

Mrs

-

Married

346 West 28th

2323

ren, that God will still abide with and bless us,
F. E. DAVISON,
f
Jan. 8.

Rowell,

that was made last year :

at a

that

writes

J.

Bro.

"L.A.

Dover,N. H,

s Jan, 28, at 1, P, M,

"i: Hoasus, Clerk.

920.00

., 2d ch, Corinth, yt, per

n,

ARY

: EVERY SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHER SHOULD HAVE IT.
Price 75 Cts, sent post-paid, on receipt of price, by

Mr. Charles E. Bedell, of Boston, and Miss Eva F.

We

places

both

Clore,

Publisher's Hotes,

date of

organized

At

Home.

Sweet

Miss,

Mrs J H Webb,Ft Atkinson,
Wis,

In

a new church

was

A church of ten members

place called

Womans

PRI

;

a
o

Mrs8J Lothrop, to con. herself L M

* Post Ofloe| Addresses:
Bmw

In Nodsway Co. considerable interest prevails.’

Remember us,breth-

Lawrence

ls

near Graham, Mo., called the Pleasant Valley
church, as the result of special meetings held,

afternoon

aan Orrin

Sheffield, 0., commencing F'

that eleven have unitothers are to do 'so
shared somewhat in

Dec. 28, that he has organized

Clerk,
the ‘Wa-

ASHTABULA Q. M, will be held with the ehurch at.

sympa

the work, receiving three members,
REV. JAMES JONES writes under

and evening With preaching by the ‘pastors ulternately. We have appointed Thursday as a

The

pT

With

se

of our
keeps himself out of gight. - If any
can secure his efforts we would adchurches
‘He has won
vise them to do it by all means.
heard him here.
a place in the hearts of all W
the
This week the churches are” carrying on

day of fasting and prayer.

o

(Iowa) wil, be hota

CO

]

a —

, and
| He preaches the truth as it is’ in Jesus

every

ATHELOO QM.

CAPAC, MICH. has enjoyed a precious revival recently. Rev. E. J. Doyle, pastor of the

we have ever
ig the best man for the work

Meetings

te

do Shatlos St, Dover, N H, per Mrs

’

FOR

By Mrs. GEO, PARTRIDGE, with an introduction by J. BEX-

‘Woman's Miss, 8oc., Danville, N H, per JA Low-.
ell,
10,00

22232%3

evening. At
he closed hie work last Sabbath
converts and
y
ninét
over
were
that time there
Whittier
Mr.
eats.
{nquirers in the anxious
seen,

work themselves,

the

in Cowlesville

——

or, HELPS

Mission Society.

pro
7

frontier churches have a elaim on

until

evening

and

afternoon

J. M. BAILEY, Clerk.

£33 =

Lawrence, Mass, came to us,

="

. Ev8.8MITH,

visit
n meetings and
churches have been holding unio
has commissionSabbath after ang the Q. M.; we understand,
pressing the battle. The first
¢
0, Stevens to visit the churches eastward
y
of
,
elist
evang
Christmas, Rev. E. A Whittier,
own, and solicit aid for the work. .. These
and meetings
were held every

ing at2, P.M.

GENESEE Q. M, (N.Y. will be held
commencing
Friday, Jan, 21, at 2, P. M,

—

ed

the

then

= Since

place.

36; A. a. Ministers’ Conference Tues

g3382s3

this

day p.

R’s and prospectThe pressing need
of our church seems to be a house of worship

¥, B. Woman's

Brpmoatsonilasas

years,
has not been seen for many

growing and pleasant town
- situated at the
Junction of the Dubuque and Sioux - City and

work

The

post.
Tor.

8, S. PAPERS.
Two Sabbath school papers, The Little
Star
and Myrtle, are published alternate wceks,’and
Lesson
Papers ot the International Series for
both adules and children.
Sample copies of any paper sent free.

Address,
REV.I, D.STEWART,
v
DOVER, N. H.
A. H. HULING, 56 Madison St., Chicago, 111,
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THE

Youn.

1 see a lark in the far summer sky,

My darling seated at her harp I see,
Playing the while our little children sing:

He had consecrated bis life to God in early

“The world is full of music—not for me!

manhood, while cressing the ocean
dia, and had been brought into sweet
munion with Heaven, in a warm and
derful experience, Before every

I dreamed last night of some dim abbey choir;
The lights were burning where the singers
stood
.
Chanting my anthem.
I crouched in the dark,
Weeping for joy to hear they called it good!,
wusic of my

be called upon God, and
to Heaven

sleep, that mocks my soul

With cruel joys that are fulfilled no more
Than

bis who dreams of light and love at
home,
And wakes to find himself on Arctic shore!

And yet

there

is

a

boy

thought

the

babe

she

will sometimes

heaven.
God forgive
wondering what they

are;

Perchance it is their echo that I catch,
And I shall hear those same songs sweeter
far!

:

sickness had wasted the soldiers;

famine

the heart of India should fail to relieve
themin time, the death of every resident
was sure.
:
Thére,

were, praying.

women

in the

kirk,

who, day

by

day,

in the words of the an-

cient Véonqueror, whose
wrought by faith:
us, O

victories

were

mate;

whose

carried

duty

such cases.

Pl

way to the Alum Bagh, a position

over-

looking Lucknow, amid whose sharp
minarets and glimmering
domes the
Residency was hid,
The garrison was in extreme peril
when the army of relief reached the

% Alum Bagh, buta pious company of men,
women and ehildren coatinually prayed

TO LIVE.

the first

before

it was

to

deal

with

ok

on board, the boy, who had a beautiful,
sunny face, and eyes that looked like the

very mirrorof truth, replied that his step‘father “did ‘it because’ he could not afford
to keep

him

nor to pay his passage

to

‘Halifax, where he had an aunt who was
well off, aud

to whose

home he was

go-

:
ing.
The mate did not believe the story, in
spite of the winning face and truthful accents of the boy. He bad seeu too much
of stow-aways to be easily deceived by"

Day by day he was questioned and requestioned, but always with the same re-

a
SO

sult.
IN

He did not know

a sailor on board,

and his father alone had seereted him and
given him food which he ate.
At last, the mate, wearied by the

boy's

persistence in ihe same story, and perhaps
a little

anxious

to inculpate

the

sailors,

seized aiid dragged him on the fore-deck,
told him that unless he told the truth in
ten mioutes from that time,
hang him from the yard-arm.

he

would

He then made him sit down under it on
the deek. All around him were the pas-

sengers, and the sailors of the middy
watch, and in front of him stood

the in-

exorable mate with his chronometer io his
band, and the officers of the

ship by his

to God, and were Sustained by the conNe
‘fident faith of deliverance through prayer. Siete
It was the finest sight, said our inform“An officer one day said to one of these, a
pious old Scottish mother who had’ been

“schooled in the ancient faith of ’the
‘eovenanters.
“ Pitty ‘thousand armed

Po oh
Sepoys are

ant, that | ever beheld, to see’the pale,
proud, sofrowtal face of that noble boy,
bis head erect, his beautiful eyes bright
through the tears that suffused them.
When eight minutes had fled, the mate
told him he had but two minutes to live,

massing themselves for the defense of
“Lucknow. 1f the army of Havelock is and advised him to speak the {ruth and
driven back we shallall perish.”
“1 will say of the Lord," answered the

the ‘hearth,

for

and

polish the knives, and bring watef from

to polish and scour instead of poring over
the crooked-thumbed book in the attic-

:
| £ 5x
do thea well and ‘quickly,”

she thought to herself. *‘ There is some-

save his life; but

he replied with the ut-

Aud her

fingers polished and scoured, and

the

So Griselda was done, and she tripped
softly to the top of the house, and was
soon lost over the crumpled old book.
“Griselda!
Griselda!” shrilly echoed
up the stairway.
:
+ I never can do it! Nobody cares if
I lose or win ; oh, it is sad when nobody
cares.” This she half said, half’ thought
to herself, as she ran down the

stairs:

‘1

will manage it somehow, line at a time.”
s« Idle, idle, worthless caild ! bring fag-

gots ‘aud mend the fire; take up. ithe
ashes. ‘The hearth scouted and the ashes
untouched! and have you dusted to-day?’
Grise!da ran for the faggots and mend-

ed the fire, and swept the ashes bave’ and
clean, and peeped in each corner

lo

the dust,

musical

line

after:

line

of the

find

rhyme passing through her mind ‘like the
notes of a song.

And as she’ stood

with

ter duster in the middleiof the floot she
thought,«1 will work and study and win ;
the words are beautiful enough. to learn
without a prize.” 4
ay
So all that day and the next and the
next, the mother fretted and scolded,

and

the child slept and woke and slept again,
and Griselda studied a line ‘at a time ‘in
ir
the odd minutes one by one.
In another house

a

block

away,

Julie

written

by a too

‘However that may be,

of them

copied

in the

Swift, written

handwriting of

an unpublished jourduring a long detention

at Holyhead by adverse winds; additions to the

his note-books

and books of account ; his letters of ordination;
160 letters by him hitherto unpublished; and

were

‘ the first edition of * Gulliver,’ interleaved for
alterations

and

additions

by the

author, and

containing, besides fhe chunges, erasures, and
substitutions adopted in later editions, several
striking

passages

world.”

The three volumes

never

etched by Rajon,

yet

given

to

the

will contain sey-

j

The arrangement of the text, as it appears

city of Mexico is the old-

in this first yolume, is clear and favorable.
Marginal and foot notes enable the eye to easi-

‘It is 7,400 feet above the

Iy*find what the mind is seeking, besides add-

mouniaine,

ing to the completeness of the narrative. Each
volume is divided into Books, and these into

a valley, sur-

including

(bree

chapters snd sections.

Sir William Temple’s roof, we have "an ac-

count
of his
of his
ces of

the city, and bound your vision by the
purplé mountains, ‘in whatever direction

you gage. “Take any corner

where

streets pass clear through the

town,

(he

of his first residence at Moor Park, and
entering certain.orders; the third treats
London life, and gives some reminiscen-:
the “Tale of a Tub;” the fourth finds

Jim in Ireland and England, and

you

quent waiting and working in Dublin; the fifth

that as the lines rum, the: all-embracing
mountains.
They are from three to
thirty miles distant, some even sixty

brings bim into relations with
ries; and

the

sixth Book

(an

Whigs and Toappendix) pre-

senls biographicalnotes from Swift’s letters to
Esther Johnson,and passages in the letters gorrecled and restored from the original MS. The
Jac similes in this volume are a portion of the

miles,
and yet, they look as if only down
to the farther end of this teleoscopic tube
They rise from two to ten
‘ofa street.

examination roll at Trinily College, Easter,

thousand fect and so are never diminutive,

1686; some

often very magnificent.”

resolutions to

govern his old age,

adopted in 1609; Addison's inscription to
Swift; and a page from Swift's sécount book
for December, 1708.

The streets intersect each other at right
angles, forming squares of nearly the
same size throughout the city. The houses
are buiit of stone, generally three stories
high with no spaces between them; so

is

volume

The

beginning to end.

interesting

from

ix reproduced

in it,

his gross

ideas

intensely

Swift

for

Allowing

season.

of the

aud depraved tastes, needless perhaps even
for the time in which be lived, he was nevertheless oue uf the famous men of thut time, and
continues to be so regarded.

Mexico contains
many magnificent
buildings. . The Cathedral, the Convent

nnn,

She learns,

Northern

was

madeto obtain

cities ever built by Europeans. The Cathe-

The attractive feature of this volume is the
biographical essay on Byron, although such fu-

dral is 500 feetin Tength and 420 in breadth

mous persons as

and was 94 years in building. Ii contains
a remarkable stone, 9 feet in diameter,
covered with sculptures, and said to be

Daniel Manin and

Hugo,

Dumas, Girardin,

Thiers are

presented on its

pages. Castelar, the Spanish Republican, and
Byron, the sensuous, skeptical poet,each burned with an ardent patriotism, and it is perhaps

the ancient sacrificial stone upon which
human victims were offered hy the Mexicans before the conquest of their country
by the Spaniards. ,
The people of Mexico make a curious

this latter passion which has led the former to

write so .uppreciutively of the latter. Itdsn’t
wholly because Byron is its subject that the

essay is so interesting, although that

will nat-

urally draw the b st part of the reading public
to it; it is quite as much the fervid, glowing,
and severely apalytical style of authorship

medley,as about one half consist of whifes
‘of Spanish déécént, one fourth of Indians
and one fourth of Mestigoes, Molattoes,
Zamboes, negroes aud
foreighners’ of

We think it would bediffienlt to find a march
for Andersonville, Salisbury or Libbey. The
author has chosen u hard task. In a matter

like this, where right and wrong were involv.
ed and there were necessarily two such oppo

site standpoints as North and South, no speak.
ing or writing can harmonize the two. Thos:

who did the greatest wrong

suffer the most, and time and silence only can
brivige the chasm.
IN

DOORS AND OUT: or, Views from the
Cbimuey Corner. . By Oliver Optic. Boston:
Lee & Shepard. 13mo, pp. 331. ($1.75.)
These sketches, as the author says in the

preface, represent ‘‘ no attempt st fine writ
ing,” They are simply !‘ home thrusts at the
follies of the parlor

and

the

kitchen, of the

traveling over the country ke

a dog without a

shop and the ‘counting-room, in short, of life
‘In Dvors and Out.’ Mostof them
are now
collar; - but

unlike

that highly

puppy, which isn’t

anybody’s

respectable

dog, they

method of calling them back to the fold aguin.”

The moral taught
by them

all is good.

few can look the book through without finding

+ home thrusts,” which at least will set them
thinking,
4
THE ASBURY Twiss. B
hie
. Be
.. publishers, Illustrated. Lifior
nd

. We, have before us another. illustration of
Sopbis May’s

sparkling, witty,

sensible

raion.

wa

dripping

to. the

cistern

Lhe
*
©
“ an

e

cial hha

Dgs

pl

Lo

.

We

®. Jong

need

:

1st

up.

{

“Van Asbury,

swell

(ph
SF
e one
i

;

we'll do it!”

You write’ mine, Vie, and Pil write
fits

cha

Mle of memo

ome book,” said I.
avother.”

sat or

which characterizes it.

Tt deals with

ancestors, his need and
his athletic exercises,

lack of maternal love,
his restless tempera-

Byron’s

become 0

mixed

And before she really knew 1 was in ear
nest, I dipped my jen into the bead of the
cross old man who served us as an inkstand,
and began.
;

chapter and

American friends are there.

Vie flirts a little

and Van givesa curtain lecture, These lect
ures cause ihe only unpleasuntness between
them, Finally both eome home engaged and
then they write thelr story.
; Almost any extravagance of rapturous praise

would be in order in describiog THE ALDINE.
IL is the very

tivest expression

of American

typographic art that we have. For beauty of fio-

ish and execution, for the spirit and truthful:
ness with whic some of the most difficult pieces of the old masters are reproduced, snd for
the almost perfection with which sketches of
natural scenery are presented ou its pages, it
issimply and unqualifiedly a marvel. We have
just taken occasionto compare the

first num.

The ) emaining essays are characteristic, and
add to the value of a volume that is thus quite

Guiccioli and her

heart’s tragedy, not omitting to meation mats
ters that bave lately revived a curious interest
in the poet’s life,

and

whence comes it P”
:
> In Morocco, about the: middle of November (that'is after the rainy season), a
gummy juice exudes spontaneously from

able to bear safely the peculiarities
thor’s style.
i

of the au

of oval

|

We have here a sufficient answer to the ques-

harvest occasion 18 one of great rejoicing,
live on the gum, whichis
fattening.

nutritious

and

|

good have

foreign

missionaries

Dr. Goodell was the pionegy of that

noble band who
ginning of

the

inaugurated the

went into Tarkey 8% the beProtestant

Reformation.

Refoémation itself,

In=

A man of

singuiar devotion and ‘activity, he succeeded
not only

in presenting

the

Gospel,

to the nc-

ceptance of thousands, butillso in establishing
numerous

when the wages of a

laborer

were

only

three halt pence a day, and when, of
course, it would have cost a man fifteen
years of laborto buy a Bible, which, after
all, being in Latin, he could not have
read.
ed

schools, in translating

the Bible in-

to the Turkish lauguage and even

into several

dialects of it, and in accomplishing an immense
amount of other Christian work.
He was a
frank, genial, simple, but firm and true mun,.

the

knowledge

trom along

which

De. Prime bad

of ‘him

and fnrimate acquaintance.”

Tt is

admirably arranged, carefully edited; and, all

things considegtd, is one of the most valuable
contributions/ that has lately heen made to
Christian bidgraphy.

|

hv

the Aldine

publishers pro-

it is literally without a rival, and

Lothrop & Co.

done?”

what

posg ta,de, and
we do not. know but they will
succeed in ft.- As the Art Journal of America

deed, it might almost be truthfully said that he

almost

workmanship (bat has fallen under our notice, Those three full page piclures,* Iuspirution,” after Antigua; ‘/ Moonlight
=Landscape in Holland,” drawn by Edward Schleich;

that is just

late missionary of the A, B, C. F,
stantimople.
his son-in-law,
Prime,.1), D. New
York: ayobert Carte
Brothérs., 1876. 8vo. pp. 489.
Sold by
tion, ** What

being

until the, pumber for Japuary of the present
year is, really, the (most exquisite piece of

vis, ure so near; perfeglion that it would al

harvest lasts a full month. The gam is
then packed in large leather sacks, and
transported on the backs of camels and
and the people for the time

The im-

provement bas been goustant aud surprising,

most seem to be an inordinate ambition that
should propose to improve upon ‘them, But

and round drips, about the size of a ‘pig-

The

in 1868, with

and ‘ A Bear Hunt, drawn by Joba S$. Da

BRNE

Ane trunk and. branches of the ‘acicia, It
gradoally thickens in the fairow down

bullocks to seaports for shipment.

ryy’ ob

told any other way.”

question,

camp on the border of the forest, and the

.

a Se

those 1ssued at intervals sinee then.

eon’s egg, of different colors, as it comes
from the red 6r white gum tree, About
the middle of December the, Moors en-

said id I,

‘“ Lets wtite the history of our lives,” suggested Van, playfully.
F

bis relations to the Countess

form

monoto

her isn
isa little depressi
ssing,”

We

puor biography of him, bis skepticism, and his

which it runsy assumes the

writ

nously ; the ol ine inte Just died of water on
the brain; and here we wer¥ in the midst of a

Gum AraBic. The most familiar objects about us are often the least understood, and probubly-few pause to ask the
Arabie,

The

readere may dislike to admit that any of their
follies are exposed. iu these short stories, yet

bersof the first volume, issued

Gam

have

an anxious: friend at home, who takes this

ment, hig lameness, his loves and jealousies,

is

tl

must deservedly

200,-

‘* What

#

a skeloh of 4

Prison also, but ‘withetit success”

So they go on, Vic writing oe

We give a few examples:
and wielded an influence for the Master up and
In 690 the King of Northumberland gave
down the Bosphorus that will never die.
and the prize?”
'| 800 acres of land for ove boovk containing
The record that Dr. Prime has given us of
a history of the world.
A Countess of
« No, Merton Stevens, you know I am
his life and work is: intensely interesting for
Anjou
gave
200
sheep
and
a
large
parcel
pot.”
.
of rich furs for a volume of homilies; 120 | he Christian, ahd highly valuablg for any one
“How should I know?"
who would fairly eéstitnate the naire and incrowns were given for a single book of
fluence of that great work in Turkey. The
“You just know well enough I have Livy ;. 100 crowns of gold for a Concordbook presents Dr. Goodell as boy and man.and
not begun yet.”
;
ance, and 40 crowns for a satirical poem
isa
plete history of is Life,gathered Jargécalled the ** Romagce of the Rose.” In
“Somebody's going to miss it then.’
ly from the letters that he’ wrote, thé journal
1720a Latin Bible was valued at £80, at
** No, somebody is not. Clara's away
that be kept, and the speeches and. addresses
# lime when two arches of London Bridge
and Meta is sick, and (here is nobody were built (or less money ; at a time, too,
that he made ut various times,but mainly from

thing you know better about.

sonville was furnished by « prisoner there ang

LIFE OF LORD BYRON, and Other Sketches. | Van the next, only Van tells the most about
By Emilio Castelar. Translated
M rs. | Vie and Vie the most about Van. They go to
_ Artbur Arnold. Sawe publishers,
12mo.
Paristo a boarding school, Several of their
PD. 347. ($150).

Mines, and the University are especially
noteworthy. Hamboldt, who visited this
city in 1808, ealled it one of the finest

«[ am tired,” she said, holding her pa-

» ¢ Maybe the odd girl will get it.”
« ‘* Merton Stevens! please talk of some-

very enthy.

is sufficient
and that aloe
! 10 ‘make it the book

structure with a large courl in the center.

them are recorded as acts of signal generosity, deserving perpetual remembrance.

else in the class that does much but. that
odd-looking girl with mean clothes.”

Emancipation Proclamation to be

sipstic. The preface acknowledges the suthor'y
indebtedness to: Headley’s * History of the

‘ings. The conceplion.of tbe book is novel.
Here is the opening :
treats of his
oO dear 1” said 1. 4 Ditto,” said she. The

1ifé at Laracor and Lublin, dnd of his subse-

see north, south; east and west, or as near

nearly all nations, numbering in all
000.

In the first Book, we

have anecdotes of Swift's family and of him:
self, of his childhood;
and school and college
life
; in the second Book, when tie was under

* You look straight through

VaLuk or Books, So precious were
books in the dark ages that donations of

per doll at arms’-length over her head.
*¢ Are you ready for the examination

have been

fragment of his autobiography;

falling

in

Stevens rocked backward and forward
her preity damask chair.

the

to the

‘““aneffort

seem to

omissions are supplied

of St. Francis, tae hospitals, the School of

the well.”

eorper.
‘s Lwill

When questioned as to his object in being stowed away, and who brought him

The English army of relief under Have-

hot sands of the Oude, threading long
jungles, in every bush of which seemed to
lurk a murderous foe—it
. bad fought its

time

pump-haudie briskly dew up and down.

New York, and

insuffi-

proaching from Cawnpore. Under the
feathery palms of the Ganges, over the

Scour

is

ered the fourth day out from Liverpool to

of

with the number of the enemy,—was ap-

There

enable

They ure attached

Union, but are too ¢losely connected with the
South and lose too much property:
y the

one may

nal by

volcanoes,
Bishop Haven says one of
the first things a stranger notices is the
romantic outlook which every street cor-

ner affords.

shall

there till it. is over.

gy

and remaiy

Great Rebellion,”
for facts and dutes iu regarq
to the war and fa a large measure for the views
entertained by one of the principal chiracters,
She also says thut her deseription of Ander

some

that a square is’ made up of one so’id

idleness

thipgrieft of the sanlight yet’

and

as compared

behind the glance of the mother, with her

On board an English steamer, a little
ragged boy, aged nine years, was discov-

~ cient for a protracted siege.
lock—a small body of men

she might win.
«Is it sleep you want, that you go to
the attic?”
The eyes fell, and the feet “stood still

panting heart, and taroéd, sadly enough,

unto

the burning gold of autumn cass its "them, he said, and it was his tirm convicshadowy sheen over the airy palaces,
tion the boy bad been brought on board
winged zenanas, billowy domes and flut- and provided with food by the sailors,
ed ‘minarets of the central Indian: city.
‘The fellow was very roughly handled in
Fever had come with the autamn, and consequence.
NEL
were

ing up in her heart that maybe after all

Griselda only laid ber hand on her little,

Lord, not

TEN MINUTES

‘while

along the passage, the first lines of thie
prize-task upon her lips, and hope com-

idleness to-day.

heart found vent

a

she skipped

performed, and the full experienceof his

Summer had died out of the sky, and

the stores in the Residency

tucked in his eradle-bed,

no

: mothers schooled in the faith
hour by hour, through all the ‘months
trial, had looked fo God for help.

after.

in the afternoon!

if the English

‘that had been fighting its way into

him

and

Jt was an hour of anxiety and horror in |
the English Residency at Lucknow-—the

mutinous Sepoys;

found

quite asleep, and after seeing him snugly

brisk air and her keen eye.
“School in the mornings

but unto thy name, give glory I”

Indian night. All through the long sum..gner the garrison in the Residency’ had

each other over his face,and tried to forget
that Julia and the rest were probably at

felt that there was in it more than he himself would ever havebeen able to bave

«« Not unto

, flames, in the deepening ‘gloomsof the

She lifted him,laughter and tears chasing

life,

eral fac-similes, besides a portrait after Jervas,

level of the sea, yet it.is in
by

his

Among the interesting feutures of the work
may be mentioned important poems of Swift,

FAOTS.

rounded

also

it is likely to become the popular standard by
which that great man of wit and wisdom is

m———

est in: America.

7 Where are your thoughts wool-gathering now, that the child must batter the
floor ?”

her neck, she

the Residéncy, stood amid the praying
company. He looked upon the accomplishmentas the Providence of God. "He

In duty’s path goon;
:
Fix on his word thy steadfast eye,
So shaljthy work be done.”

©.

the Eoilvay

ip

The modern

Say

ing and rough the path of her life.
Rocking backward and forward on (he
rickety chair, humming a snatch of a gay
little tune, the ehild’s chubby arms arouns!

LC

was

but

10 France just before the war

world to agree upon a fairer verdict concerning him. And yet, it is possible that Mr, Forster's biography may be taken with some cons
siderations. - If Johnson’s was defective because he too severely dfsliked the Deau, this
great admirer of him.

The City of Mexico.

to the troops to advance. From every
house-top the swarming enemy poured
volley after:volley
sbot upon them, and
the
palaces, as the
Soldiers swept
past

MRE

and

writings,

BYE, A. 8,

and in this confidence he gave the order

The praying hero, safe within’ the walls of

sun had gove down ; the somber shadows
had gradually hid the cupolas, minarets
and palaces, and stars hung low, like

;

all the

Stella; the original MS. of the later portions of
the * Journal to Stella,” by which important

asleep to dream dreams, the words

‘that moment tugging away at the task
which was set for the prize, and tried to
forget-the
little hard ruts. that made try-

“ Put thou thy trust in God;

and,

Indian
he

as to

that although she has the prize there is
no one (0 care?”
:
And Griselda heard Merton say—** Yes,
little girl, she has something better ; don’t
you know she has worked and won?”
And when that nigkt she felt the tears
coming to her eyes as she slipped her prize

she fastened wheels to the mite of a coach
to make il ‘ go,” and played ** express,”
until the child rolled over and over,

bumping his head in his unguarding de-

thé

But

hereafterto be judged.

it best after all, I exthrough her mind, as

light.

all

written,

We must be glad for her—don't you see

sweet to her, as they tripped through her
mind—** She has something better; she
has worked and wen ."—Churchman.

by the finest army

intelligently

is broadly

and. trembling lips said her part well,
thought how pleasant it would be, to have
‘* some one to care,” Perfect in her. answers, perfect in the musical thyme over
‘which she bad studied in the svatches of
time--little Griselda {rembled as.she stepped aside from her class and courlesied
her thanks for the beautiful prize,
““T'shall hate her,” whispered Julie,
‘¢ that dreadful Griselda!”
“No, no,” whispered a {ny girl [at her
side, ‘* do not ‘hate her—poor Griselda !

and stooped on one
ing * child " to her
wet cheeks,
«¢ Julia will learn
pect,” was running

of

military

tile world was fill

of * Gufliver,”

rest, his life'is a work unfinished. To finish
it, Is the present biographer’s purpose, For
many years he has been gathering material for
it, und means that henceforth not. only Swift's

rest.”
Griselda slipped in through the door,
knee, to hold the crybreast and to kiss his

and

eyes

under her straw pillow,

city, defended

miracle that the night's work had Wrought.

BUTTERWORTH.

and

most

rising of the fine Indian suv revealed the
=

to bake,

strong

fringes of the morning twilight, andthe

word still find it firm and unfailing.

them,

to victory, against hu-

with the bodies of the mangled and dead.
Victory crowned that march of faith.

We read of the wonderful things that
were wrought by prayer among God's
ancient people. There is power in faith
now as there was then, though it may not
be made manifest by the same means snd
in the vame way. God's promises remain
unchanged, and they who rely upon his

" threatened

on

The red stars died out of the watery

BAVELOUK
AT LUOKNOW,

been besieged by the

of

was stained with blood, and was-Strewn

—Good Words.

BY HEZEKIAH

‘the chances

Itis for me

of the
races!

i

= Stil @iecle,
i

Cawnpore;

army began to

and’the march would be one of fire and
death.
His heart was uplifted to God in prayer,

ome of the sweetness soaring in my soul;
Belter go wanting that, and having this!
And there are songs in
A poar deaf man for

from

as the

| lief through the very streets of Lucknow,

G

been

brew, and mind the child, while you take”

at home,

Havelock determined .to reinforce the
Residency under the cover of the night.
To do this, he must lead the columa of re-

Maybe the dream is nearer truth than sound;
And could I hear my tune, mine eyes might

not

in God, and pray for us,” he wrote to his

ing garrison and a praying general marching to its relief, and between them the

creep—
It even mingled in my dream last night,—
P’d rather make my musie in the dark,
L.: Than only $tavd and sing it inthe light !

miss

‘‘ Trust

;
man probabilities of success.
‘What an interesting spectacle—a pray-

but as

Shuts the sweet memory safe from change and
her

every victory.

you have touched it yet!”
#¢ It is done, mother.”
‘Done? then why bave you

friends

as he marched

Some poor fond mother from her infant reft,
time,
And dreams to find
left!

returned thanks

war are heavy
this crisis—thank God
for my hope in the aviour,” he wrote as
he penetrated the Kingdom of Oude.
Such was Havelock, the Christian soldier,

With life before me like a closed gate.
If God had only bidden me to die,
Or anything but this hard work—to wait!
To wait and work, and know my work

after

to Incomwonbattle

Griselda! Griseldad”
+« Here, ~ mother” —and the crookedthumbed old book was slipped away in a
nook as the bare feet sprang forward to
obey the summoans.
+ | gave you work, and | mistake if

back ngain?

move

It baunts me always through my silent days,

‘ WORKED AND WON.”

He had learned to pray in boy-

hood, and bad been accustomed to hold
religious meetings with his intimate companions; in" his’ sleeping room at school.

downcust

ed with the fame

eS OD dt

|

rte

as well as his deanery, and

gay

2 L380 or eI

of God.

THE DEAF MUSICIAN.

his life for the truth of his word.—Christian at Work.

dresses around, and with

the

LF Ce

to face death’ and be willing to sacrifice

Griselda, as she

stood in her brown froek among

EN

wasteth at npou-day,"”

the lessons were heard.

i Rm

him how ery he believed his story,
and how glad he had been brave enough

or

as thé

boy and

A

day, nor for the pestilence thal walketh in
darkness; mor for the destruction that

the

AO DAA

clasped him and blessed him, and told

to

AAMAS

by night, nor for thie arrow that fliéeth by

While .prayers were continually made
in the Residency for deliverance, the commander of the army of relief was as confidently relying for sueécess on the strength

be joyously

hard hearts,

forward

a od

sprang

hr

+o

from

mate

es this fuct in the beginning.
Swilt’s later
time, he says, when he uf
vrs Iveland

mm

and

broke

¢ «Thou shalt not be afraid for the terror

mothers looked tenderly on their little”
girls as the questions went around and

as, to wound the feelingsof

00 rei

hand

willing
To love me up there all the beautiful years?
East Rumford, Maine.
:

strong,

Sobs

none,”
|
pr
;
Some of the characters are Northern hory
and some Southern. The scene is laid chiefly
in Virginia, though the leading personages go

treat the a

—

Will she give me her

&s of pentecost.

Mr, Forsier recogniz-

-—

:

scene

know more about him,

dit

:

a

the eurnest desire and effort of the author to 80

&

and thrilling,

When the angel's sweet call is encircling the
spheres,
}

Our informant adds that there then oc-

ch sequaints
tense desire to

public felt itself to be on
ed with Swiit as to have a

parents and

OE

Dreamless and quiet down close by her side.

When the new wine of life shall be throbbing

when

children mel in the school-house,and fond

heaven.
curred

But the day came

These lines ln regard to

the late war occur in the preface; “It has been

WO

Says restful to feel that I soon may be lying

Jesus to take him to’

fails is. where she attompty

WD

pany
wit |Gd@s strong promises :

No pain and no passion—adrift on the tide,

Lord

where the author

the miost to, please.

the

centennial

year

#te highly

its plans for

worthy of it.

How any family that loves this expression of
art cando without it is quite as puzzling for

tia to explain, as 1t is to calculate how the publishers can furnish

iL, pictures,

all, for fifty cents a number.

literature and

It is to be issued

fortnightly during the coming year.

Bouad in

proper style, there i8 no prettier ornament for
the table,or finer educator for the family.

New

York: ‘The Aldine Company,” 18 & 20 Vesey
Street,
(19 ml
3
PAPA’S Boy: By Mrs. C. E. K. Davis, gatbor
o ‘Little Three Year Old,”* Miss Weplthy’s
ape,” ete. Boston:D, Lothrop & 00. 16
mo. pp.'183. ($1.00.)

(Mrs. David is ‘a fresh, lively writer, with a
kuewledge of ‘the tastes and preferences of
childhood,
and the skill to gratify them, Her
books are always readable, the réverse of
trashy,
and ‘reasodably

This one is no exception.

sure

‘to be

popular.

We Yecogpize in it

several sketches that huve before orl arod in
print, but have here been woven into a pleas

antistory. The characters ave ull real, their
adventures dre natural and’ healthy,
and the
whole book is quite suitable to go into the family. or the Sunday school,
Daily, Manna,” by the sume: publishers,
contains a Scripture text and awerse of poetry

for euch dy¥ of.the year, and makes a neat and
valusble present for one-without expensive

tastes.
¥tway. prepared by Baron
in wold for 25 cépty,
"
i
PU RE

Btow, and

~)

Annie is dead! and perhaps I am dying—

' prayed the

ness and patience may well he presented to. .
young people d as models, But we think just

Eek

To kiss me just once and again as of ofdd. ".

more tumult:
wild and fearhours, the old
praying com-

book aside trom the rest of the series, The
haracter of Elsie is very beautiful, Her goog.

Fl

the eity became move and
uous, and the pights more
ful. But in these perilous
Scottish woman cheered the

be especially interested in this volume. Ang
it is entertaining reading for one who takes the

Pet 2c

. Stirs the still breast lying Jow in the mold;
Never a wish or a thought of awaking

8vo. pp.

ee

réliéf intended to reinforce the residepey,

1876.

Bn

‘Never a thought for the heart that is breaking

Brothers.

Dl

that the army of

not,

&

Py eh DRE 2

Ag it became evident

society owned

and whose own step-father could not cure
for—there he knelt with clasped humds
and eyes turned up to heaven, while he
repeated audibly the Lord's Prayer, and

York: Harper

Pai

der his Wings shalt-thou trust.”

—the poor boy whom

Juliejtoo indignant to answer,opened a

487. ($2.60 ’
book with an injured manner, and if MerThe first volume of the life of Dean Swift
ton’ had not been making a kite
ith
wonderful bobs, and the paper doll~had | meets the bigh aunticipations, thut had been
formed of it. Mr. Forster is the prince of binot been so tempting, and if she had not
ograpbers. He had oue of the most intereste
‘been so sure of Miss Douglass's good-will
ing persons, to write about. «Hence he bas giv-—so sure of the prize—she might bave
en us a book that is almost without a rival. He
had this advantage to begin with, that the
made headway. much faster a nd. better.

have followed Elsie’s histor

Nal

will

by the wind. And then all eyes turned:
on him, the brave and noble little fellow

Those who

through ber “ Holiduys” and * Girluood” wj))

Pa

shall

THE LIFE OF JONATHAN SwIFT,
By John
Farster. Three vols. Vol. I. 1667-1711. New

ot wh BRT

‘‘ He

¢ Is the prize to be for fine Vlothes i

Eales

Pat PR

answered,

head and turned pale as'a ghost, and.
shook with trembling like a reed shaken

ELSI®’S WOMANHOOD,’
Girlhood, B
Martha rpms,
york: Dodd & Meads 12mo. pp. 406,

im

she

his

¥iterarp Rebieko,

ah

‘ Surely,”

nodded

1 know, but do you really think Miss
Dauglass would give a bit of a prize to a
barefoooted girl?"
|
-

tod bal Bi

The mate said nothing, but

deliver thee from the snare of the - fowler
and from the winsome pestilence. He
shall cover thee with his feathers and un-

.

most simplicity and. sincerity, by asking
if he might pray.
:

ab

my

OB

is

was increasing in the Residency. .

Annie is dead! and the snows, overlytag,
Hide the dear earth where the daisies
grow,

+.

@

ewrrat

* he

God; in him will

Shortly afier she was told that the fever

[)

The depth of my loneliness pever she’ll know.

>

with sublime faith,

refuge and foriress, my
I trust.”
iis

Annie is dead! and she heeds not my crying;

—

12, 1876.

On -t

‘woman

~

>
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BY J. N. IRISH.

[

STAR,

a

ANNIE.

MORNING
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~ Hiterary Wiscellany.

not afford to spend this in
governing the
forty-five white men; and the natives are

hardly

THINGS TO REMEMBER, |

nt

;

fastly ;
« Stand up. and walk beneath it steadsia
ke
Fail nol for sorrow, Jutta GL un
M
I
rin

government.

If they

ttl

Kemble.

stones.

age men one ought to have a sharp

fortune

Hi

Habits of thought are not. less tyrannical

is
than others, and a time comes when return
impossible, even to the strongest wille—Vi-

PIER
.
net.
How ean # man learn to know himself? By
Endeavor
observation, never ; but by action,
to do thy duty and thou ‘shalt know -what is
within thee.—~G@the.
,

Bayard Taylor, upon his recent visit to
Alexandria,
Egypt, says. he noticed one
striking ehange apon bis réturn there afteritwenty years, and that is the astouish(ing spread of the English language in

use of the language by travelers of other
nationalities. ~~ French, which uvutil the
last few years was indispensable, has been
slowly fading into the background, and is
alrendy less available than English, for

Italy and al! the Ovient.

“1 was nol a

little surprised in

he

Rome,”

tarred more or less with the black brush,

are

dark-

says,

‘‘ at

Vanity Fair.
Where I could not see the
fools-cap, I have, nevertheless, heard the

bells jingle.

As there

even poor:law guardians have their little
failings, and parish beadles are not
wholly of heavenly nature...
The best
wine he its lees, All men's faults are
not. written on heir foreheads, and it!
quite as well they aré not, or hats woul
need wide hrims; yet as sure as eggs are
eggs, faults of some sort nestle in every
man's bosom. There's no telling when a
man's sing may. show themselves, for

hares pop out of a diteh just

when

you

"EDUCATION IN RUSSIA.

At Fort Wrangell, a sort of

half-way sta-

than agreeable.

ers botnd 10 tbe diggings in British Colnmbia, there is a

small

Sitka there

garrison

is

a

hundred men.

settlement.

Outside

of these,

two

there

are not fifty ‘white people in the whole
region,
And the coast line of Alaska is

four thousand wiles long.

=

Congress i¢ asked to provide
ernment of some sort for these

a Govisolated

forty-five white people.
Heretofore the
aborigines have had no oceasion to com-

plain

much.

that ihe

world

Under

the

Russian-American
were employed to

is

simple

Far
huni

gowerned

rule

too

of the

Company, they
seals, sea-otter,

and other animals, and were fed and
cared for as kindly as they cared for their
own dogs. They hunted, ate, drank, and
slept, unvexed by any knowledge whatever of the world outside the fog that
shut them in.

All they ask

now

is

that

they may be let alone. Théy dike whiskey,

to obtain which

they will “sell al! *they

have and all they can steal. «For the [uel

for a long and hot debauch, they ‘will
gladly go half-naked all Winter, Their
new
Government has wisely and paterpally prohibited
the sale-of ardent spirits
in the district. But the whiskey business
is'as demoralizing to the whites of Alaska

as it is elsewhere.

The fluid fire is smugo-

gled in and sold to the. aborigines. =

We

are left to infer that of the forty-five white

people in the region, a major portion are

engaged in the ‘wiuskey.: trade, 111f ‘there
were no natives, there would be no
whiskey dealers, there would Ye no white
folks worth ‘mentioning.
This proposition seems conclusive. It may be added

that if we could get rid of the aborigines,
we could shut up the Territory, hing wap
the key in the Treasury Department, and:
advertise Alaska to let.
£
Unhappily, “the tide" of *' emigration
seems to be coming from Asia

to

‘Ameri--

ca, Otherwise, one might coax the Alaskans westward across the narrow strait
that separates the two continents.
It is
believed that the inbabitants of that dis-

tant portion ot our Republic originated in
Agia.

all

in

dents,

Aryan

It would be fitting; though

keeping

for

race

these

to’

with

not at

historical - prece-

descendants,

revisit ‘the

the

birthplace

of their progenitors, if they can find
it, So long as they remain on this
side of the globe, where thére is obviously no special use for them, they are
undesirable tenants, whose places we do
not, however, see any prospect of fillin
hereafter. The attempt to induce’ a id
ony of Icelanders to settle in Alagka has
come to nothing. The shrewd strangers

were not so’enamored of tog,
snow

that they

must

needs

go.to the
Wisconsin, |

were equally attractive and far ‘more accessible,
There are not Americans

enough in the region to man, the offices,
provided Alaska sheuld be gifted

with

a

civil Government. of any sort. - It .can not

land without traveling

over a foreign territory; and, when it is.
reached,
the intending emigrant immediately returns, horribly

be more positive

If Mrs. Elizabeth Angel

about breakfast and bullons, let her

‘disgusted.

The

revenue, from the lessees of the fur-seal
grounds is considerable,
But we can

mar-

ry some other seraph, and find oul the
meaning of the word bigamy. The law
is no fool, if we may use the expression.
You can not humbug the law with your
documents and reservations and views
and peculiar opinions. Your document is
a dead letter. Potts did your business.
He thought you might be a little crazy,
but he married you in first rate style,

-all

the same. - We publish these facts for the

Lenefif

of those

who

think that haying

views they can be married and unmarried af the same time ; that they may enjoy all the advantages of the honorable
condition of matrimony, while they like
it, and throw off its fetters when these be-

come wearisome.

According to

all the

‘lation of the world’s knowledgegas grad-

ually lessened it. School-boys in our
time are expected to know more, or {o

the privileges and appurtenances
unto belonging. —N.
Y. Tribune.

there-

Many people have the desire to know
the value of gold and silver in bulk.
The following statement, from Professor
F. L. Schirmer, superintendent of the
branch mint, may be relied on as correct.
The fineness of Colorado gold and the
calculations of valugof
gold and silver
are also given. It is a matter of consid-

erable value, and should be carefully preserved for reference:

;

es, and, therefore, the value of a ton of

isto make a selection [rom the attempts of

Sat ore is one per cent. of go d or silvein

toh’
of ore,

it.

conlaigh.

201.6%

apneas troy §ficithior of those £
h ure.
rage

fineness

gold is 781 in ta

the

tg,

4

Cslorado

Herald.

iY

WE ALL HAVE FAULTS.
He who boasts of being perfect Is

fect in folly. I have been a good deal up
and down in the world, and 1 never did

see either a perfect

horse,

or

a perfect

man, and I never shall until two Sundays

come together. You can not
flour out of a coal sack, nor
oul of human natare; he who
it had better look for sugar rin
The old saying is, ** Lifeless,
Of dead men we should

say

get white
perfection
looks for
the

sea,’

faultless.”

nothing but

good, butas for the living,

they

are

all

patronize

it,

must

Star,

insertion,
Not more

Brevity is specially
than a single square

EE

>
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Three

“AL

Many of our readers are familiar with
the charming books written by “ A. L. O.
beauty of style, felicity and fertility of illustration from natural objec's, and great
purity of thought, know anything of this
delightful author. We learn from an
English contemporary, that she is one of
nine English ladies who have lately left
for India to assist in the great work of
evangelizing that country.
Her real
name is Miss Charlotte Maria Tucker,and

she is the granddaughter of Robert Bos-

well, writer’to the ‘signet’
who was a-cousin of James
celebrated biographer of
One of her cousins, was the

in Edinburg,
‘Boswell, the
Dr. Johnson.
Rev. Robert

George Boswell, now resident in London,

er'suncles were physicians in‘India, and
one of her cousins held a: civil appoint
ment, at Madras; so that her thoughts
must often

have

been

directed,

through

family associations, to vhe East.
er
cousin, who officiated as chaplain at Ca'cutta, published in’ 1842 a volume of
psalms and hymns,

dedicated

to"

Daniel

Miss
stands

for “A Lady of England.”. We
understand she goes entirely at her own. expense to Umritzey, where.she will devote herselfto Zenana work.—Christian
Intelligencer.

VALUABLE Mirars.
more

valuable

There are
than gold

Indium, vanadinm,ruthepiopm,rhddium,
alladium, uranium, osmium and iridinm.:

one of them are found in

quantity, nor

|

LAURA A, only daughter of Benj.

ORTHWOOD

and Ann

Allen, died of croup an: diptheria, in Philadelghia, N. Y., Dec. 19, 1875, aged nearly b years.
be possessed one of those kind and oving
natures thatit is so hard for
parents to part
with. . But our loss is her ivfinite gain. ‘She

bas gone to dwell with God and
May we all meet her in heaven.

Northwood

her God almost three quarters of‘a century.
She hath done what she could and
one to ; u
rewsurd.

HOSEA

MRS. Mary Woop died

of the

So.

Sister G. ob-

in a good degree till her death.

tained a hope in Christ when quite young, and
Ephraim Stinchfield
was baptized by Rev.
united with the
more than 72 years ago, and

*“ a good

Hers was

Free Baptist church.
‘Christ.

of

tollower

Fer circulars write to the

much,

suffered

She

4
ers,

Four regular courses for both sexes.

t

wishes and words must

‘things of this life for which

she

had

cared so

much and labored so hard.
Grace triumphed
and she fell asleep in Jesus.
J. ERSKINE.

SUSANNA RICE CARY, the widow of Rev. R.
M. Cary, died in Johnstown, Wis., Dee. 9, in
her 77th year. ' She was ‘born in Worcester,
Otsego Co., N. Y., and
previous to the war of

1812, Mr. Rice, her

father,

came

to Boston,

Erie Co., N. Y., and selected a home, but died
before. his family came.
Consequently - the
widowed mother and family, including Mrs.
‘Cary, who was then quite young, commenced a
home in that then new country, amid ‘all the
rivations of u pioneer life. And besides, durng the war of 1812, they were in the widst of
the seenes of alarm and excitement connected
with that war—as they were but a few miles
irom Buffalo, which then, though but a small
town, wus repeatedly attacked and finally
burned by the
British. And the Rilliia from
their own neighborhood was often called out,
to repel these attacks, while the unprotected
families at home were in constant fear from
"the savage Indians.
In 18156 she was married
to R. M. Cary, and they both soon after professed religion, and bedane members of the KF.
Baptist church of Boston, and remained such
until 1842. In 1816 her husband cntered the
ministry.
And but few now know what the
wives of pioneer F. Baptist ministers had to
ass through hialt a century ago.
In 1842, Rev,
k. M. Cary moved west, avd settled in John
town, Wis.,, and in January tollowing, he aud
his wite and six others were organized into the
Johnstown church, of which church she remained u most worthy member
until her

death.

Mr. George Bancroft is now

preparing

from the close of the War of Independence

to ‘present tine. v This
work will be’ com-

pleted in four octavo volumes,

IDGEVILLE

She loved the church

most

ardently;

and was a regular attendant, especially at the
monthly meetings which she seemed to enjoy

dear Saviour. After the death of her husband,
seven years ago, she continued. to reside on
the old homestead, though most of her ehildren

lived not very fw from her,

8he

several,

her

children.

youngest sons, and

daughters,

including

leaves

:

COLLEGE.—The

Term

will

open

i

bad

buried

oldest

und

five song and two

R. CooLkY.

bh

E,

Inave

PORTLAND

.10

P. M.

at 6,15, and

Leave DOVER at 5.51,

0
}

:

ait

9.00,

Leave Boston

FOR

at 7,30,

and 5.00, P. v

7.55, and 10.55,

|

TRAINS

A.

M., and

A. M. and

?

DOVER.

8.30,

A. M., and 12.80, 3.80,

Adin

:

Sai

Leave Portland at 6.15. 9.00, A. M., and 8.10, P. M.
Leave Alton Bay at 6.85, A oM., and 12.30, and

4.02 P.M.

FOR

PORTLAND.

12.30 and

3.30 Pp. Mm.
|
Leave DOVER at 11.15, A. M., and 8.08, 6.13,P. M.
«”
JAMES T. FURBER.
Gen.Supt.

EASTERN & MAINE CENTRAL
0

R. R.

Trains for Dover leave Boston 8.30 A M, 4.45 P.M.
Leave . Portsmouth for Dover 9.00, 11.20 A. M.,

P. M.

A

for Portland 8.30
3

A.M., 12.30, 3.80,

Leave Boston for Bangor 8.30 A. M., 8.00 P. M.
Pullman Sleeping Car.

Trains for
Portsmouth, Boston, Newburyport,
Salem, Lynn, &c ; leave Dover 6.40, 10.40, A. M.,

2

:

All Portsmouth and Dover R. R. Trains connect=

ing Portsmouth with Traine for and

from all Sta-

Lions at the Eastern Railroad, and on all connecting lines on Maine, Canada, and the Provinces.

"GEO. BACHELDER, Supt, E. R.R.
PAYSON TUCKER,

Supt. Me.C. R. R.

Spriug

Bdugrtisgments.

June 15th, and

SUI GENERIS.

ATES
LLEGE
SCHOOE\—FALL

The Fall Term

THEOLOGICAL
TERM, 1875.

of the Theologiial School con-

nected with Bates College begins Tuesday, Auust 2ith, For further information address the
resident, O. 8. Cheney,
Fullonton, Lewiston,

D. D., or Professor John
Maine.

+ “J. A. HOWE, Sec.

REEN
MOUNTAIN
SEMINARY.—
WATERBURYCENTER.
VERMONT.
MISS LIZZIE COLLEY, Principal, with tour
assistants.

CALENDAR.
Fall Term of 12 weeks opens Aug, 31, 1875.
Winter Term of 12 weeks opens Nov. 30, I875.
For

Expenses moderate.
information address

frther

gent,
Hill,

Waterbury
N.H,

Center,

Vt,

or

Rey. L, Sarthe

Principal,

ICHOLS
LATIN SCHOOL.—FRITZ
W. BALDWIN, A. M., Principal, with
t ree Assistants.
The location of this
.and theological

near

the college

school, affords many

school,

advantages

which are very important.to students during their

preparatory
school is to

course.
prepare

The special
students for

every effort 18 made
manner

as

work of the
college, and

to do this in as thorough a

possible. Expenses

Send for a catalogue.
Lewiston; Me.

are moderate.”

A. M. JONES, Sec.

JLLSDALE

COLLEGE.—The

The

location

is

excellent,

ment is furnished.

Expenses

and

with

next

ithe

new

to

$159

every facility for study and improves

per year.

Aid

is rendered

from

$120

students

preparing

for the Christian Tpimistis,
For catalogues or other information,

address

D, W. C. DURGIN, Prezident, or L. P. REYNOLDS,
Secretary and Treasurer, Hillsdale, Mich.
Hillsdale, Mich., June 22, 1875.

EW
B.

;

HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—A.
MESERV EY, Principal, with eight as-

sociates.

y

Six regular courses for both sexes.
of ten

Four terms

weeks each.

CALENDAR:
Winter Term

THRERHIGHEST MEDALS
ax» DIPLOMA OF HONOR +-

VIENNA 1875; PARIS, 18

in Barope, or which present sich extruordi-

nary excellence as to command a wide sale there. ()

* term and year of this Institution will
commence Dec. 1, 1875, with a Board of twenty
Professors and Instructors. There are eight departments and courses of study. There ure five
well sustained Literary Societies, with libraries.
The College Library ¢ontains four' thousand volumes. There is also a Theological Library.
buildings,

MASON &
HAMLIN
CABINET ORGANS.
ONEQUALED == UNAPPROAGHES

¢loses Friday, Jan. 21, 1876.
Vacation one week.

Ww AYS

Europe.

Declared by Eminent Musicians, in both

hemispheres,
TESTIMONIAL

than

E.C

L

y See. Trustees,

N. H., July

Rooms for self-boarding

private families at reasonable
clubs $2. Apply early.

ga-Free tuition to students who
in view. ;

"WINTER TERM
Two full courses,
The Faculty, b

and board in

rates.

Board

:

in

have the minis-

thor:

ough and practical manner, by the use ot the
best text-books, and by careful attention to the
wants of scholars, ‘hope to'deserve the continued
approbation of the patrons.
‘or further information address the Principal,
or,
'
WARREN FO38, Secretary.

Center Strafford, November 12, 1875,

INSTRUCTION.

ments

payments;

N

AINE

both" sexes,

it,

and

of study
Normal,

Classical, scientific.
Terms, ten weeks.
Fail Term bug August 23, 1875,
Summer Term begins A

ril

24, 1876.

KIN »SBURY BATCHELDER, A. M., Prtnéipal
ot Latin. Greek and Chemistry.
CYRUS JORDAN, A, M., Priccipal of Normal
Department, German,

Didatics,

Mental and Moral

Miss LINDAJC.VICKERY, Preceptress, French, |

Geometry and otny.
Miss LOVINA H. HAYNES,

Normal classes,

Miss ELLA C. HURD, Music.

:

Miss ANGIE E. HANSON, English studies,
Loard for clubs, either for ladies or gentlemen,
from
$1.50 to $2.00 per week. Board in families,

including rooms, etc . from $2.50to $3.70. per week.

For furthor particulars, address the Sooretarys

»

good. agents

are

needed

at

once.

Important Announcement
A new

book,

for Conventions,

+2

and Churches.

Singing

Classes

“THE CHOICE”
JAS.

McGRANAHAY

amd

C.

C.

CASF.

The Best and Only

Reis! CHOI
The

Teachers’

a

CHOICE.

mg
or en mar
collection of Standard Church
“Choice

Tunes, for use of
Congregations, and

Choirs

and

Sixty Pages of Anthems.
Price 75 cents; $7.60 per dozen. Single Speci
meu Copies sent, post Jala, on receipt. of retail
price:

PUBLISHED BY

John Church & Co.,

Winter Term begins November 8, 1875.
Spring Term begins Feb. 7, 1876,

Seieience.

more

Principal,

INSTITUTE.—

-treparatory,

great
0-

PROFITS are SPLENDID. For ) articulars and
poof, address HUBBARD BROS. Pubs.. 31 Hawey St., Boston. Mass.
ly

tfo23

ME.—Courses

College

of the

RER. Fullof thrilling interest and spirited illustrations of ‘thirt; gary strange adventures,
also
the CURIOSITIES
and WONDERS of a MARVELOUS country; the m'llions are eager to get-

IMPORTANT
FEATURE

3

CENTRAL

"PITTSFIELD,

The only

new life
HERO

AN

the

pays for the organ,

and Circulars, with full partic-

/ EYERYTHING

Winter Tofm begins Dec. 8, 1875.
Winter Term closes March 7, 1876,

North Scituate, R. I.

rent

GUE

IVINGSTONE

Fall Term begins Aug. 25, 1875,

address

ow

Superb
Yann.

ulars, free. Address MASON &
AMLIN
ORGAN CO., 164 Tremont Street, BOSTON; 25 Union Square, NEW YORK; or 80 &
Adams 8t., CHICAGO.

Fall Term closes Nov. 24, 1875.

For further particulars

made;

Choruses ; School Department; Original and striking Exercises, Beautitul Solos; Rousing Rounds
and Graceful Glces.

A.T. Sally, A.B.,
Miss Hattie Arnold.
CALENDAR.

Spring Term nt
ume 11 22, 1876,
Spring Term close:pJune 17, 1877,

ever

Contains 192 pages, embracing entirely New Sing.
ing and Examples; Stirring
Part-Songs
and

E. Jenness, Preceptress.
ASBIBTANTS.

for

or ren

ATAL

Everybody's

W. S. Stockbridge, A. M., Principal.
MissAbbie

See

TE eo ars
PIANO-HARP CABINET ORGAN
EASY PAYMENTS. receives

By

1, ArHAN
NSTITUTE —NORTH 8CITUATE,
R.L—"1his Institution furnishes
College Preparatory, English and Scientific, and
Ladies’ Collegiate course of study.
BOARD OF

unrivaled.

with opinions of more

nation Stops,
-Htagere and other Cases of new

of 1576 begins November 8Q.
English and Classical.

imparting instraction ina

be

(sent free).

already sold, and. domand increasing.

20, 1875.

USTIN
ACADEMY .~CENTER
STRAFFORD, N, H.
REV. 5. C. KIMBALL, A. M., Principal, and
Professor of Latin and (Greek. Competent teach-

ers assist,

to

CIRCULAR,

One Thousand

INSI
Ta having a Mason & Hamlin.
Do not
take any other. Dealers gét LARGER COMMISSIONS Jor selling inferior organs, and for this
reason often
try very hard to sell something else.

For further particulars, apply. to the Principal,

:

Outof hundreds there have not been six in

all where any other organs have been preferred.

Tumense Success {40,0000 neGrenuine
IFE AND LABORS OF

Spring Term begins Monday Jan. 31,1875,
Spring Term closes Friday, April 7, 1876.
Vacation two weeks.
Summer Term begins Monday, i
24, 1876.
Summer Term.closes Thursday,
June 29, 1876.
New Hampton,

awarded highest premiums at Industrial Expositions, in America
as well as

© C. A. FARWELL. Pittsfield,

Me.

i

' ‘CINCINNATI, O.
mw

$250

AGENTS

A YEAR.

WANTED

on our Grand Combination

Pros-

8, répresenting

150
Distinct Books,
wanted everywhere. Sales made from this when

| single books fail) Alfo agents wanted for onr
agnificent Family Bibles. Superior to alf
others. And our COMPLETE BIBLE
ENOYOLOPE«
DIA, with 3000 superb illustrations. These books
beat the world.

nogl—13¢

Full particulars free.

JOHN

Address

E. POTTER & C0.
Publishers, Philadelpbia,
1

-

STRONG.

Ridgeville, Ind.

family in so

otherwise

~fR,

BOSTON AND MAINE RAILROAD
WINTER ARRANGEMENT,
1876.

The
Fall Term will open September 7th, and
close November 25th.
For Catalogue, address the Sr
ay
WM.
REED

buried all her

be learned

Eling

fe:

over Gatehouse’s

close September 2d.

aged 74 years.

Yet there was no murmur, but so
She seemed completely done with the

all times,

BOOK Store, up TWO FLIGHTS.

\ Term will open March 2, 1875, and closes

June 10, 1875.
The Summer

short a time was a sore affliction to her, casting
a shadow over her life till her last days.
She
experienced religion upwards ot 35 years ago.
Though not so active in religious life, yet she
was a true friend ofthe cause of Christ. and
gave of her means to sustain it,as many.a servant of the Lord bas occasion to know, and |
was a constant reader .of the Star.
As she‘
drew near the shore she gave up all tothe
Lord and the last weeks of her stay here were
most
peaceful and
patient. Everything
was
all rig pt. Speech failing her some time
before
| her death, the organs being paralyzed, her
ifat all.
patient,

at

4.45, P. M.

Winter Term, of 10 weeks, begins Nov. 30, 1875.
For particulars, address
KLIHU HAYES, Sec. Trust. és.
W. Lebanon,

.

The loss of ber

given

Files, Coll,

enoral SYSDiupey; and

in

rn

Baths

Leave Boston
8.00 p. M.

EBANON
ACADEMY .—G.F, CHASE,
A. B., Principal, with full board of teach-

Me., aged

help in trouble,

SULPHUR BATHS.

The greatest remedy of the
age for the
1
of Chronic Diseases. Ani as
Humors, Hhouratism, Sciatica, Neura
Lead Disease,
Poison by

TRAINS

J. 8. GARDNER, Principal.

J. REED,

1875,

O. E.

Whitestown, Oneida Co., N. Y., July 10, 1875.

Rey, E, Stinchtield, and leaves a record of 66
years active membership in our church. His

Meredith, N. H., Nov, 7,

Rev.

:
e Institution is one of the largest and best
in the state. Terms
moderate.
Send for Catalogue.

but

piety seemed to b: of a practical type, winning
and helpful, sweet spirited and tender .hearted,
While bis sympathies knew no sectarian
narrowness, he was most warmly attached to
the Free Baptist prople.
Tt was'a pleasure to
hear him speak in his last duys of the powerful

Decemler 5, 1875.

H. 8. COWBLL ‘A.B. Prinolon

For circulars, address the Principal.
augll
:
eare,N. H,

' | anglb

HITESTOWN
SEMINARY.-—-CaLENDAR for the 86th Academical Year.
Fall Term opens August 23, 1875.
Winter Term opens
December 6, 1875.
Spring Term opens March 21, 1876.

84 years.
He was born, lived all his days, and
died on the same farm.
Aw industrious, honest, genial and exemplary citizen, uaiversally
beloved and lamented 18 gone.
€ was converted at the age of 18 years, and baptized by

tried members.

Presiden.

Spring Term of 12 weeks opens Feb. 29, 1876.

BENJAMIN MORSE died in Gray,

form.

n

SEMINAGW,

Leave BOSTON at 7.30 8.30, A. M., and

life a faithful

patiently, during the few last days of life, fre-

particular

_ TRAINS FORBOSTON.

Assistants.

old

quently calling for the Saviour to come and
take her home, She re-ts in hope, and her
memory 1s blessed,

(VINTON
GROVE
WEeARE, N. H.
Winter Term
8 Tuesday,

H., Nov. 24, 1875.

BAKER, or to the Principal.

Frobably the oldest female in town, and

had spent the whole of her long

For

2.00 and 5.16, p.m,

nearly 90 years.

Gray, Me., Dec. 2, 1875, aged

Her amiability. and fine personal appearance
permade her one of the most prepossessing
sons in her youth. These traits she retained

ard peeuliar advantages.

REv.G. 8. BRADLEY, A. M. Principal; MRS.
G. 8. BRADLEY, Preceptress, with several com-

Par-

MRS. LYDIA GRANT, wife of the late J, W.
died in.
Me.,
of New Gloucester,
Grant,

VIRGINIA

: Leave ALTON BAY at 6.35, A. M., and 12.30, 4.00,

G. W. BICKFORD ‘died in So. Parsonsfield,
Me., Nov. 25, of neuralgia of the heart, aged 70
years, 2 mos. and 11 days.
For thirty-five.

sonsfield Freewill Baptist church.
A few moments after conducting family devotions in the
morning, he was called from all earthly associations.
His sudden departure impressively
admonishes us to leave the least possible occasion for a final message or closing preparation
for eternity.
.
H.P. L.

¥

atiion send for a ten
to
i
REV. W. COLEGROVE, A. M., President.

male Com

Fall Term of 12 weeks, begins August 31st, 1875.
Winter Term of 14 weeks, commences November 30th, 1875.
:
Spring Term of 12 weeks, commences March
14th, 1876.
)

in Newfield, Me.,

years he had been a member

Ridge, N

Co.,

I LTON
COLLEGIATE
INSTI
OVA UTE—WILTON, MUSCATINE CO.,

petent

QUINBY.

She experienced
Nov. 25, 18%, aged 83 years.
religion at the age of 14, was baptize
by Elder
David Newell, and united with the F. Baptist
church at Adam’s Corner.
For nearly two
years she was sick with consumption, hoping
to recover but there was no help.
She felt as
though she could not part with her loved ones.
Lafe also was sweet to ber, But during the
last few, weeks of her life she seemed to be resigned
to the will of God. 8he has gone, we
trust, 'where there is neither sickness nor
death, to dwell with the angels in the paradise
She leaves to, mourn their loss a husof God.
band and a little daughter, “ mother and sisthe blessing of
ter, relatives and friends. May
God rest upon the afllicted family,
E. BOYNTON,
A.
Sioa,
Seid

age.”

INGTON, TAY

This -Institation offers to ‘students important

Pion kit
Pleul
ments, Daas,

SEMINARY.—NORTH-

F. L. EVANS, A. B., Principal.
Winter Term of ten weeks, commences Wednesday, December 1.
,
!
pring Term
of eleven weeks, commences
Wednesda, s February 24, 1876.
y
For further particulars address the Principal,or
E. Tasker, Secretary
!
!

SISTER LYDIA POTTER died at Pittsfield, N.H.
Oct, 22, aged 84 years, ‘She experienced religfon dt twelve, united with the Loudon church
under Eider Dyer and in 1832 joined ours in
this tewn, of which she has remained un active, worthy member, thus having walked with
heavenly

EST VIRGINIA COLLEGE,—FLiM

of study :~Classical,

H.

N.

woop,

the angels,
H. M. B,

are they useful in the arts like ‘gold and ‘very much, She lived a most consistent and
Christian life, nnd was bloved by all
silver, Indium and vanadium are eight: beautiful
who knew her.
And it muy truly be, said of
times more valuable than gold,
her—** Blessed is the remembrance ot the righta
:
ous.”
Her end was peace; Hubglo® in the
for the press a continuation of his history

courses

CALENDAR.
Soriog Term opens March 16, 1875.
This School was never in better condition for doing thorough work in Academic Instruction. Ne
prmavy instruction.
With three carefully ar
ranged courses ot study.
The Classical, Beminary and English Course. We are prepared to fit
thorough . Englith and Scientific preparation for
the active duties of life. For full catalogue, address the Principal,
TRVING B. SMITH.

Scientific, and Ladies’ course,
school first class
* |-in every particular. Library and Reading Room
tree to students. School Building new and com:
JOSEPH SPRAGUE died in Huntrozion, Vi. modious.
fohool year, three
8 of thirteen weeks each.
Dec, 18, 1865, aged 79 years and
months,
FALL
TERM began
Tuesday, august 24, 1875.
Bro. 8. experienced religion a number of years
NY ITER TERM begins Tuesany, November 30,
ago under the labors of Rev. Charles Bowles
and was baptized by the same and united with
SPRING TERM begins Tuesday, March 3, 1876:
the F. B. charch of Huntington, where he reAa-Clergymen’s children and students relying
mained a worthy member ei death,
on their own exertions for an education, received
His last
sickness wus very short, he: being confined to at reduced tuition.
3
Board from $8.00 to $3.50 in tamilies; in clubs
nis bed but u few days, but his trust in the
ut
the
lower
rates,
and
rooms
furnished
for
selfSaviour was firai to the end and he passed away
without a struggle.
Bro. Sprague leaves a, boarding,
For full particulars in regard to the School
companion and seven children to mourn their
send for catalogue.
I. W. BANBOKN
loss of a kind husband and honored other,
Sec’y. Board of Trustees.
Lyndonville, Vt.. 1875. Ta
31
+T. 8.

ed to M. in 1856.

0. EB.”

“complete

.—

;

inadmissible.

Verses ure

SEMINARY

students 1or any college in the land, orto givea

8. ABBOTT, Preceptress.

Miss 8. ALMA PENDEXTER, 4ssvciate.
Miss LELIA E. ¥oL8oM, Teacher of Music.
Mi. SANFORD A. GOSS, Teacher of Penmanship
With a full complement of competent assistants

(amily save one daughter with whom she mov-

he
ee
oo

PEE

Faculty :
J.S8. BROWN, A. M., Principal.
G. H. STOCKBRIDGE, A. M., dssociate

accompany

them with cash equal to ten cents a line, to |
inure an
important,

Gonational

IY NDON LITERARY INSTITUTION,
1.
LYNDON CENTER, VT.

wishing

Morning

In G. =hé spent her days till she

~

values ranging in the following ofler :
per-

the

ton.

metals

aH

not

Persons

in

MRS. APHIA MARSTON, widow of the late
Captain Caleb Murston, of Guilford, died in

the Bishop of Calcutta.
and the natural alloy ; Wilson;
Tucker's literary nom de plume

gold 781, silver 208, copper 10, total,
1000
The calculations at the mint are made
on the basis that forty-three ounces of
standard gold or 900 fine (coin) is. worth
$800, and eleven ounces of silver, 900 fine
goin) js worth $12,80.— Rocky Mountain

NOTICE!

our heavily burdened youth, and in those
selected studies to emulate in after-life the
{horonghpess of our forefathers.— Hamer-

nile representative of the hotise of Bospure gold is $602,799:21; and of a tom of iswell
of Auchinléck. ' Two of Miss Tucksilver $37,704.48.
.
. “A cubic¢ foot of pure gold weighs 1518,74 pounds. avordupois; a cubic: foot ot
pure silver weighs 556,25 pounds avoir-

CB

for Shakespeare? Yet although the bur- |
dens laid upon the memory have been |: J.T. LAMBERT died very suddenly in Phi'steadily augmented, its-powers have not lips, Me., Dec. 12, 1875.
Mr. Lambert was an
increased. Our brains are not better ¢on- honorable and sucecssful business man, publicstituted than those of our forefathers, al- spirited and kind-hearted, ahd as sueh, much
May his sudden death be sanctified
though where they learned one thing we torespected.
the good of the living, and the companion of
attempt to learn six. The only hope lor us bis life find the dear Redeemer a very present

Boswell, minister of St. ; James’
Qnoe ton
. (2000 pounds. avoirdapois) .of Bruge
Church, Calcutta, whose son, Henry St.

gold and silver contains 22,163 troy ounc-

do

“its true and

E.,” but few who have enjoyed their rare

GOLD AND SILVER.

PARTICULAR

~

|

:

;

“obiluaries published
who

:

he had witnessed
ons and shared, as
bave attempted to learn more, than the | “reformati
most brilliant intellectual leaders of for- with a countenance lit up with a heavenly rahe would express a ‘wish for a rétarn
mer times.
What parent, in easy circum- diunee,
In his decease
of those divine manifestations.
stances, would be content that his son the last of an honored family of 18 children disshould have the education of Alcibiades, appear.He leaves a wife and 5 children to mourn
op an education accurately corresponding | the loss of one of the best of husbunds und
to that of Horace,or to that which sufficed fathers, aud the church feel the loss of one of

law in the world, Mrs. Hunt that was is
Mrs. Angel that is; and as for Angel
himself he is in a married state, with all

frost, and

North -Pacific to_flud it,
Minnesota, and’ Washington ‘Territory

be reached by

will

thinks that she is still single, and is not
obliged to stand ‘the Angelic nagging

At

of about

formation which

+

is all human | can well be afforded to any ‘siiigle
obituary,
or less evil;

being accosted by a native bootblack with are not looking for them. A horse that
, * Shine up your boots?" In Naples, every is weak in the legs may not stumble for
|
Self-renunciation is vot surrender of will.
peddler in canes, coral, photographs and a mile or two, bot it’s “in him, and the
The will is never so strong as in giving u
rider had better hold him up well.
for principle and the common weal," stif-ifi- shell-fish, knows at least enough to make
The
a god bargain ; but this is nothing to tabby-cat is not lapping milk just now,
terest or sensuul delight. A. Bartol,
what one meets j
4ypt:
‘The bright~ bul leave the duiry .door open, and ‘we
witted boys leal
¢ language with will see if she is not as bad a thief as the
amazing rapidity, are)so aptal guessin
SKA TO LET.
kitten.
There's fire in the flint, cool as
After all the efforts of local societies for what they do not literally understand, it looks ; wait till the steel gets a knock
the
encouragement of immigration, it that the traveler no longer requires an’ at it, and you will see.
Everybody can
interpreter. At thesbase of Pompey's Pil- read that riddle, but it is not_everybody
must be admitted that at least one portion
lar
a
ragged
little
girl
came
out
of
a
of our Republic has more population than
that will remember to keep his guopowis necessary. Alaska, the newest of our Fellah but and followed us erying ¢ Give der out
of the way of .the candle.—John
. territorial acquisitions, has too many peo- me a ha' penny I" All the coachmen and
Ploughman.
most of the shopkeepers are familiur with
ple. It might be said that Alaska ought
I
RI
words necessary for their business, and
to have more—or less.
But there is no
prefer
to
use
them,
even
after
they
see
human probability that it ever will have
ou are acquainted with Italian or AraRussia has been making rapid strides
a larger number of white inhabitants
bie. The simple nataral structure of the of late years in many elements of civilizathan ‘it now has.
Therefore, it should
English language undoubtedly contrib- tion.
Her literature is richer than at any
have less. In fact, it should have none.
utes fo its extensive use. It 1s already previous period ; and keen interest is disWhen Russia sold Alaska to the United
States, the people then living in the re- the leading language of the world, spok; played by the younger generation: in
‘en’by ninety millions of people, and is so western science and philosophy.
In 'elgion were offered their chqice between
the protection “of the’ American Bird of exlending its conquests year by year that ementary education, however, she reFreedom and thatof the Russian Bear. its practical value is far in advance of that mains very far behind her rivals, and a
of any other tongue.”
great deal of hard work will be necessaThe Muscovites, with ene accord, went
ty. it she is to overlake them. According
back to Rus-in, evacuating the premises
to a report recently issued, there were, in
as completely as their Government did.
MARRIAGE PRO TEM.
18738, only 22,658 elementary schools, with
The natives, who, for the most part, are
- candle-eating and a
“a whisky-drinking,
It does not often happen that a couple 938,000 scholars, in the whole empire.
not make up their are solidly, legally, effectually and forever Sunday schools (for adults) are included,
stolid ‘race, could
minds whether to go or stay. They were
married, without intendin,
knowing
it. the figures are raised to 22,758 and 948,pot sure whether they would like the
Bat this is what has ha
ed to a
Mr. 487 respectively. There are seventy million habitants in Russia, so that one
right of suffrage, a republican form of Angel and the Widow
Hunt, at Jackson,
government, a contingent. interest in the
Mich.
Both are of the advanced philo- school has to provide for every 8,294 of
public documents, and ‘the seeds of the sophical sort. Both believe that
a marriage the population. This can hard’y be rearded as a perfec'ly satisfactory state of
Agricultural Department. So they stayed.
should last only while it is perfectly
Wi ile they were considering the. matter, agreeable to both
parties.
Both huve things, and the Minister of Education, we
thdy were hodily annexed to the United
“views.” Both think
that the old and learn from the School Board Chronicle,
has been forcing the subject on his ImpeStates.
barbarous system of marriage holds womrial master’s attention. At present, only
There are befween twenty-five thouan in subjection to man, and requires her
sand and thir y thousand of these interest- to surrender her individuality, which last, 45 training colleges exist; and in 1873
ing fellow-citizens of ours. At one time for our part, we have always thought to they roduced no more than 268 masters,
{here was danger that there would be a
Minister insists that these numbers
be the beauty of it. Angel & Hunt pre- The
retreat of the (wenty-five thousand across fer a limited copartnership. Each wishes are wholly inadequate to the wants of the
Behring's Straits.
It was feared that an
to keep his or her heart.
Each intends to country, and arges that more colleges
invasion of mewspaper
correspondents,
That some interest
remain an ** individual.” So they drew up shouldbe founded.
which preceded the formal annexation of a kind of marriage settlement of their has been excited in the subject of educathe Territory, would alarm the timorous
souls upon themselves. **We submit, they tion may be concluded from the fact that
Aleuts, who might fancy that American
say, ‘‘to the behests of the law so far as to 63 educational congresses met during the
year,with an attendance at St. Petersburg
citizenship meant
a transformation of make our union legal, and that we may
themselves into such beings as those who
avoid unnecessary annoyance.
[If the on some occasions of 100 teachers ot’ both
raced about the land without cause or
uvion and harmony that now exist be- sexes. Enormous difficulties will stand
provocation, continually asked questions,
tween us should contivue through our in the way, of reform, for in a vast counwere devoured with insatiate curiosity,
natural lives, then this contract is to re- try far more must depend on local officials
and generally behaved like lunatics.
But
main in force; otherwise to be null and than in States where the central authority
the guileless
le-hearied natives,
In
void.
(signed) A. A. Angel, E. Hunt.” can always be immediately asserted.
who
regard fast
ing as a foe to
With this caveat in band, they went be- remote dislricts of Russia enthusiasm for
longevity, and who
%ever change their
fore Judge Potts, ** Do you,” said Potts, education is about the last quality that
clothes until they are worn out, were
‘adhere to this coniract ? Are these your will find its way into the official mind,—
A schooner-load
al
eventually reassured.
sentiments ?"” Then ‘they said that they Baptist Weekly.
‘|
of ** Diplomatic Correspondence,” judi- adhered, and Potts pronounced them
clously distributed, bad a soothing
ef- married.
fect.
The Veuspaji
correspondents
Potts was right.
They=are married
went away, and the land relapsed into its solidly, legally, effectually, and forever.
The privilege of limiting their studies,
ancient silence.
The Aleuts stayed. So
If Angel thinks that he is mol, let him from the beginning, to ome or two
we have now a population in that region
take up with another woman, and the of- branches of kno yledge, belonging to earwhich numbers
about : thirty: thousand,
ficers of the law will give him a little in- lier ages, and every successive accumution, where supplies are furnished to min-

+

—

is uno sunshine

without some shadow, so
good mixed up with more

12, 1876.

Obituaries.

2

and half an eye can seg it,
Every head
has a soft place io it, and every heart has
its'black drop. Every rose bas its prickles, and every day its night,
Even the
ened with clouds.
Nobody is so wise
but he has folly enough to stock a stall at

'Abat time, resulting, as he says, both
Felvet sheath. ~Geo, Eliot.
from the numbers of English and Awmeribuffetapy
from
and
life free fromvcare,
can
travelers who visit the East, and the
Seneca.
sea.—~
, is a-dead

BA

MORNING
STAR, JANUARY

sun shows spots, and the skies

esis ai

THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE.

L {the slanléred take comfort—it Is only at

tron trees that thieves throw

fit for any

would only go away, we might close out
the concern.—N. Y. Times.
“

A sacred burden is the life ye bear;
nly,
Look on it, lift it up, bear it roiem

But onwint, Mp ances Anne

—— THE

—
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Bling

Tran

T~was

Agricultual,

Bonnar.

Ld

MISCELLLANEOU Ss.

CONGRESSIONAL,

ernment

for interest advanced

on

In the
. bonds already issued.
principal business transacted
troduction of a bill

for

was

togetherlikethis.
An old preacher, who

the in-

object desired,

this winter, the
¢1

ficer.

of bills

A large

number

and

Secretary

it a rule

superior

tow.”
How

dent pro tempore, to the effect that the Sennew presiding

make

my

A

report was made on the question of Presiate can any time elect a

went

and

to make

home

ask

ing out.

done

happy

It depends

is a question

how

by

go-.

agreeable

lutions
were introduced
in
the House,
the man is.
among which was one for the appointment
The colossal statue of Leopold I., king of
of a select committee to investigate
the
Mexican
depredations
along the Texan, “the Belgians,intended for the town of Mons,

border.

Considerable

discussion

ensued,

but the committee was ordered.
An
adjournment was had until Monday.
The Senate held a brief session
on Friday, no business of importance was transacted.
The House was not in session.
[6

DOMESTIC.
The
reduction
in appropriations for
carrying on the government
the coming
year will not exceed $25,000,000.

William

Scagell,

the

original

Dartmoor prisoners
in the war
died in Portland, Me., Monday.

of 1812,
He was

77 years old.

one

of

’

A. T. Greenwood,

a

Kalamazoo,

Mich.,

boot, and shoe dealer, donated 150 pairs
of boots and shoes to the orphans of that

viilage, as a Christmas gift.
An unknown tramp in Benson, Vt., made
an assault upon Franklin Munger, at the
latter’s residence, when Mr. Munger
shot
the fellow, who died in a few hours.
Governor Ames, of Mississippi, in -his
messageto the legislature of that State,

gives a history of the lawlessness and violence practiced at the last election.
His
expose occasions furious comment in both
branches of the legislature.
Prof. Spencer F.

an

Baird,of the Smithsoni-

institution and the United States fishery

eommission

obtained a

special

award

was successfully cast in a single piece at
the foundery of M. Charnod of Paris.
At
the same establishment is the statue of Nasoleon I., from the Vendome column, now
being repaired.
It is nearly ready to be restored to its former elevation.
The old bell which called together the
Virginia Convention of 1775, in Richmond,
when Patrick Henry uttered his stirring
sentence, ‘‘ Give me liberty
or give me
death,” is still in use in Martinsville, in that

—
ip

at

relief.

Steps are

already being

owe

$50,000

to

parties

in

Nemaha

coun-

ty.
The annual sale of pews
in Plymouth
church took place Tuesday night.
The total receipts for the rentals and premiumns
were $63,670, against $70,319 last year.
John R. Bensley has been elected Presi-

has been appointed

Carpenter,

second

of

and

of

accepts

the

position.
The city governments of all the cities

in

day.

The

.

Studeleaker

&

Brothers,

of South

Bend, Ind., wagon manufacturers,
have
furnished each of their 100 employes with
a weekly newspaper

ent.

as a New Year's

pres-

Wisely thoughtful.

said a

nine-year-old suitor, as he sat alone with
his heart's idol, the other evening.
¢ How
can I be your: sweetheart,” asked the little
miss, “when I am 13 years old, and you

in

Chica-

go is 2,300,000 feet, furnished by Iwo

com-

panies. The annual yield of pagtions metals; for
this year, in the States and Territories

west of the Missouri river, aggregates $80,880,087, beingan = increase

of

nearly $6,-

500,000 over the yieldof 1874.

:

During 1875 Milwaukee shipped over 2,000,000 barrels of flour and over 22,000,000
bushels of wheat,
FOREIGN.

‘An explosion oceurred in the ‘cosdl mines
at Falke, ‘Staffordshire, England, on Tuesday. Five persons were killed.
Lord Lytton has been appointed viceroy
of India, in place of Lord Northbrook, who

will be created an earl.
The papal

|

consistory,

which

was

fixed

for the 7th instant, has been postponed un- |
til after the 15th.
;
! The proprietor of the house at Quebec,
where the remains of General Montgomory were laid out, has

been

for the sale of it to the United
ernment for the

erection

of

offered

a

to the memory of Montgomery.
Mrs. Thomas, or Thomassen,
the Bremerhaven

dynamite

délivefed to the Berlin
oh

terms

States govmonument

widow

of

assassin,

has

police her hus-

band’s voluminous correspondence.
Archbishop Ledochowski is expected at
the Vatican to receive instructions of the,

Pope in regard to his future conduct. |
The Hawkridge cotton - spinning company’s mill af Atherton,
Lancashire, was
destroyed by . firé Monday. = Loss about
$175,000.
The mill contained 40,000 spindlés, and 200 hands are thrown out of employment.
The Khedive of Egypt has stospted the

!,

cure

were

not

satisfactory;

they

were

kinds

of

degree of

adaptation

to

them,

all

in their

varying

circum-

for pumping stock water
factory.

and

are a number

of

mills
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of
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has a
power

to

power
of five
mill is about

much

when
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EDUCATIONAL.

Fisk

University,

at Nashville, Tenn., was

New Year's

day with appro- -

priate services.
The building is a fine one
and cost $120,000 most of which was rais-

ed by the famous jubilee singers.
Hon.Alonzo Abernethy has just been elected Pres. of the Chicago University. Mr. A.
has for some time past been Superintendent
of schools for Iowa,and was formerly Presi-

The University of Wisconsin is begin-

ning to

take

rank

among

the best educa-

The Chris. Institute at Andover,N.H.,commenced its winter tgrm with 65 students.
A large boarding-house and other -needed buildings will be erected next season.
The faculty of Dartmouth College are arranging for a representation of the college
at

the

work

Centennial;

samples

of

students,

and a resume of the system of in-

Fourteen public schools were opened in
Chihuahua, Mexico, in September last.
The Trustees of Johnson
College, at

Quincy, Ill, have finally decided to purchase the property of ex-Governor Wood,
and take immediate possession.
Commodore Vanderbilt has just made an
additional donation of $100,000 to : the
Vanderbilt University at Nashville, Tenn,
which makes $700,000 in all.

It is reported that Chicago

is to have a

There

when the wind stops,
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molds
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Lake," Colorado, has

been

stocked

The value of the pepperment

county in Illinois this year
$500,000.
Sheep are successfully

crop in one

is estimated at
by.

ma-

the

planted

manufacture

Deer dre so

numerous

in

pop-

of opium

this

county, California,
that complaint is made
that they are ruining the vineyards.
From

1 1-4 acres of sorghum,

ga

lons of fine molasses.

for

France

produces

only

one-half

of

the

A GOOD INVESTMENT.

THIS AND THAT,
RAIN.
An inch of rain is of more consequence than would be generally suppos‘ed.
On anacre of ground it amounts to
This gives 22,-.
6,272,640 cubic inches.
would fill a

860 hogsheads.

Reducing it to weight, it would amount to
over 113 tons. A trough 121 feet long, 10

feet high, and 3 feet wide, inside measurement, would just-contain

an

inch

finest, soundest wheat

for

New

York, is a corporation

flour,

organized

un-

der the laws of ‘the State of New York,
with a capital of two millions of dollars,
for ' the purpose of bringing within the
reach of investors® of all classes reliable
seven per cent. investments in first mortgages of real estate, and by the interposition of its capital rendering such investment
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